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!Works: Tomb Raider 2 first look 
The Story 
The Dagger of Xian is the latest relic on Lara Croft's shopping list. 

Legend says whoever plunges the dagger into their heart will gain great 

powers. Lara couldn't give a stuff about all that. She just wants to find it 

for her latest bosses in exchange for shedloads of dosh. Trouble is, her 

quest has pissed off a religious cult who also want the dagger. Oops. 

The new levels 
Venice acts as one of the game's starting points, and you've got flooded streets 

to explore in search of dues o the next location. From Venice, trips to Tibet, an 

oil rig, and China await In between each country, the game's storyline is updated 

using cutscenes o expand the plot and reveal handy info. 

■ Oil Rig: Where things get REALLY nasty ■Opera House: the fit lady sings .. . 

The Bad Guys 
Everything is bigger and better in 
Tomb Raider 2, including the 
number of animals and evil geezers. 
If it moves, it's deadly. If it's armed, 
run for it. It's a good job Lara's 
packing UZls, shotguns, pistols, and 
harpoons. Another quiet day for the 
tasty heroine ... 

8 @) 

Naae: Yeti 
WIien: Tibet 
W..,.7: 0aws 
llanl7: It climbs, too 

What's new'? 
Tomb Raider 2 is more than just a copy of the fi rst game. Core 

has really gone to town on the graphics, and everything looks 

better than ever. Fancy lighting effects have also been added so 

it even gets dark at nigh This adds a really cool puule aspect 

to the game, with Lara using flares to light rooms and show off 

even more of Core's fancy visual tricks. 

■ Lan looks around as it starts to get dark 

Graphics 
s e little things that make Tomb Raider 2 look so smart. 

ne new lighting effects add real atmosphere to the game, 

and the way Lara's ponytail moves is just sooooooo cool. It's 

bad guys that come out best, though. The detail on every 

a mal and gun-toting bast is enough to make your eyes pop 

OU1 o your head. All the vi llains have different faces, and with 

more animals in the game than ever before, Core has 

obviously dug out its 'Bumper Book of Animal Pictures' so 
look their leg-chewing best. 

■ An example of the fancier graphics in Tomb Raider l. 

Naae: Cu Bloke 
Wllln: VenKe 
...,_7: Hugegun 
lln7: As nails 

Naae: Goon 
WIien: Venice 
WupN7: Silenced gun 
IIMl7: Oh aye 

Go almost anywhere you 
want! 

■ Venice is more than just a pretty location. 
Those walls are made for climbing ... 

■ ... and these balconies were made for 
jumping off! Try doing that in the first one! 

■ A hidden switch should open this 

Naae: Leopard 
Wllen: Tibet 
W..,.7: Bites 
IIMl7: Hmm, ish 



Watch her Move! 
Lara's always been a bit of an athletic sort. but 
the Tomb Raider 2 team has tinkered with the 
game's controls slighdy, and she now jumps 
and runs even more smoothly than in the first 
game. She's also learned a few new moves in 
the break between adventures, and can now 
pull off a mid-air flip to ge herself out of 
danger. By far the coolest new ski ll is her 
climbing. She was always pretty good at 
clambering up fairly low walls, but now she 
uses small handholds to climb up and across 
walls o reach hidden areas. 

■ Is there nothing this girl can't do? 

We'd lilte to say ... 
Tomb Raider 2 is going 

to be massive. OK. so this 
is hardly news, but just th_in~ about it. 
core could have quite easily Just taken 
the first Tomb Raider. farted ~rou~d 
with it for a bit. and released 1t with a 
handful of new levels. Instead. the_y 
listened to complaints about t~e firs! 
game. and if anything T~~b Raider 2 1s 
twice as good as the ong1~al. _ 

Yeah. there are little things llke the 
fancy lighting effects which are cool 
but we could do without. But the level 
design, that's another thing entirely. 
It's hard not to be blown away by the 
open-plan levels. Instead of being 
stuck in a series of tunnels. Lara can 
now run across balconies. climb up 
walls. and have a free run of the 
stages. If there's water below. she can 
dive into it: total freedom. . 

we always knew Tomb 2 was gomg 
to be special. but it's even better th~n 
we thought. Start saving, because this 
is going to sell out fasL 

"-= Scuba Diver 
WIien: Oil Rig 
WU,.7: Harpoon 
lln7: A bit slow 

■ Lara's packing again. More guns, more moves, and - hey! - she 
even looks more ... well, rounded than before 

Gameplay 
Lara Croft, the fittest archaeologist on the planet, is under your control. Steady 
now. The action is viewed from just behind her bobbing buns as she runs, 
jumps, climbs and fights her way through the game's massive levels. Luckily, our 
well-stacked heroine is packing two pistols to blow away cult members and 
vicious animals. More powerful guns can be found as she makes her way to 
later levels. The game ends when Lara finds the legendary Xian. If she makes it 
that far ... 

Name: Monk 
WIien: Tibet 
WupH7: Bigger sr 
Hard7: Hell, yes! 



Flares 
Where would a Tomb Raider game 
be without a few dark rooms? 
Several buildings have no ligh · ng. 
so Lara has to use another new 
addition to her backpack: flares. 

Without reso · ng o sh e 
trouser gags, Lara has a never
ending supply of these and using 
one lights up a dark room for a 
minute or so. Once r she can 
drop them, leave them burning 
and have her hands free or killing 

people. But e tastiest effect is 
when she rONS a are down a 
deep sha o see if there's 
anything down there. Cool. 

Lara Croft: Action Babe 
She may be the ultimate wet dream to look at, but Lara Croft 

gives Arrne and Stallone more than a run for their money in the 

adventuring stakes: taking on more bad guys than both of them 

ogether. And we know who we'd rather watch ... 

2 . . .. as it takes another lump out of her, the end looks nigh for Lara but she 

breaks loose ... 

3. Out of the frying pan into the fire. An unfriendly scuba diver wants to finish what 

the shark started 

"-= Moray Eel 
WIien: Oil Rig 
WelpN7: Toothy Pegs 
lllr47: Not really 

"-: Doberman 
.._: Venice 
WelpN7: Bite 
Hatl7: Cap its ass 

4. Lara's too weak to fight him off, so she swims 

past him for an exit Her air is running out ... 

New Outfits 
One nice touch is that Lara now wears different clothes for 

different levels. Her old PVC T-shirt and khaki shorts must be 

a bit whiffy by now, so depending on the level she changes to 

suit the situation. For the underwater section she wears a 

wetsuit, while in the snowy wastes of Tibet she pulls on a 

winter coat. The dozy mare still runs about Tibet in a pair of 

shorts, thou h. She'll catch her death .. . 

5. A ladder! If she can just get to it, she might live to fight 

another day 

"-: Tiger 
WIien: Great Wall 
W.,.7: Bite 
lllr47: Not bad 

"-: Tibetan Hood 
WIien: Tibet 
W.,.7: Pistol 
lllr47: And fast 



'Tomb Raider 2's levels are hu e' 

Na-: Hood 
Mere: Oil Rig 
Wu,-7: Gun 
Hanl7: Average 

Level Desitn 
Tomb Raider 2's levels are huge, and work piecing them 

together has taken up most of the time. The game maps 

are put together using a clever Lego-style system. 

Nlae: Crow 
WIien: Great Wall 
Wu,-7: Nope 
Hanl7: Not really 

-----
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IT'S A CONSPIRACY 
What's this about Resident Evil: Director's Cut? 
What was cut in the first place? A severed hand 
from the FMV intro, some blood and a shot of a 
zombie's head getting kicked off its shoulders. 
Not much, and certainly not enough to spend 
£45 if you already own the original. 

If they can release it uncut without breaking 
the law, why didn't they do so in the first place? 
(Virgin couldn't win. It had to make cuts for 
a 15 certificate or sales would have 
suffered. Everyone complains. Now the 18 
certificate comes out, everyone complains. 
Sheesh.) 

12 @!!) 

This decision wouldn't have anything to do 
with the fact that the development schedule for 
Resident Evil 2 has slipped to the point where the 
game will not now be out until 1998, now would 
it? (See above) 

With this in mind, I'd like to suggest a new 
name for the re-released version: Resid Evil: 
The Cynical Marketing Ploy (Snappy. Like · . 

I mean, do they think we're all sluptd or 
something? Sorry, that's a rhetorical quesoon -
they must do, or they wouldn't have released so 
many identical versions of Street Fi er 2. (If 
you don't like it, vote with your wad. In 
words of one syllable, don't buy il Sure, 
hardcore fans will want it, the rest of us 
can make up our own minds. But isn't it 
better if the choice is there?) 

Derek Richardson, Musse!b;x, 

RACER DEBATE 
RAGES DN 

the worst racing game he has 
not a huge fan of racing es. 
astounded by Rage Racer 51. g 
graphics, stomping soundrad a playability. 
(You liked it, then?). 

I played the first two 

and didn't want to buy, but I ;o mange my 
tune with Rage Racer. Every read @led it 
highly and called it a must 
Testing it out proved them 
graphics, awesome speed a 
drum 'n' bass soundtraa. 

I bought the game and got to some 
senous competitive @ang. 

awkward at first but sooo 
under control - even the ' 
siKI · · n, whrch 

pa ·ence and a read through 
the lllSUUCIJOn manua 

In opiruon Rage Racer · lives up 
to the pratSe s received. and r d 

recomrneod It and you don I e it straight 
off, don' g up on as the longer you 

play the better gets e agree 
with you Wayne, but there's an 
unbeliever on your tail...) 

Wayne Down, Edinburgh 

RAGE-RACER-IS• 
CRAP SLUR! 

Having played Rage Racer and avoided buying it 
I totally agree with Chris Harker: what a load of 
crap! (What? Like The Crow: Shitty of 

Angels is crap? Or like Hard Boiled is crap, 
or Crypt Killer is crap? We don't think so ... ) 
Surely Namco can't expect us to believe four 
tracks is as far as they can push the PlayStation? 
V-Rally boasts 40 well-designed tracks. And what's 
the point in the track being bordered by what 

appear to be sheets of glass, preventing the player 
from leaving the road? Even car optimisation is 
nothing new, hell, Rock 'n' Roll Racing on the 
SNES did it (And that's far more fun than 
RR?). So go on Chris, get V-Rally and enjoy it! 

I also agree with that S Tanner bloke: yours 
is the best PlayStation mag on the shelves. The 
level of detail in your reports is excellent, and I 
was particularly impressed with your report on 
the Star Wars beat 'em up. Yours was the only 
one that made a proper evaluation of its quality. 
(You after something or what?). 

Ross Hunter, Harrogate 

RA&E-RACER-NDT• 
CRAP LATEST! 
I am writing in response to Chris Harker's letter 
criticising Rage Racer in your August issue. I have 



■ Proving almost as controversial as 
alleged toe-sucking episodes 

only recently purchased my Play Station and the 
first game I rushed out and bought for it was 
Rage Racer. 

I think Mr Harker's criticisms are on the 
whole completely unjustified, and my aim in 
writing this letter is to reassure all those people 
who were put off buying the game after reading 
his views. 

His gripe about the powerslide showed a 
touch of arrogance. I quote: "I am a fairly 
decent gameplayer, so when I say that the 
powersliding is uncontrollable, I think I can 
safely say it is uncontrollable." Oh right! So all 
that sliding around sharp corners that my mates 
and I do whenever we want isn't powersliding 
at all? They must just be figments of our 
overactive imaginations! 

I have just joined the Class 6 Club and in 
order to achieve this I needed to spend quite a 
lot of time perfecting the powerslide (as well 
as speed braking). It cannot just be· done 
straight away on Rage Racer (as Mr Harker 
seems to expect) but this makes it all the 
more satisfying when you can pull it off at will. 
(Hmm, quite.) 

His criticism about not being able to drive 
onto the verges also needs a response. While 
this is annoying at first, you eventually find that 
it actually encourages you to perfect your 
driving skills. Instead of letting you drive 
around like a headless chicken and 
getting away with going into 
corners too fast or botching up 
a powerslide, the game 
actually encourages you to 
really really concentrate ... 
and all this is a real test of 
nerve. 

Knowing that just the one 
mistake can cost you a place on the 
podium generates enormous tension, and this 
is best illustrated when you race on the oval in 
the higher classes. 

It's right and good to be cautious when 
you're reading some of the drooling reviews 
games get, but in the case of Rage Racer, all the 
PlayStation magazines were spot on. It's really 
as good as racing games get, and I'm sure that 
99% or more of Rage Racer owners would back 
me up on this (Like us, we back you all the 
way. Running for election? You've got our 

backing. Court case coming 
up? We'll be there with our 
support). 

Andrew Yeung, St Ives 

YOU SLAGGIN' 
MY SATURN? 
I have a PlayStation and a Saturn 
and I don't th ink the way you 
keep slagging off the Saturn is 
fair or funny (We do). Every 
issue it's 'the Saturn is rubbish', 
'Saturn owners won't get a sniff 
of Lara Croft's assets' or 'Game X 

is coming out on both platforms but the Saturn 
version is crap ... blah blah blah'! (Game X? 
Sounds interesting. What sort of a game is 
it?) I read your mag to find out about 
PlayStation related things, not to see you slag 
off the Saturn. I thought you were supposed to 
be professionals, not immature kids (Actually, 
we like to think of ourselves as 
professional immature kids) . 

So what if Tomb Raider doesn't come out 
on the Saturn? I've just heard that Quake is not 
coming out on the PS because the PS can't 
handle it, and the Saturn version looks better 
than the PC version. Saturn Duke Nukem 3D 
runs at twice the speed of PS Duke (Played it 
then have you? Thought not. .. ) and looks 
better than the N64 version. And the 
fo rthcoming Sonic R looks amazing - containing 
lighting, transparencies and reflected water 
effects which I've heard the PS can't do (Er, no. 
Sonic R does look nice, true. But it's taken 
Sega some time to get round to those kind 
of effects. The PlayStation, on the other 
hand, has been doing them since day one). 

0 the Saturn m not be selling as well 
as the PS, but it's a great machine which is just as 
good as the PS, so stop slagging it off and get on 
with your work (That told us, then). 

liDDD 
SMACK 

Ed Vincent (Vince), 
Derby 

I must say most issues of PSP are good in terms 
of no bias, good reviews and so on, but your 
August issue was poor. Firstly you said the PSX 
had the best games at E3 when it obviously 
didn't - the Saturn did. The proof? Sonic R, 
Touring Car, Marvel Super Heroes, Resident Evil 

RANT 
Why old games are crap ... 
You can sticR your PacMans. You can stuff the liRes of Pole 
Position and Galaga where the sun doesn't shine. I mean what Is it about people 
that. when a new 'Retro' compilation of old arcade games is released. maRes 
them swoon about 'the good old days' and how such-and-such-a-title sparRed an 
early interest in Vldeogames? Get real. 

Let's leave videogames behind and taRe a stab at real life. All of us have TVs. 
Your PlayStation Is probably even plugged Into one. I will also bet good money that 
it is a colour TV. And that's my point. 

You wouldn't use a blacR and white TV because there are better on offer. So 
why all this fuss and fond memories of games which are the PlayStation 
equivalent of a an old TV set? BlacR and white TVs and the liRes of PacMan all 
sparR fond memories. but they also paid the price of progress. The argument 
often used to support these 'oldies but goldies' classic status is pretty flimsy. 
'You always remember the first ones you played' is a classic comment. It is an 
argument which is also used describing the first band you really liRed as a Rid. But 
do you follow them so closely now? 

Retro games are often best left as a fond memory, because the memory 
cheats. While thoughts of PacMan on Southend pier as a young lad may bring on 
lovely memories. to looR at it nowadays would Just cheapen that memory. Guiding 
a small yellow blob around maze. avoiding ghosts: doesn't really inspire does it? 

So. there you have it: old games are crap. It's nothing to do with their 
content. It's Just that things have to progress. and When it's time to move on 
these old games are best left alone and shouldn't be dredged up again. After all, if 
the music Industry was to drag up fond memories liRe Namco and GT do. we'd be 
experiencing a Slade and t.t.ld revival right now. And that doesn't bear thlnRing 
about. 

What do you nldlon? Are Retro tames a waste of space? Send your replies to: 
Rant! at the usual adcnss. "81 pmt anythint vaeuetY intereslinf 

■ CiAlACiA 

and so on. (Yeah, but Metal Gear, 
Apocalypse, Street Fighter EX Alpha, 

Tomb Raider 2, Forsaken ... ) Then you said 
that by the time Saturn has RE PSX owners will 
be playing RE2 - a blatant lie as RE2's not 
coming out until March 98 while Saturn's 
improved RE was released in September. 

From here you stated PSX is cool while 
Saturn and N64 aren't. Yes, PSX is extremely cool, 
but so is Saturn. Look at Fighters MegaMix, which 
no PSX fighter matches (cough, splutter. Heard 
of Tekken 2? Soul Blade? You've got to 

■ PACMAN 

admit they at least 'match' Megamix?) or 
Nights, Bomberman, Alpha 2, Panzer Dragoon 
Zwei, Sega Rally and Baku BakCo. And Quake, 
Duke 3D and Marvel Super Heroes are coming 

out first or will be better on Saturn (Come on, 
the Saturn's pants and you know it). 

Alex Gladwin, Middx, London 

ITCHE~ BUMPS 
AND S1UFF 
I had been itching to buy a PlayStation for some 
time and finally succumbed last week when I 

@ 13 



extra g 
with my 

Looking for a fa 
chose Psygnosis' Ch 
began my quest and lo 
but I am now complet 

available options, and, frankly, I need help. 
The problem is where to start looking. I am 

not averse to buying a book containing a 
solution, but having looked widely can't 

seem to find one (Or if you do, 
they're a right royal ripoff at a 
fiver or so). The game came with a 
premium rate helpline which cost me 
£ 1 before I even got to the help 

options ... so I hung up before wasting 
even more of my money. 

After all, I am bound to get stuck again, and 
if I have to keep calling it will cost me a small 
fortune to solve my game. 

Having paid around £40 I feel pretty 
cheated, and would write to Psygnosis to say so, 
but amazingly, their address doesn't seem to 
appear anywhere on their product. (Their 
address might not be on the product, but 
their phone number is on page 126 of this 
mag. Give 'em a call and see what they 
say.) 

How can I solve this perplexing problem? 
Without help my game is useless to me. I feel 
that with games being the price they are there 
must be an answer. 

I don't know if you've covered this area in 
the pas~ or whether you can give me any advice? 
(We will cover games in depth in our 
Instant Expert section, and we go the extra 
mile to run a special tips service for our 
readers. Why not use the coupon to write 
in if Psygnosis can't help?) 

CK Peacock, Colchester, Essex 

CHEEKY! 
When I was lucky enough to get my PlayStation 
at Christmas, it came with a form for a free 
demo, which I didn't fill in straightaway as I was 
just way too busy just playing with my 
PlayStation! 

I did eventually get round to sending it off 
and although the form said "allow 28 days" it has 
been two months and still I have no demo to 
check out. 

I don't have the address as it was printed on 
the envelope, so I am hoping that you can 
contact them for me ... (Of course Paul. Any 
other errands we can run for you at the 
same time? Spot of ironing, tidy your room, 
oil change on the family runabout 
perhaps?) And yes, before you ask, I did put a 
stamp on it! 

them to send me a demo anyway? (Here's a 
thought Ifs a bit off the wall, ifs a bit 
oooh, a bit whee, but why not try ringing 
them on 0990 9988n? Go on, ifs good to 
talk. Apparently.) 

And talking about demos, why don't you 
give free ones? (Probably because you'd want 
us to play it for you as well). 

Paul Sarsfield, Drogheda, Eire 

VIOLENT &AMES 
I'll try to keep it short, loads to say though. Firstly, 
smashing mag, first-class reviews. (Cheers, hope 
you like our new direction, as Spinal Tap 
would say). 

I am writing to reply to Steven Hall's letter 
(issue 24). Yep, must agree, can't abide stupid 
censorship (Neither can we.). Like a nunchaka 
is really more lethal than an Uzi or Abe's chant 
for that matter, but I need to add that a certificate 
system is a grand idea. Then we get to choose for 
ourselves like proper grown-ups. 

I say all this because I am a sane and stable 
sort of chap with a high moral code, but, after an 
hour or so stomping merry butt in Tekken 2, I'm 
all pumped up and raring to go, adrenalin 
steaming from my ears, feeling like taking on the 
world anmed only with a wet herring and a 
dustbin lid! 

So I have to say that violent games (and 
films) do have an effect on people. Sorry, truth 
hurts and all that. 

Fortunately, I'm not a neo-Nazi type armed 
with bike chains and petrol bombs or after Soul 
Blade it might have been high time to make a trip 
to the seaside for a kick up. I (like everyone else) 
manage to contain myself and take it out on 
some little pink lily-livered worms: I only wish the 
list of weapons included a flamethrower ... Real 
men, after all, play with worms! (And there you 
go. You, like most balanced people, don't 
go around being violent after playing a 
videogame. Any frustration you did feel 
with the world gets worked out of your 
system after a good thrash on the 
PlayStation. 

After all, if anyone wasn't a 
wholesome, balanced bod, it would 
probably take a lot less than a videogame 
to make them violent.) 

So bring on more certificates and let us 
choose for ourselves before bits are chopped out 
of UK releases. 

banjaxed stuck. I have literally exhaUS!ed a lhe If it got lost in the post could you please get Steve E, Watford 
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FAIi COMMENT 
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at the time of going to press. 

EMAP Images also publishes these real~ good 
magazines: Computer & Video Games, 
Sego Saturn. Nintendo Magazine and CU Amigo. 
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Just a reminder that H you're u■der 18 and a 
bit cocky 1t Rage Racer, you Ciln put your skills 
to the test and try lo become the Twlx Junior 
Games Player of the Year. All you have to do is 
play Rage Racer to death 1nd write down your 
best lip times for the basic course o■ the fom 
shown here. 

Now pop it In an envelope with five empty 
Twlx wrappen, and send it to: TWIX Junior 
Games Player of the YHr 1997, ~. 

37·39 Mllllurbour, Isle of Dogs, London, E14 
,n. Please make sure your entry sets here by 
the loth of October or you won't be 1ccepted, 
1■d H you're under 16 plHse note you'll have 
to be a«-flilnled by an 1duit. 

When all the entries are in, the best eight will be 
selected and invited to the Virgin Megastore, Oxford 
Street , on October 25th to battle it out All eight will 
receive boxes of Twix and Mechwarrior 2 jackets, along 
with a special medal to commemorate the day. 

The eventual winner of the title will supersede Rajesh 
Fatania as the champ, and will also receive E 1000 of 
PlayStation gear of their choice, and E 100 of Virgin 
vouchers for which can be swapped for anything in your 
local Virgin megastore. A yea(s worth of Twix is also on 
offer. As 1996's champ prepare to defend his crown, 
Rajesh says: "the only tip I have for any gamers looking 
to enter the competition is don't bother, you'll only get 
beaten by me!" Please beat him. Please, just for us. 

So, go on, fi ll in the form and do away with Rajesh for 
us. We'll love you forever. 

.(illl?~I UNIOR GAMESPLAYER OF 
THE YEAR ENTRY FORM 
r--------------------------, 

MY BEST TIME ON RAGE RACER'S 
BASIC COURSE IS .... 

My name is ____ _____ _ _ 
My age is ___________ _ 
My address is __________ _ 

My home telephone number is 

If aged under 16 please ask a parent or guardian to 
read and then sign the following: 

I verify that the above details are correct and hereby 
give my permission for the above named person to 
take part in the TWIX• Junior Gamesplayer of the 
Year challenge, should they be selected. 

Signed _______ Date ___ _ 

IMPORTANT! 
You must enclose five empty - rv,.,,x• wrappen; with each enuy 
loon (any Twix wrapper accepted). 

No purchase necessa,y. All entry loms must reach us by IO/l0/97. You 
must be under 18 to enter. If yoo are under 16 an aduh must be able to 
accompany !00 to ihe challenge. 

All entries will be CAREFULlY VETTED so no cheatITT~ 
Please roe lhat EMAP Images cannot be held responsible for any entnes lost 
or damaged in ihe post. Normal compeutton rules apply. Prize includes 
standard fare re.um raa fare to London. 







Du~e Nu~em Bloc~buster Coupon Mortal Kombat Mythology 
Supersonic Racing Crash Bandicoot 2 Resident Evil 2; Resident Evil Directors Cut 
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Raze entire cities to the ground in GT's monster mash. 

I Georp llrinp Ille house down 2 Smlsllln' 
plKe. llllle 3 Kuna Fu llidl Ille place In. &le 
Cank1n1 slyle 4 Anyone for Ille hat shoe shuffle? 

■ Going...,_ ■ ...pe. 0a ID Ille 11111 IMI 

■OUT NOVEMBER ■BY HASBRO ■ PLAYERS 1-4 ■COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD, 

MEMORY CARD, MULTITAP 

Froeeer 
Classic Fro~~er bursts onto PlayStation. 

T he aim of Frogger is simple: guide the 
cute greenback through stacks of 3D 
levels, hopping across busy motorways 

and weaving around rolling boulders. 
The gameplay is easy yet addictive, with 

Frogger avoiding obstacles to safely reach five 
stranded frogettes. Boasting nifty graphics, 
loadsa bonuses and a four-player mode that's a 
riot, this promises to be the best retro game yet. 

• It's simple but it sure looks like greot fun. If 
you're into old-style games, you'll wanna get 
into this. 

■ catch a ride off the friendly heron to reach 
other stranded froggies. Ahhh 

• Frogger has a multiplayer where up to four 
frogs can compete at the same time 

Godzilla has nothing on the three giant
sized heavyweights in Rampage World 
Toll" who slomp aaoss the globe, ■ TWs dlkll totals JGIII' score II Ill_. 

aushing everything underfoot. 
Head hondlo of SCUM research facili

ties, Eustas DeMonic, is plotting global 
domination and only the tovvering trio can 
stop him by trashing the 16 SCUM labs. But 
first you gotta find 'em, and with 130 levels to 
explore it's not gonna be easy. 

lltllllr 
If you've ever seen King Kong or Godzilla, 
you11 know what ID expect from the 
Rampage rnonstm. George is a gargantuan 
gorilla, Lizzie's a hefty izard thing while 
snarling wolman is calecL um, Ralph. The 
muscle-bound belsls l'IIISt wreck the joint by 
chomping on buildings. cathedrals, even 
castles. If it's made d brick, bust it down. 

llan Eaters 
Humans are a lknovie clelicacy. The trouble
some trio can chomp on soldiers to restore 
energy, and even swat UFOs for extra points. 

■ Pliym& .... lseledrllylas.5....-a, 

The hidden stages are the best way for 
racking up high scores by chewing on 
conaete for bonza bonuses. Gnawing on 
fellow nasties reaps the biggest reward by 
going face-to-face with another monstie in a 
full-on grudge match. 

e Great idea, but we doubt the game will be 
as big as the monsters. 

Ttoe ·~ ·iooon~· -ndWtab or 
~~•!n~m 

C e>c.enSottwareLimltedT997. 
Devek>ped tf1 Eutechnyx Umlteiil All Rights MrYed. 



R.D.&.D.F.F. 
RENT ONE PLAYSTATION 
GAME GET ANOTHER 
ONE FOR FREE 
~ has teamed up with 
BlocRbuster. the country's leading 
video and game rental store. to bring 
you the PlayStation game rental 
special offer of the millenium. 

we·re big fans of trying out the full 
eame before you hand over your 
dosh. ORay, so we get to do it as part 
of the job. but you can get exactly 
the same gameplaying experience by 
nipping in to your local BlocRbuster 
and renting. There are over 700 
stores in the UK. so wherever you 

What JOU need to do 

are. you're pretty much round the 
corner from this great deal. 

This is a great chance to play the 
very latest games before you buy ( or 
even instead of buying), or catch up 
on some of those classic games that 
made the PlayStation the only 
console to have. 

If you need some help in maRing your 
mind up about what to play, checR 
out our BlocRbuster rental chart on 
pace 117. 

Remove the special card from the front of the ma~. Cut out 
this coupon and sticR it to the card. TaRe them down to your 
local BlocRbuster. Nothin~ could be simpler. 

en , , ilf'YAaySlaool,game 
at Blockbuster. Free rental ,s to the equr,alent or less value of first rental. Normal ~Ming fees, terms and condruoos apply. Merrbersh1p of 

Blockbuster ~ free and required for rental of all products. To join Blockbuster l'Ml forms of identifkatoo are re<µred_ ooe showing your 
name and address (joming criteria may vary, aslc your local store for details). Members must be 18 or CNef. Cash V ue of tlvs coupoo 

O.CXXXXXXJlp. Offer ends 21st Novermber 199I 

24 ~ 



Believe or not, the UK is 
ranked as a better 

development home for the 
PlayStation than the States. This 
is set to change with a huge 
number of US-developed titles 
shaping up really well. The one 
everyone's most excited about is 
Mortal Kombat Mythologies: 
Sub-Zero. Americans are still 
Mortal Kombat mad, and can't 
get enough of the gory fighting 
games. With its gameplay now 
mixing fighting with exploration, 
Mythologies is going to be 
massive over here. 

Crystal Dynamics is 
working hard to create two 
more which are looking cool 
too. Both Pandemonium 2 and 

Gex: Enter the Gecko are 
follow-ups. 

Pandemonium! was a 
brilliant platform game starring 
a jester and his female pal as 
they explored a load of colourful 
levels. That sounds ordinary 
enough, but it had a fancy 
camera which swished around 
making the game look twice as 
good as it already was! 

The sequel is more of the 
same, but with huge boss 
creatures at the end of every 
level, and even more devious 
level designs. Pandemonium 2 
has a lot to live up to, but looks 
like it's got it licked. 

Gex 2, on the other hand, 
has nothing to live up to. The 

Thf •-l.· •n'f'la1S1a110n· -.,....,,.,... o1 
SOror~tr~lnc. 

O Ocean Software Llmited 1997. 
Developed by Eutechnyx Umfl&d. All Rights _fles&rved. 

original Gex was a really dull 
platform game, but fortunately, 
the sequel bears absolutely no 
resemblance whatsoever. 

Gex: Enter the Gecko takes 
the lizard hero and drops him 
into a 30 world where he can 
wander around freely. Check out 
our preview on page 40 for 
more info. 

So that's it from the US for 
now, but you can't help but feel 
sorry for gamers over here. 
Apart from a million baseball 
and basketball titles, we're only 
just getting the likes of 
SwagMan, Rush Hour (you guys 
call it Speedster) and Toshinden 
3, games that UK owners have 
been enjoying for months! 





A Japanese column? Yeah ... so 
we can hassle the guys at 

Namco, Capcom and all the 
other Nippon giants to get the 
inside line from gameplay 
heaven. Capcom was first in the 
firing line and Shinji Mikami, 
the bloke behind the Res Evil 
series (called Biohazard in 
Japan), blabbed about Resident 

Director's Cut came about 
during Resident Evil2. Obviously 
Capcom wanted to make a 
monster game that would crap 
all over the original, so rather 
than rush it oui a stop-gap was 
born: Director's Cut. A load of 
coders were dragged in to 
make the changes, taking into 

■OUT NOVEMBER ■ BY ELECTRONIC ARTS ■ PLAYERS 1-4 ■ COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD 

account all the criticisms of the 
original game. Tons of people 
said it was too hard, so a 
training mode was crammed in. 
The advanced game was added 
to satisfy gamers who already 
have the first Resident Evil. 

Over at Konami HQ, 
there's hot news on its covert 
corker, Metal Gear Solid. The 

Tokyo team has brought in top 
military expert Mouri Motosada 
as Action Advisor. They'll be 
using his knowledge of all 
things battley to mucho real ism. 
He's also helping with the 
character animation, making 
Solid Snake move as if he were 
a real life SAS geeza. 

Motosada is there to stop 

things getting out of hand too. 
But rather than preventing the 
team from throwing midnight 
parties with excess beer and 
birds, he's advising them when 
the explosions and special 
effects are getting just too over
the-top. Us? We always want 
the biggest bangs possible for 
our bucks ... 

FIFA: Road to the World Cup 98 
Hoddle's boys may not have made it into the World Cup finals yet, but you can. 

■ David Gino la provided the moves ... 

■ The graphics are incredibly detailed 

F ollowing the crock of cack that was 
FIFA 97, EA return with a footie game 
said to be worthy of its World Cup 

licence: 172 teams, more than a dozen 
stadiums and realistic animation ... 

This is what's on offer as EA's Road to 
World Cup invites you to have a crack at 
qualifying in the World Cup finals in Paris. 
While FIFA 97 promised plenty, Road to the 
World Cup is reckoned to be the closest the 
PlayStation will get to football without the 
console growing legs and playing itself. 

Over to Motty 
The players and pitches are all seen in 3D, 
with cameras panning for the best views: and 
Des Lynam, Andy Gray and John Molson 
providing the commentary. Joypad buttons 
are used to pull off blistering volleys, neat 
passes and Beckham-style lobs, and EA has 
tried to make it so one button fits al l. So if 
the ball's high the player will try a volley, but 
if it's low he'll hit a grass-cutter. Weather 
conditions also affect play, with wet and dry 

■ .. . like this this run-up to a shot here. 

■ EA is promising more moves than before 

Ranltint 
The 172 teams are from around the world, 
and range from the Germans and Dutch 
down to obscure African teams and the 
worth-a-laugh American side. There are 32 
places in the World Cup finals, and to reach 
these a series of knockout round are entered. 
Each team is given individual stats, with the 
likes of Italy and Brazil top dogs, while 
Hoddle's England lads are also well ranked. 

• Rood to World Cup has got a Jot to make 
up for after FIFA 97. Here's hoping .. . 

pitches affecting ball control. ■ The far view is perfect for making long passes 

■ Knowing Spurs' current form, though ... ■ ... the shot'II soar over the bar 

'J.,,,, r,i~-
·: v~ l' 
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■ OUT FEBRUARY ■BY NAMCO ■ PLAYERS 1-2 
■ COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD, MEMORY CARD, G-CON 45 LIGHTGUN 

PointBlanll 
Cardboard terrorists, spaceships, piranha fish, pinR cows: 
all fair game if you're armed with a Namco gun. 

Pushing lightning-fast reactions and 
accuracy to the max, Point Blank is a 
gun game in the purest sense of the 

word. There's no flashy (or even realistic) 
graphics, and there's no storylines or 
missions. This game relies on shooting for 
shooting's sake. Which is nice. 

Gameplay 
Point Blank is the second Namco game to 
use the G-Con 45 lightgun, the beast made 

■ Kill the cuddly bear, oh yes please 

specially for Time Crisis, and it mixes bits of 
clay pigeon and duck shooting, tin-can alley 
games and firing ranges. 

This means targets are sometimes 
stationary; sometimes popping up and 
dropping down; sometimes bouncing all over 
the screen. You won't know. Just stay cool 
and keep your finger on the trigger ... 

Extras 
Originally a hit in arcades, the PlayStation 
Point Blank contains all the levels of the 
original. These days that doesn't seem to be 
enough for punters though, so a whole 
bunch of extra modes have been added. And 
on top of all that you'll also get a truly weird 
adventure-style game to play. Aren 't amco 
good to you? 

• The Japanese version of Point Blank, 
known as GunBullet over there, is already in 
the shops and it plays superbly. There's no 
reason why the British version shouldn't be 
just as good. 

■OUT OCTOBER ■BY MINDSCAPE ■ PLAYERS 1-4 
■COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD, MEMORY CARD, MULTITAP 

Supersonic 
Racers21S 
Could this be total satisfaction 
for custom car speed freaRs? 

Supersonic Racers 2XS is the sequel to 
the tossy Supersonic Racers, but 
promises to shame its predecessor by 

actually looking pretty tasty. Up to four 
players can race at the same time, driving 
one of eight whacked-out motors and using a 
bucketload of weapons, power-ups and 
shortcuts to take the chequered flag. 

Goint for told 
Supersonic Racers 2XS has 16 tracks. Each is 
a gorgeous 3D environment, from the dusty 
roads of the Wild West to the black ice perils 
of Antarctica. Hidden tracks are also ripe for 
the taking, but first you gotta prove yourself 
by taking the championship gold. 

• Supersonic Racers 2X5 looks good but 
might not have the '00mph' to trounce Micro 
Machines V3. ■ Wakh out for tumbleweed in the Wild West 

1 Blast the floating targets, but avoid hitting the 
bombs 2 Pop a cap into Mr Bones and his head 
snaps off. Cool 3 Burst a bald man's balloon. 
with just one bullet and five seconds. It's tricky 
4 Bullseyes on the Taj Mahal. Dunno why 

SONY 

57162383581 
Find within the number above, 
two numbers, one of which is 

double the other, and 
which when added together 

make 10743. 

Warm up your brain for 

, ..... 

K,U HUSH I 
Kurushi TM C1 996 Sony Computer Enterta inment Inc. Developed by Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. 

All r ights reserved. Published by Sony Computer Entertainment Europe. £29.99. 





SATURDAY MORNING 

SPOTS? TRY TUIS. IT'S NEW 
CLEARASIL COMPLETE. IT'S FIVE TIMES BETTER 

TUAN SOAP AND IT'S DEAD SIMPLEI 

TI-IAT'S RIGI-IT, DEAD SIMPLE! NEW CLEARASIL COMPLETE FACEWASI-I IS JUST WI-IAT YOU 
NEED TO I-IELP PREVENT ZITS. 

CLEARASIL COMPLETE IS FIVE TIMES BETTER TI-IAN ORDINARY SOAP AT BEATING SPOTS* 
AND IS AVAILABLE IN AN EASY TO USE PUMP ACTION BOTTLE. 

ITS DEEP-CLEANSING MICROBEAD FORMULA AND SPECIAL SPOT STUFF GETS RIGI-IT TO 
TI-IE I-IEART OF TI-IE PROBLEM, KILLING BACTERIA WI-IICI-I CAN CAUSE UNWANTED ZITS. 

USED EVERYDAY CLEARASIL COMPLETE WILL I-IELP KEEP YOUR SKIN FEELING CLEAN AND 
FRESI-I. ALTOGETI-IER, IT'S A VERY SIMPLE WAY TO I-IELP STAY ZIT-FREE. 

SOUNDS A BIT 
LIKE YOUI 





■ Rocket through space with the all-new jet-pack 

■ Don't step on the red tiles! 

Bandicoot bonuses 
Bonus levels are ideal for stocking up on 
lives. Apples are good for energy, and Crash 
can enlist the help of evil witchdoctor Papu
papu by using his mask of protection. Not all 
boxes hide goodies though. Some simply 
catapult Crash in the air, while others are 
filled with TNT. Fall on one of these and 
you'll be picking up the pieces for a bloody 
long time. 

• So far Crash 2 looks lush, but whether 
gameplay is spot-on remains to be seen. 

All totether now ... let's do 
the timewarp ~ain 

WHAT ARE THEY? 
The first Crash Bandicoot game was 
slated 'cos it was just so damn linear. Yo 
just tackled the stages in order, and that 
was it. Yawn. Not so with Crash 2. Yeah, 
the spectacular environments are still 
pretty restrictive but you don 't have to 
complete them in the right order. Instead 

Crash is dumped in a warp room (below), 
with six exits leading off from the central 

hub. He can take on any of the stages in 
any order, moving through different zones 
rather than tackl ing all the ice levels at once, 
the jungle stages together ... etc. Crash must 
finish all the levels to beat the Cortex, though. 

■OUT NOVEMBER ■BY GREMLIN ■PLAYERS 1-2 ■COMPATIBILmES LIGHTGUN 

JudteDredd 
He is the law! Step into the boots of the 
hardest character in comic booR history! 

T hey don't come any harder than Judge 
Joseph Dredd. For more than 20 years, 
Dredd's been busting perp ass in his 

2000AD comic, and now he's ready to bust 
even more on the PlayStation. Gremlin's 
Judge Dredd game is an all-out blastathon, 
with JD using a lightgun to pick off punks on 
the streets of Mega City One. The plot 
involves a corrupt Judge who has put 
together an army of droids slaughtering 
everyone in their way. Who you gonna call? 

■ JD steps into the limelight 

The PlayStation version of Mega City One is ■ An in-game view. Ifs simple: !rag the perps 
split into 17 levels. The game moves you 
from one place to the next, so you can 
concentrate on blowing seven shades out of 
anyone wanting to take a pop at Dredd. As 
well as the metal muthas taking over the city, 
you also have to keep an eye out for civilians 
caught up in the crossfire: and save the 
stupid jaywalkers before they get iced. 

Meta CitJ One 
Artists from the comics 
are supplying the Mega 
City One look, and 
you11 pass through 
shops, lifts, and escala
tors searching for the 
corrupt Judge. And after 
17 stages of death and 
gallons of gore, there's 

no way Dredd is going 
to bring him in for 

questioning! 

■ Dredd takes to his mota for more shootin' 

• Dredd may be knocking on a bit 
but if half the weapons from the 

comics make it into the game it 
could have real potential. 



• Go on. kick this 
toerag's evil butt 

1 Sod the swords, get the blunderbuss instead 
Z Better still, there's a flamethrower just waitin' 

to be used 3 Sword blokey doesn't mind picking 

fights with people smaller than him 4 Giant rats. 

Tough basis which are difficult to hit 

Deathtrap Duneeon 
Eidos· hacR ·n· slay romp throu~h ore
infested dun~eons is a-comin! LocR up 
yer dau~hters! Especially if they're not 
wearin~ much! 

H alf-naked birds, ridiculously large 
swords and more blood spattering 
than a Sons of Satan black magic 

ritual. Deathtrap Dungeon is all of these 
and more, as brawny bloke and barely
dressed bimbo trudge into the dingy 
underworld looking for a fight with 
some pretty wicked monsters. It looks a 
bit like Tomb Raider with less clothes. 

Punla FiChtar 
Gameplay is divided between solving 
puules and combat. The game is sort 
of based on the dear old Fighting 
Fantasy book of the same name, and 
features some of the same traps 
and monsters. Goblins are easy 
meat but the Blood Beast is one 
tough mutha that'll take more 
than a nancy boy stab wound to 
kill. Sod it, get the blunderbuss 
out for this tosspot. 

• The dungeon is looking a 
bit ropey at the mo, but 
if the camera 
angles are sorted 
out it could be pretty 
smart. 

• Eidos is paving the way 
for sexual equality in 
videogames. 
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Surprise! We show you the jaw-droppin~ Resident Evil 2 1.-Blal-----------
■OUT FEBRUARY '98 ■BY VIRGIN ■PLAYERS 1 ■COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD, MEMORY CARD 

Resident Evil 2 
Gore-soaRed sequel to Capcom·s undead 
ni~htmare. We've played it! It's well scary! 

■ Cool camera angles make the best of Resident 
Evil 2's scary graphics. Shiver 

W e couldn't put it on the cover. Didn't 
have time to fit it in the contents. But 
bollocks: it's in. 

Resident Evil 2 is the bloodiest, scariest 
shockfest on the PlayStation. You 'll need 
intensive care after playing this game. 

Newbie cops Leon Walker and Claire 
Redfield fight the undead invasion, kicking off 
the fight in the city streets. Zombies attack 
from every direction and with only fifteen 
caps and a blade to keep 'em down, maybe 
it's time to swallow pride and do a runner. 

Baell to life 
Prepare to be blown away, 'cos this mutha is 
over two-and-a-half times bigger than the 
first one. That's pretty whopping. 

It's a lot more action-based too. At the 
beginning there's no yawnsome 8-movie 
plot-setting, just a gunfight against over half a 
dozen zombies. It doesn 't stop there either. 
Raccoon City is crawling with rotting corpses, 
tea.sting on anything that lives. Even the cop 
shop ain't safe. In fact, it's a helluva a lot 
worse ... 

• If the demo is anything to go by, 
Resident Evil 2 will be fantastic. Start saving! 

■ Look, funny hats and comedy glasses, it must a 
party. Fancy a smooch, zomboid? 

■ Midnight, and Raccoon City gardens is dead 
quiet Nope, make that just dead 

I Raccoon City is well known for its riotous street parties 2 The police station where the party kicks off is vast Start exploring, Leon 3 Christ on a bike, this 
zombie's corpse has been stripped of rotting flesh 4 In the armoury, the shop keeper demonstrates his anti-theft device 5 Look! Those nerdy zombies can't 
even open gates. Oh, they can? Shit, better run! & You'll fill your pants when you see these graphics moving 7 Nice angle, huh? ■ More ass-cappin' action 



RESIDENT EVIL 
DIRECTOR'S CUT 

Three versions on one CD. Wow! 
A cracking demo of Resident Evil 2 will be 
bundled with Resident Evil Director's Cut, which 
is out in November. The Director's Cut contains 
three versions of the original. The standard game 
is exactly that, the training mode has made for 
wimps who reckoned the original was too tough. 

Then there's the advanced game. This has 
new outfits for the heroes Jill and Chris, and 
includes stacks of different camera angles, some 
more undead enemies and, according to Virgin, 
even a submachine gun. More gore is a no-no 
though. Virgin wants a 15 rating for REDC, so the 
bodycount stays the same. Bah. 

I Check out Jill's new top 2 So that's where 
Elvis has been hiding :I Nothing new here 

8 Point the gun down, then then blow the git's head off ID Blood 
'n' guts aplenty when you get the shotgun 11 Even the undead cops 
are against you 12 No bullets? Better leg it then 13 Ooh, bagged in 
the throat 14 Dam, you can't in the car Ill Go on, gis a kiss 

■OUT OCTOBER ■BY OCEAN ■PLAYERS 1-2 ■COMPATIBILmES JOYPAD 

Super 
Pant Collection 
Capcom and Ocean are forever blowin~ 
bubbles. But does Pan~ blow the bi~ one? 

S uper Pang Collection is yet another 
retro pack of old arcade games 
bundled together on one CD. All three 

games share the one goal: guide a big game 
hunter around the world popping bubbles. 

Yes, popping bubbles. These bubbles 
bounce over a series of single screen 
locations with countless exotic locations as 
backdrops. Armed with a harpoon gun, your 
hunter simply runs across the bottom of the 
screen and up and down platforms and 
ladders, using the harpoon to get rid of the 
bubbles. Simpler than a Boyzone fan. 

Bubbles Galore 
Obviously there's more to Pang than that. 
The bubbles come in different sizes, and 
popping them splits them into smaller ones. 

If the hunter touches any of these he dies, so 
as the screen gets busier it gets harder to 
stay alive long enough to clear the level and 
move on to the next location. 

Gettlnt Harder 
Extra weapons· including guns and multiple 
harpoons can be collected to make life 
easier. But the number of bubbles and 
obstacles is also upped just to balance things 
out. The three Pang games offer the chance 
to travel the world, or tackfe wave after wave 
of bubbles with a friend u~til you get killed. 

• Pang's not exactly the best known arcade 
game is it? But Retro fans will no doubt pee 
their pants. Again. lrs hardly one of the 
greatest 'old' games, though. 

■ Did people really play this six years ago? 

■ Blow up the walls to get to the bubbles 





■ OUT FEBRUARY ■BY EA ■ PLAYERS 1 ■COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD, MEM CARD 

Auto Destruct 
Become a vi~ilante and cause automobile 
mayhem as you tracR down an evil sect. 

I world-class racing driver has suffered a 
terrible loss. Members of a weird 
religious group have wiped out his 

family in one terrible act of aggression. 
Armed only with his need for revenge, a 
sports car and a bag full of weapons, it's 
payback time. Let nothing or nobody stand in 
your way. 

Streets Of New Yorll 
Set across the streets of San Francisco, New 
York and Tokyo, Auto Destruct is split into 
sets of missions. Although the ultimate goal is 
to destroy members of a sect, much of the 
time is spent helping out police officers or 
messing up the plans of would-be bombers 
and other crims. 

Kill, llill 
Perhaps the most encouraging aspect of Auto 
Destruct is the ability to drive in a totally 

I Fighting crime on the streets of New York 
2 Explosions look impressive 3 Sadly only one 

vehicle will be available 4 Cities are detailed, 
with all manner of buildings and stuff 
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reckless fashion. It's not only possible to run 
down-pedestrians, you can slam your car 
into reverse and finish the job. Screech away 
after an 'accident' like this and your tyres 
leave trails of blood. Cool. 

• Rough around the edges, but has some 
good ideas, particularly regarding the safety 
of other road users and pedestrians. 



-Blal Reality SUCRS? The people who made TOCA don't thinR so 

■OUT DECEMBER ■ BY GT ■PLAYERS 1-2 ■COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD, MEM CARD 

Fithters' Impact 
Arse-RicRin' slap-fest from GT. Come and 
·ave a ~o if you thinR you·re ·ard enou~h. 

W ith super-detailed graphics that make 
even Tekken 2 look more chunky 
than a pocketful of Yorkies, Fighters' 

Impact is pretty much sorted. 
It's already very well established in the 

arcades as a real vicious coin-swallower, and 
now Ta ito is finishing off work on their 
videogame conversion. 

From what we've seen so far, it looks 
like a pretty standard one-on-one beat 'em 
up. The graphics are 30 and there are eight 
fighters to choose from, and er, that's about 
it really. There are the usual now very bog
standard one and two-player options to 
choose from, obviously, but nowt much else. 

Rib-cracllinC combos 
Instead of fancy malarkey bonus rounds and 
sub-games, Fighters' Impact relies solely on 
solid gameplay. 

Yer actual objective of the game is to 
wallop your opponent, but here's where the 
difference lies: 

Although special moves are in there, the 
game's combo system plays a much bigger 
part in the whole scheme of things. By using 
the punch and kick buttons, gameplayers can 
manage to string together well over 10 
blistering attacks, which end up crippling the 
other fighter with a blaze of fists and feet. 
And that's just through hammering the 
joypad buttons ... 

• Could be pretty cool but it's up against 
rock-solid competition from Tekken 2. It's 
gonna be a tough one. 

1 When I say geddown, I mean stay down! 2 Each of the fighters has th 
martial arts to wrestling 3 Smart camera angles are used for the throws 
Killa move 



■OUT NOVEMBER ■BY INTERPLAY ■PLAYERS 1-2 

RedAsphan 
Mad Max racing with cranRed-up cars and 

oversized guns. Fancy a dose of road rage? 

M otormouth and his gang of 
freaked-out rebels are taking part 
in intergalactic races across the 

planets. Vowing to show no mercy against 
any other competitors their ultimate aim is 

to bring down a tyrant... Sissies stop 
reading now: this brand of racing is not 
for the faint-hearted. Gulp. 

Red Asphalt mixes shoot 'em up and 
racing action, pitting you against five 
other reckless drivers. Set across four 

worlds there's a total of 36 levels to master 
and a bunch of boss characters to wipe out. 

Futuristic vehicles are kitted out for 
warfare, with things like Napalm Liquid 
Death, Anti-Matter projectiles, Nuclear 
Plasma cannons, Wrath of God Death Beams 
and more. 

• Nothing groundbreaking but could 
provide some laughs after a sesh in the pub. 



Croft be going grey? She 
could be too big for the 
PlayStation 2 Populous 3: 
time to play God 3 Crystal 
castles: one of the old but 
gold titles on the Atari 
collection 4 MDK: coming 
to a Saturday morning 
telly programme near you 

Don't tell anyone we told you this. right? 
• GT is preparing a second Atari Arcade Classics retro paclt Six games will include 
Marble Madness (a brilliant puzzle eameJ, Gauntlet (a superb multiplayer shoot ·em 
up), Crystal Castles (cute collecting thing), Millipede (very old shoot ·em up), and 
Paperboy (deliver paper, don't get run over. Cool). Most retro pacRs are pretty damn 
forgettable, but with GT raiding 8Os games, they should coin it in. 

• Populous 3, where the player is a God with the power of life and death, has been 
delayed until July 1998. The PC version is laRing loneer than thought, which will delay 
the PlayStation version that was going to be copied from it. Don't hold yer breath. 

• Fans of top 3D blaster Doom may be interested to learn there's a film on the cards. 
Apparently, Forrest WhittaRer, the bii geezer in Species, will star. Hmm, don't 
remember that many fat bloRes in the game. 

• TalRing of big screen games, Interplay's MDK is going to be 
turned into a cartoon, too. Let's just hope Crash Bandicoot ain't 
just behind ii. 

• X-Men: Children of the Atom has been scrapped. Acclaim 
has been promising a conversion for the last 18 months, but 
Capcom (who created the arcade game it's based on) said 
they'd dropped it. It then appeared in an Acclaim catalogue 
during last May's E3 games show in Atlanta, but is off again. 

• Sony of Japan is worRine on a sequel to the brilliant 
Parappa the Rapper. There are no definite eame details 
yet, apart from a two-player mode. Can't wait. 

• With Sony deciding not to laRe on Square's superb 
fiihtine game Tobal 2, it now looRs liRe THQ are going 
snap it up. Good on 'em. 

• Shoe~ and bleedin' horror! Core has apparently said 
that there will not be a Tomb Raider 3 for the 
PlayStation! Too complex to cram into a mere 
PlayStation, the third Lara eame will appear on the 
rumoured PlayStalion 2. Only a two-year wait then ... 

See ya next month ... 



SONY 

MAYBE LUNCH WASN'T SUCH A GOOD IDEA. 

SOUNDTRACK BY APOLLO FOUR FORTY. 

THE ULTIMATE POWERBOAT RACE. 

''.JI,.'' and "PlayStation" are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. 
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D 
PRICE! CHOICE 

A DMIION Of INTIRACTIVI COMMIRCIAL INTIRPRIIU LTD 

THE WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL 
CONSOLES AT BRITAIN'S 'ow1s' PRICES! 

1121 99 AU. PLAYSTATIONS COME WITH ONE 
• SONY PAD, A PLAYABLE DEMO CD 

FEATURING 6 GAMES 
PRICES INQUDE f llEE 48hr DELIVERY TO MOST AAEAS IN THE UK 

·suBJECT TO STOCK 

UNBEATABLE SEQICE GUAMNTEE All machines bought from Gameplay are fully 
guaranteed by Sony and we offer full after sales support. Unlike some of our competitors, we 

only sell official UK consoles backed up by genuine British warranties. If your machine develops 
a fault within the 9uarantee period, we will either collect it from your door and 

replace it free of charge or send an engineer to repair it in your home!! 

PLAYSTATION & MEMORY CARD & EXTRA HYPER PAD .............. £137. 99 
SAVE EVEN MORI WHEN YOU BUY THE FOUOWINf 
AT THE SAME TIME AS A NEW SONY PUYffATION. 

WITH EVERY 
ORDER FOR 
PLAYSTATION 

OAMESU 

PLAYSTATION & DooM OR FIFA '97 .•.•••••••••••••••••••..•..•..••• £142.99 
PLAYSTATION & TOMB RAIDER OR V RALLY •••••••••••••••••••• ••••••• £151 .99 
PLAYSTATION & 155 PRO, RAGE RACER OR SOUL BLADE ••••••••• £151.99 
PLAYSTATION & FORMULA 1 '97 OR TEKKEN 2 ••.•••.•.••••••.•••••• £157.99 
PLAYSTATION & D1E HARD TRILOGY & GuN ••••••••••••••••••••••• • • £169.99 
PLA YSTATION & TOMB RAIDER + ALIEN 1'RILoGY + AcruA 5ocx:ER ••••• £ 189. 99 
PLAYSTATION & TOMB RAIDER + ALIEN TRILOGY + ACTUA SOCCER 

SONY OFFICIAL MEMORY CARD ... .. ............. JUST £13.99 
FIRE 1MB M EMORY CARD ....................... . JUST £10.99 
8MB 120 SLOT MEMORY CARD ........ .. ....... JUST £17.99 
SONY ANALOGUE JOYPAD ............ ... .. .. ...... JUST £20.99 
CYCLONE OR SAITEK PAD ....................... ... JUST £12.99 
DUST COVER .... ........................... .... .. .... JUST £ 5.99 
LINK-UP LEAD .... . .. .. .............. ..... .. . ......... JUST £ 8.99 
MAD CATZ STEERING WHEEL ........ .. .... ... .. .. JUST £54.99 + MEMORY CARD + HYPER PAD (ato1a OF COLOURS) •••••••••••••••••••• £209. 99 RGB SCART CABLE ......... ..... .................... JUST £ 7.99 

AfflON SENNA KAIi DUEL ACTUA GOLF 

• • IU51 A MOVI 2 DAIIWGHT CONFLICT 
2 XTUME: ESPN ExTwous SPOl1' 2 ......... £29.99 
30 UMMINGS .........•.•. .•. ........... .. ... ...... £22 .99 
4-4-2 .......•............ ...... ...........•..••.••.•. £24.99 
Aat's ODYSSEY: OooWOIIUI ................ £31 .99 
Acnl• Gou 2 .................................. £29.99 
ACIUA Soccu ..•..................•..••..•..•..... £17.99 
AC1UA Soccu Ctue EOITION .••......... ... .. £26.99 
Acnl• Soca1 2 ................................ £30.99 
ACIUA TENNJS .................. ........... ... ...... £31 .99 
AGENT AIMsrlONG ... ......•. ...........•..•..•.. £31 .99 
All C°"""'T ...............................•........ £17.99 
Au1N TIILOGY .................................. £18.99 
AwEO GfNWJ. .•..•.•• .•• .••••• ..•..•..••.•••••.•. £38.99 
AllsTAA Soccu ......••.•........••.•••.•.••..•.•. £35.99 
ALONE IN THE DAil< 2 ...........................• £22 .99 
Alu 51 .......................................... £24.99 
Alu 51 + PnDATOO IJGKT GuN •••••••• £39.99 
8EOlMI .............................................. £30.99 
SW.I MACHINEHEAD ............•.••.•..•..••.... £17.99 
BlAsT CHAMBEl ...........................•........ £27.99 
81EAKPOINT TENNIS ..•....•..••.••••••••.•••••.••• £2-4.99 
llloKEN HEUX ..•.....•........•................... £36.99 
8IOKEN Swow ..........•... ..•...••••.••••••••... £3-4.99 eueau 8oBBLE 2 .....•..•..•......•..•.••..••.••.• £26.99 
8uBSY lloecAT 30 ............................•... £28.99 
lulNINO ROAD ....... .......................... £27.99 
SPECIAl OFFER - GET £3 OFF BURNING ROAD 
WHEN BOUGHT WITH ANY OTHER GAME! 
luST A MOYI 2 ................................ £17.99 
8uST A MOVE 3 .....•......••.......•....••.••..•. £2-4 .99 
c:..m.i;, HEAIT .............. .... .. ..•.•..••.••... £29.99 °"""'°"""' MANAon Au.-ST- ....... £33. 99 
CHmY ....•....••.•. ..•.•..•......................... £27.99 
CHESSMASTER 30 ...•...........•............. .... . £24.99 
CHRONICLES O F THE Swoao ..... ............ .. £33.99 
CITY Of"'' LOST CHILOREN .•. ..•..•.....•..•.. £35.99 
COMMAND & CONQUER ••.•••••••••••••••••••• £32.99 
COOl SoAlDERS ..•..•..•..•.•...•.......... ...... . £34.99 
CONTIA. . ............................ £35.99 

CWH 8ANOICOOT .•...•. ................ .. ... ... £39.99 
CIOc ............................................... £32.99 
CauSADEl No REMO<SE ......................... £27.99 
CRm Klun .......... .............................. £35.99 
DAIi< F01Cl5 ..................................... £29.99 
SPECIAl OFFER • GET £3 OFF DARK FORCES 
WHEN BOUGHT WITH ANY OTHER GAME! 
Om STAU<BtS RMNGE: NIGHTWAUIOIS ... . £19.99 
0AlKUGHT CONFUCT .......... ... ...... ... ... .... £33. 99 
DEFCON 5 .. ....•.....•...•.•..•......•... . ....... £24. 99 
OESCENT •................ ............................ £17.99 
OESTIUCTION OmY .... .. ....... .. ...... ......... £17.99 
DESTIUCTION DERBY 2 ..•....•.... . ........ £37.99 
DIE HAID TIILOGY ...... ..... ..................... £33.99 
On: HAID TIILOGY & PREDATOR GUN ••••• £49.99 
DISIUl'l'Ol ...........................•............... £22.99 
OooM ............................................... £22.99 
DUNGEON KEEPER ..... . ....... ... . £33. 99 
EPIDEMIC ............. . ... £34. 99 
ExCAl.lBUR .........••..•. £33. 99 

CIASH IANDICOOl DISTIUCTION DIRIY 2 
FADE TO BIACIC . ......... . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. ..... £17.99 
FANTASTIC 4 ..•............•........................ £29. 99 
F.rAJ. FuaY ..........................•..•..•......... £29.99 
FINAi. DOOM ... ... ..............•.....••.•..•..•..• £24.99 
FIFA RoAD TO™' WollUI Cu, '98 ..... £32.99 
FIFA •97 .. ... ...........•...•....••..•..•..•........ £24.99 
FIGHTING FORCE .......... ......................•.. £36.99 
FIRO & C!AW0 •..••.•...•.....•..••.•....... ...... . £22 .99 
FOlMULA 1 '97 .................................. £38.99 
GAI.AXIAN 3 •.•.....•......•.•........ ............... £36.99 
G110 RUN •........ ..............•.....•... .. .•.•..•. £26.99 
GlJNSHIP 2000 ...•..•..................•...•.•.... £22.99 
H.wx:OIE 4X4 .. ... ... .. .. ....... .. ......... .•. ... £18.99 
HEXEN ........... . .....•........•..•..•..• £24.99 

UK PLAYSTATION GAMES 

JONAH LOMU IUGIY l'OISCHI OtAWNGI 
LOMAX IN lfMMINGIAND ••••..••..... . .. .....•.... £31 .99 
LONE SOLDIER ...... ... ...... ... ...... ....•..•.••.•. £19.99 
LOST YllJNGS 2 ........ ..........•.....•......••... £31 .99 
LOST WOIIUI: JUIIASSIC PAIK 2 ....... .... . £33.99 
MACHINE HUNTTl ...........•........ £35. 99 
MAss 0ESTlUCTION ... .. .................. £29.99 
MECH WARIIOl 2 ....•..... . .... .. £32 .99 
MfGAMAN X3 ......•..•.......... ...... ....... ... .. £24 .99 
MICIO MACHINU 3 ..... .. ..................... £34.99 
MoNSTER TRUCKS .........•.... ..... ............•.. £33 .99 
MO.TAJ. K°"""'T TIILOGY ........ ............... £28.99 
MOTO RACER ..•.... ......... ... ..................•. £32 .99 
MoTOCROSS INTHNATIONAl. .••••••••• .•••••• • £26.99 
MOTOI MAsH ....................•............•.... £33. 99 
MYST ... ...... .... ...... .......••.••.•..•....... ....... £34.99 
NAMCO MUSEUM VOLUME 1 • INCLUO£S PACMAN, 
~v,6,~~:c;~ ~ y X, Nrw lwJ.y X, 

■I.I RHEL ASSAULT 2 SUIKODIN 

MICRO MAOtlNl5 3 SYNDICATl WAIS 
PolSCHI (NAWNOl ................. ......... £29.99 
POWElMOVE PRO WRESTUNG ..••• .............. £27.99 
1'11Ml11 MANAo,1 '98 ... .... ... .... ...... ... £30.99 
PlllM1 RAGE •............ ..... •. .••..•.....•..•..••. £35.99 
PRIME GOLD ••..•.•..•.....•..•...•. ... ...... ... .... £36.99 
PROJECT OVEwu ···· ················· ············£24. 99 PRO l'lNBAU TIMESHOCK .....•.•.. .•..•..•....... £29.99 
PsYCHIC FORCE ..... ... ....... .. ....... .••.....•... £33. 99 
RA01 RACH .............................. . ..... .. £31. 99 
RAGING SlJES .•................. ... ..........•...... £37.99 
lw.i.Y CRoss .....•..•..•....... ....... .... ... ... .. .. £29.99 
RAYMAN ....... ... ...........•....... ..•..•.••...... .. £17.99 
RAY STORM ...........................•..•........... £34. 99 
RAYTlACERS ..... ....... .. ... ..............•..•..•.. £34 .99 
RuuAsSAULT 2 .............................. ... £32.99 
RfLOAOEO ... ........... ..•....••..•.. .•..•..•.••.•.. £18.99 
RESIDENT EVIL. ..... .. ..... ... .. .. ... ... ... ..... . .. £29. 99 
RrnJON FllE .... ..........••.••.••.•...••..•......... £27.99 
RIOGE RACER ..•..•..•.....•........ ................. £18.99 
RIDGE RACER RfvOLUTION ..... ....... ... ... ... .. £36.99 
RIOT •...•............. ...... ...... ... ....... ..•....•... £35.99 
RISE Of THE Roao1' 2: THE RfsUllECTION .£17.99 
ROAD RAGE .•....••..•..•...... ......... ... .. .•..•.. £36.99 
ROAD IIAsH ...................................... £17.99 
ROIOTlON X ..............•..•..••........•..•..•.. £29.99 
SNm,.s EXTllfME TENNIS .....•...•..•..•.••..•. £36. 99 
SMullAI SHOOOWN '97 ..... .... ....••.••.••..• £34. 99 
SENTIENT •. .•.. •.••. .•..•.••.•••• •••••••••.••.•. .•• . .. £34. 99 
SHADOW WAlRIOl ......•..•..•...•..•............ £36. 99 
SHOCKWAVE AsSAULT ........................... £17. 99 
SIM CITY 2000 ··· ··· ······················ ········£34. 99 

lOMI RAIDER Tl51 DIIVI: Off ROAD 
TEN PIN AillY ............................ ...... .... £29.99 
Tm D11V1: Off RoAD ......... ........... ... £29.99 
Tmis ................................................. £25.99 
THUNDIIHAWK 2 .. •••••••••••• •••••••• .. •••••·•£18.99 
SPECIAL OFFER • GET £3 OFF THUNDERHAWK 
2 WHEN BOUGHT WITH ANY OTHER GAME! 
TIGER SHAIX ... ..•..•..•...•..•..•.....•..... ... .... £29.99 
TILT •.•......... ................. .......•...•........... £28.99 
TIME COMMANDO .•.. ... ... ..............• .....•.• £27.99 
TITAN Will ......••..•.•.•..•..••....•.............. £32 .99 
ToBAL No.1 •.............. ...... ..........•..•..•.. £33. 99 
TOKYO HIGHWAY S.nu .............. ......... . £33. 99 
TOMI IIAJDEI ....... . .. . ......... . . ... ... . . ..... . £28.99 
TOMI RAion 2 ............. .......... .......... £36.99 
To, GuN ........ .. ....•...••.......•.... ............ £22. 99 
TOSHINOEN .. ......... ............•.•...•..•..•..•... £18.99 
TOSHINOEN 2 ................................. .... £22.99 
SPECIAL OFFER • GET £3 OFF TOSHINDEN 2 
WHEN BOUGHT WITH ANY OTHER GAME! 
TOSHINOEN 3 .•..•........ ...........•.... .•.....•.. £34.99 
TOTAi. DRMN' .•..•......•..•..•..•..•. ... .......... £35. 99 
TOTAi. N8A '97 ........•..••.••..•............ .... £29.99 
TIAN5'0rT TYCOON ... .. .......... ............ £34.99 
T1AN5'0rT TYCOON & SoNY MOUSl ••••• £40.99 
TlASH IT .•.•..•..•.... .••. .•. .•..• ....... ..•.•. .•.... £3-4.99 
Tau, l'lNBAU ··· ·· ··································£17.99 TWISTED METAL 2: WORLD Toui ............ £34.99 
TUNNEL 81 ....•..•..••.•................. ........... £19.99 
V RALJ.y ........................................... £26.99 
VANOAJ. HEAR!S ....•....•.•••.•..•......... ........ £35.99 
VIEWPOINT .. .......... ... .......••.. ..•.....•.....•.. £18.99 
V11UUALPOOl •91 ••.....•..••.••....•....... .... •• . £32.99 
VR BAsE&m •97 •••.... ....................•...•...•...• £33.99 
WMCIAIT2---------'.:33.99 
w ... Goos ···············································£31 .99 W- Sw.oow a, HOINEO RAT ........ £3-4. 99 
WCW VS THE WOILD ........•...•••.••..•..•... £32.99 
WHIZZ .........••..••.••••.•.•.•...................... £27.99 
W1WAMS AacADE CLASSICS: INCLUDES DEFENDER, 

~~~"Z:o ~ ~~~_!°.:.'~~:~.2.b 9.99 
W1NG COMMANDER 4 .....•.•..•..•. ....•........ £33.99 
WING OVEl ••• ....... ... ........•.•...•... .••....•.. £35. 99 
W11'fOUT ...•..•..•...... .... ........ ........••..•..•. £18.99 
W11'fOUT 2097 •..•..•..••..•. .•. .•..•.....•..•.... £38. 99 
WORMS .•..•..... ... .. ....... ....•..••............... £17.99 
WlfClJNG ClEW ....•..... .......•. .....•.....•... £36.99 
X-2 ......••..•... ............. ...........•.••..•..• ... £27.99 
X COM: TERROR FROM THE Om .............• £23.99 
XMous 30 ···· ··················· ········· ········£29.99 

Gomeplay onty supplies official UK p,oducta. All products guarontNd by Gomeploy and Sony CEE or their ~ monufoduren. Gomeplay i1 an unofficial Playstotion reseller and is Briioin's largest moil order auppl~r of Playstcmon games. All rights re:seJVed. All trademarks recognised. 



.IOYPADS 
SONY JOYPAD 
STILL THE HIGHEST 

QUAUTY SPARE JOYPAD 
ON THE MARKET 

£16.99 

WILD THINGS ARCADIA ii ARCADE JOYSTICK 
8 I UTTONS INDIYIDUAUY 

PROGRAMMABLE, 
TURIO/ AUTO•FIRE & SLOW 
MOTION. CHUNKY DESIGN 

£21 .99 
SONYANALOGUEJafPN) 

OFFICIAL SoNY JOYPAD 
Al50 INCLUDES ANALOGUE 
TIIUMI CONTIOLLERS TO 
MAKE MOVEMENT WIH, 

ESPECIAUY DRIVING GAMES 
£21.99 

ASCII ARCADE JOYSTICK 
AlcADE Smt FIGHTER STICK 

Wint INDEl'INDENT 
ADJUSTABLE IUTI'ON snED 
CON110L AND AUTO-TUUO :~~::-::. u~:gN~, 

£43.99 
FIRE HYPER PAD 
REPLICA SONY PAD 
WITH TURBO-FIRE, 

AUTO-FIRE AND SLOW 
MOTION. MANY 

COLOURS INCLUDING 
NEW GLOW IN DARK! 

£12.99 

SAITEK MEGAPAD 
8 A0JUSTABLE BUTTONS 

WITH TURBO - FIRE, AUTO-
FIRE & SLOW MOTION . 

MICROSWITCHED 0-PAD. 
OUR FAVOURITE PAD! 

£13.99 

HYPER-DRIVE PAD 
JOYPAD WITH TURBO• 

FIRE, AUTO•FIR.I & 
SLOW MOTION AND 

INNOVATIVE BUILT•IN 
STEERING WHHL 

MECHANISM . 
£16.99 

DOMINATOR JOYSTICK 
DIGITAL AND ANALOGUE 

MODES, HAT SWITCH, AUTO
FIRE AND SLOW MOTION, 8 
FIRE BUTIONS, LCD DISPLAY 

£24.99 

FIRE INFRA-RED 
JOYPAD SYSTEM 

COMPLETE WITH DlSl 8 
BUTION JOYPADS AND A 
RICEIVIER, RANGE UP TO 

18 METRES. SUPERB 
VAi.LIE FOR MONEYI 

£27.99 

ASCII ANALOGUE FLIGHT STICK •••••••••••• £46. 99 
ASCII SPECIALISED JOYPAD •••••••••••••••• •••••• £23.99 
FLIGHT FORCE PRO ANALOGUE JoYmCK & 
THROmE ••••••••••••••• ••••• ••••••••••• ••••• •••• •• £39.99 
HmR Duo: FIRE HYl'IR PAD & 1 MB MEMORY 
CARD IUNDU ,ACK. VARIOUS CoLOURS .. £21 .99 
INNOVATIONS REPLICA PAD •••••••••••• •• ••• ••• £8.99 
JOYPAD EXTENDER CABLE •• ••••••••••••••••••••••£8. 99 
NAMCO JOYSTICK •••••••••••••••••••• ••• •• •• •• £39.99 
NEGCON JOYPAD - PAD TWISTS IN THE MIDDLE TO 
GIVE Tit! SENSATION OF A STEE~NG WHEEL .• £36. 99 
PHASE 9 CYCLONE PAD •••• •• •••••••••••••• •• •• £12.99 
SONY MOUSE •••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• •• •• £16.99 
SONY MULTI·TAP U TO IS •••••• • £27. 99 

r7I ... , .. ,,,,.. o .. ,,,, 
bl..J MON-FRI 9am - 8pm 

SATURDAY 1 Oam - 7pm 
SUNDAY 1 Oam - 4pm 

f""71 IIO OUIUU IJCCHA#O• l'OUCF 
bl..J IF YOU ARE UNHAPPY WITH YOUR 

;~~WJ0~~ ~~l1~~~N, 
PERFECT CONDITION WITHIN 48 
HOURS OF RECEIPT BY RECORDED 
DEUVERY AND SUBJECT TO A FEE 
(10% OR MINIMUM £4), WE WILL 
SWAP IT FOR ANOTHER ITEM.(THIS 
OFFER APPLIES ONLY TO ITEMS 
LISTED IN OUR MOST CURRENT 
ADVERTS. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 
TO REFUSE EXCHANGE IF THE ITEM 
IS NOT RECEIVED BACK IN ff&Eill 
CONDITION)". 

r7I ORDER BY CREDIT CAl2s CHEQUE, 

bl..J ~Jl;,is~n.:SRfd\sTER~JPfo~E 

~~R\~~~ ~tiwirn~~~t. 
•YOUR STATUTORY RIGHTS ARE NOT AffECTEO 

0113 234 0444 
SALES HOTLINES (7 days a week) 

0113 234 0999 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT (Mon• Sat, 9-6) 

0113 234 0666 
CUSTOMER SERVICE (Mon-Fri 9am-6pm) 

emall: GameplayUK@aol.com 

COMING SOON ON THE SONY PLAYSTATION RELEASE LIST 
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Nintendo VIRTUAi. BOY 
£39.99 

VIRTUAi. BOY••"'•• £14.99 
Mario Cfosh, Panic Bomber, Virtual Boy 

Golf, Golodic Pinbolf, Red Alarm, 
Teleroboxer, Vertical Force & Worio land 

2nd'?..:.JCames 
Gameplay has just started stocking 
pre -owned games in addition to our 
new games and we intend to ensura 
that lhese are the best quality you 

can find anywhere . 

.,,. All ome, m~•t ':?' • 10 /,'" ualilln4'10• efor• el•t. r seld to 

OTHER ACCESSORIES GAMESTER/MAD CAR 
PSX STEERING WHEEL 

ensure nesr y-ne qul 1ty . 
.,,. All 2nd hand game, sre 

~usrlftteed for 3 months. 

IZI 
fZI 

OFFICIAL SONY 1MB 
MEMORY CARD 

SAVE UP TO 1 5 HIGH 
SCORES, LAP TIMES AND 

GAME POSITIONS 
£14.99 

120 SLOT MEMORY 
CARD(SMB) 

EIGHT TIMES BIGGER THAN 
THE OFFICIAL SONY 

MEMORY CARD FOR ONLY 
AN EXTRA £311 

ExCELLENT VALUE! 
£17.99 

HDH co ,ro111c1 FROM 
ONE OF THE LARGEST SUPPLIERS IN THE 

~fJ~l,amUisf ARDP° SOFTWARE 
,.,a.us_,.,.,, 
ClfANI TO U.K. MAJ 
PROVIDE THE IAfflff 
SERVICE AROUND: 1-3 
DAYS MAA ON STOCK I 
ALLOW 8 DAYS FOR CL 

~E~,g:£!t~¼E). 
BEFORE 3PM ARE SE 
DAY (SUBJECT TO STOCK). 
,_.. 0, rrna AVAl&AaU. 
WE ALSO STOCK GAMES & 
ACCESSORIES FOR SEGA SATURN 
& OTHER CONSOLES AND CD ROM 
OTHER COMPANIES MAY TAKE 
YOUR M-IY IMMEDIATELY BUT 
WITH GAMEPLAY YOU WILL BE 
SAFE KNOWING THAT Y'OU• c••"" CMO wru NOT .. 
HanlO UNnl Y'OU• o•N• 
,. OUl'Arc11•ot 

PREDATOI! LIGHT GUN 
COMPAJW.I WTTH D IE 

H ARD T :LOGY, HORNED 
OWi. AND Alff RITURI 

UGHT GUN GA.MU,. Al.so 
WORKS wtTM kGA SATURN 

VRFl STEERING WHEEL 
TAUi ANALOGUE WHUL 

WITH PROGRAMMAB LI 
BUTTONS FOR THI ULTIMAn 

DRIVING SIMULATIO N 
£37.99 

£17.99 

COIIES COMPLETE WITH WORKING 
GEARITICK AND FOOT PEDALS AND 
SUCKERS TO IIOUNT ONTO A TABLE 
OR FLOOR. SUITABLE FOR USE WITH 

ALIIOIT ALL DRIVING AND FLIGHT 
GAMES, EG RAGE RACER.,i V RALLV1 

DESTRUCTION DERBY -', ETC ••• 

£56.99 :::;~ 
MADCATZ 
STEERING 

WHEEL 
ANDGn£2 

OFl'ANY 
DRMNG 
GAMEi! 

IQP GEAR STEERING WHEEL 
Steering Wheel 

& foot pedals 
with working 

gearstick. Works 
on N64, PSX & 

Soturn .. £61.99 

TQP GEAR PRO STEERING 
ltll:llli 

r-==------, Also with LCD 
disploy, 

programmable 
keys, throttle 

hold & dynamic 
cornering 
£66.99 

PLEAS! RING 10 CONltlll AVAILABILITY B!FOI! 01D!l!NG AS SOM! SP!CIAL OFF!RS AR! LIMIIED SIOCK & 
SOIi! GAIIIS IIAY NOT HAVI B!!N l!l!ASED AT TIME OF PUBLICAIION 

.,,. Exlremefy competitive price, 
for buyiag tad 111li09. 

This is haw you can sell us a game: 
, . .,,,., 9a•• MIit h i • .....i,,_,, .. , 
ouditioo . Wo uooot 000~9 
with tor• or sh iu4 ■uul, or d1111914 
box■, ud yoa Olutt clou the CD hforo 
11ndi19 it to as . R11H■ber th ■ t ell 

'
■mu ■ re tut■4 whu wo rece ive the ■ . 
f your 910!1 douo't work, we will not 

buy it ■ nd you will hove to p■y • £4.00 
ohorgo to 91t It bsck. 
2. You mutt rin9 us ltefore 11,ulint 
yoar 91111 In II priou for 2nd h ■ n4 
911111 o ■ o oh■•t• quite re9ul ■ rly. Vou 
will bo f iv■ o u 11thori11ho• ••••ar 
;~l~~.w ~i'11•~■!!1i~~ ~•~:~;rt• f~~y:h ■ 
19r114 ■ mout which you iwoy 011 
191lut other 91■11, either now or 1104. 

If you wovl4 like t9 but 1 2nd hind 
91m1, timplf ring sales for the c14.rre11t 

price. If tou choice i~ no! 1·'\.stocki you 
m■y book a copy ■nd ot wol e son 11 

sooc II one laecom,, a\failahle. 
Remem er" we do not charge your card 

until vour 51me is untl 

All PRICES LISTED IN THIS 
ADVERT ARE FOR NEW GANES 
ONLY · PLEASE RING IF YOU 

WOULD LIKE 2ND HAND PRICES. 

rG-~n···M:::E.~P-··1ail· ~~{-;.==- "™ ~-~, - -,;;; 7 
I 'I N0lfflt STl&T, UB>S, LS71AH I 
I I I NAME: .... ..... .•• . ...... .•. ..• ............ ..... HAVE You ORDERED BEFORE? YES/ No I 
I ADDRESS:.. ...... .. ........ ... ... .. ..... . ......... . ... . ........ ......... .. ..... ... ......... ...... I 
I ····························• ······················· ····· ········ ······· ········· ·· ··········· ······ I 
I POSTCODE: ...... .. . ... .. .. ........ ... ... . ... .. .. .. SIGNATURE: . . . .. . .. . . . . ••• . . ... . ... .. . . .. I 
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Stop press! Hot stuff we've mana~ed to squeeze in just 
before the ma~ hits the shelves. 
Get Protected! 

S pectraVideo's gunning for Namco 
when it releases the Protector at the 

end of September. Rather than forking 
out a wad of cash for a lightgun, you1I 
be able to pick this up for just £14.99. 

For the cash you get a lightweight 
pistol that's pretty accurate, and it's 
crammed with options like rapid fire 

■ So which one's your favourite? We like 
Up Fer It Spice (not pictured) 

and auto-reload, so you 
don't have to fire off 
screen for extra bullets. 
SpectraVideo is also considering 
making it usable with Time Crisis and 
Point Blank by adding an extra lead to 
plug in the back of the PlayStation. We'll ■ This is the Protector gun. 
let you know if they make it happen. Just marvel at its, er, yellow 

Spice Girls sitned by Sony 
Get ready for Girl Power on PlayStation. Yep, Sony has snatched the 

rights to do a Spice Girls game, ca lled Spice World, which will feature video 
footage and full music tracks from the best-selling album, Spice. You can also fl ick 
through interviews with your favourite girl, or test your shoe-shufflin' skills in the 
'create your own dance routine' section. Spice World will be released before 
Christmas and will cost around £20. It's a great stocking filler for the girlies then. 

Bubble Bobble 2 

0 kay, so it scored 740/o a coupla 
months back and yeah, it was 

really av-er-age. So it's no surprise 
Virgin has binned Bubble Bobble 2. 

It was originally supposed to 
hit the shelves last year, but various 
development problems (those program
mers huh? They just don' care) kept 
putting it back. Oddly Virgin sent us a 

Per4Mer 
Yibratint Wheel 

Ultimate Per4Mer Plus is the first 
PlayStation steering wheel to 

vibrate. Whenever you skid or ram 
another car, the wheel wobbles to 
simulate the smash. It is also fully

programmable (so it's usable with 
loadsa racing games), and has 

rubber grips. Pedals are also 
packaged and it hits the shelves 
in the next few weeks. The price 
hasn't been decided, but we 
reckon it'll cost around £75. 

review copy months ago, which 
I is how it scored 74%, but then 
. Sony refused to pass a game 

that looked so dated. Weird, 
especially as 4-4-2 got through. 

Cool eames you may 
have missed 

V-RAllY 
Scored 94%, issue 23 
Top off-road racer that's slacked with 
tracks. There's loadsa cars too, so whaddya 
waitin ' for? Go get it! 

ABE'S DDDYSEE 
Scored 91 %, this issue 
Bizarre adventure/arcade mix that'll fry 
your brains. It'll take ages to finish it and 
you'll laugh like hell all the way through. 

INTERNATIONAL 
TRACK a FIELD 
Scored 93%, issue 10 
Finger-blistering olympics game that's just 
gone Platinum. A great multiplayer romp 
that'll wreck your joypads. 

Davies and 
Brooltint Booked 

■ So that's what it's like in the commentary box at Wembley with Trev and Bazza 

G remlin has signed up footie guru 
Trevor Brooking to provide the 

commentary on Actua Soccer 2. He'll be 
joining balding buddy Barry Davies, 
who returns to the mic after doing 
voiceovers for the first Actua Soccer. 
Both Trev and Baua will give running 
commentary for the game, bickering 
with each other and arguing over the 
mic. Hopefully. But while this doesn't 
really affect the way the game plays, at 
least it's a good laugh to listen to. Find 
out more when we review Actua Soccer 
2 next month. 
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Agent Armstrong Virgin 19th September 
Abe's Oddystt GT 19th September 

Monster Truck: Psygnosis 19th September 
Madden 98 EA 19th September 

International Track and Field Platinum 19th September 
Tetris JVC 19th September 

Broken Helix Konam1 28th September 

Bust A Move l Acclaim 28th September 

Formula I 97 Psygnosis 28th September 

Lethal Enforcers I & 2 Konami 28th September 

Parappa the Rapper SCEE 28th September 

Atari Greatest Hits GT l0th September 
NBA Hang Time GT l0th September 

NHL Open Ice GT l0th September 

Croc Fox lrd October 

PGA Tour 98 EA lrd October 
Nuclear Strike EA lrd October 

Ridge Racer Revolution Platmum lrd October 
Rosco McQueen: SCEE lrd October 

Actua Tennis Gremlin 10th October 

Clay Fighter Extreme Interplay 10th October 

Hardball 6 EA 10th October 

Premier Manager 98 Gremlin 10th October 

Rapid Racer SCEE 10th October 

Street Fighter EX Plus Alpha Virgin 10th October 

Actua Soccer 2 Gremlm 17th October 
Battle Arena Toshmden l SCEE 17th October 
K-1 Arena Fighters THQ 17th October 

Match Day l Ocean 17th October 

Monopoly: Hasbro 17th October 
FIFA: Road to World Cup EA 17th October 

Fightmg Force Core 17th Oclober 

Motor Mash Ocean 17th October 

Resident Evil. Director's Cul Virgin 17th October 
Supersonic Racers 2XS Mmdscape 17th October 
Total Drivin' Ocean 17th October 

Castlevama Konami 24th October 

G-Pohce Psygnosis 24th October 

Jersey Devil Ocean 24th October 
MOK Interplay 24th October 

Moto Racer EA 24th October 

Overboard! Psygnosis 24th October 

Hercules SCEE llSt October 
Namco Museum Vol 5 SCEE ll st October 

NASCAR 98 EA llSt October 

Nightmare Creatures: SCEE list October 

Steel Reign SCEE list October 

WCW Vs The World THQ llSt October 
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llle 1997 Golden Joysticll Awards 
Let the people who maRe your favourite games Rnow how much you appreciate their sRill. 

T 
he Golden Joystick awards are your opportu

nity to recognise those people who provide 
you with the best games, and the best gaming 

information. Take a look at the categories listed 

below, and decide for yourself who or what have 

been responsible for making games even cooler from 

1996 through to 1997. The Golden Joystick are rated 

as one of the most important events of the software 

year - and it's because you, the game-buying public 
do the voting! The 1997 Golden Joysticks are 
sponsored by HMV and in association with Nintendo 

64 ad Sony PlayStation, and as an incentive, we are 

offering one lucky voter a state-of-art TV, while four 
runners-up will receive HMV vouchers to the tune of 

£100! Here are the categories to vote for: 

SOFTWARE CATEGORIES 
(11 IEST-LOOIIING GIIIE 
The game blew you away with its visuals. Consider 

variety, speed , detail, clarity, colour, and style. 

(21 BEST-SOU DING GAIIE 
They told you to turn it down, but you couldn't hear 

them above the awesome noise from your 
PlayStation sound system! 

(3) FHOURITE U E CHARACTER 
Name the one character which you rate as the best 
for the PlayStation, or have bizarre dreams about 

And still respect in the morning! 

(4) PLAYSTATIOII PLUS BEST PLAYSTATIOI GAIIE 

A tough category since there are so many big games 

for Sony's wonder machine. 
Only you know which one you've played until 

the wee small hours night after night. 

(7) IIOST ORIGIUL GAME 
Considering everything you've seen or played in the 
last year, decide which of those could be considered 

truly unique. 

IUGAIIIE CATEGORIES 
GES 

Our designffi worlt through the night to present 
games in the best possible way. ame the feature 

which made the game you adore come to life. 

(11) SCOOP OF THE YEAR 

PlayStation Plus prides itself on breaking the hottest 
videogame news stories. Name the one which took 

you days to recover from. 

(12) BEST REVIEW WRITER 
Of all the writers from the EMAP magazines (the 

titles are mentioned on this page) whose words do 

you value the most? 

GAMES INDUSTRY CATEGORIES 
(IS) BEST AD 
There have been some games ads recently which 
have been genuinely cool. A miracle! So, billboard or 

TV - whose ad made you go 'Wow'! 

(14) BEST DEYElOPIIEIT TEAii 
These people make the games you play. Some are so 

skillful they deserve to become superstars. 

(151 BEST SOFTWARE HOUSE 
Companies who make sure the best games are made 

available to UK players. For example Virgin, or 

Acclaim. Who do you reckon consistently puts out 

the best games? 

r------------------------------------------------- --------
ENTRY VOUCHER 

l•111E: 

!au: 
StfTYUf CUEHIIU 

I (1) IDT-LIN UIIE 

I 111 IEST-SOUIIIIC CAME 

I (31 FAWOURITE IIAIIE CHARACTER 

I 14) PLAYITATIH PLUS IEIT PLAYITITIDI IIAIIE 

I 17) IIDIT ORIGIIAL HIIE 

IIACAZIIE CATECORIES 

I 1101 IEIT·LDDIIII PIIEI 

I 111) SCDDP OF THE YEAR 

[ 1121 IEIT 1mE1 111n1 

UIIES IIDUSTRY CATECOIIES 

[IIIIIEITAD 

I (141 IEIT DEYELDPIIEIT TEAii 

[ 1111 IEIT IDFTIHE HOUSE 

YOU'RE A WIHER! 

Apart from voting for your favourite videogame 

related things, we're also offering a state-of-the-art 

I.; TV to the person whose nominations come closest 

db to the winners, and four runners-up prizes of £100 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I TELEPHHE H : I 

of HMV vouchers. Closing date for entries is 21 
October 1997. ADDRESS ENTRIES TO: GOLDEN 

JOYSTICKS 1997. PLAYSTATION PLUS, 37-39 

MILLHARBOUR. ISLE OF DOGS, LONDON. E14 9TZ 
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~ INSTANT EXPERT 
Fl 97. Having trouble hacking it with Hakkinen? Is 
your Damon over the Hill? Every track, every trick! 

~ TIME CRISIS: TOTALLY 
ESSENTIAL 8 PAGE REVIEW 
Namco's bulletfest comes with a lightgun for max 
mayhem. Get armed, get dangerous, get the full monty 

~ SCUMI 
Mix it with the hardest games on the PlayStation 
Grudte Match: 
Tekken 2 vs Soul Blade vs Street Fighter EX 
Come and ·ave a to if you think you're ·ard enouth! 
Fighting Force, G-Police, Nightmare Creatures, 
Dynasty Warriors, Versus, Resident Evil 2, Marvel 
Superheroes, Mortal Kombat 4 ... 

~ RATED 
G-Police Colony Wars Rapid Racer Actua Soccer 2 
Karushi Test Drive 4 FIFA 98: Road to the World Cup 
Powerplay HocRey 98 Plus loads more tames FIRST 



SONY 

THE NEW ANALOG CONTROLLER - TWICE THE PRECISION. DOU~LE THE CONTROL. 

'A superb joypad - 9/1 O'* 'A lovely piece of kit'* 
GamesMaster Official PlayStatlon Magazine 

• Maximum sensitivity and 360° manipulation providing the most reliable, comfortable directional control ever. 

• Enhanced play control and unrivalled accuracy with compatible software such as Porsche Challenge and Rally Cross 
when in analog mode. 

• Compatible with all PlayStation software in digital mode. 

AVAILABLE NOW - RRP: £24.99 
~ - and "PlaySta!lon" are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. "~" is a trademark of Sony Corporation. "Imported Analog Controller reviewed. 



Totally loaded with loot or strapped for cash? Doesn't matter. We tell you 

which TVs are best for your PlayStation and your pocket. 



BEST PORTABLE 
Phillps 29PTm3C 
£299.99 
It's good If space is a problem, get a 
portable. Don't bother with anything less 
than 17 inches though, 'cos you'll have to 
squint just to see what the hell is going on. 
Anyway, this Toshiba. The screen for this 
little beast is nifty, and gives as good a 
picture as the bigger tellys ( except it's not 
as big. D'oh!). It's great for all games then, 
even if there's loads of tiny text to read. 

But ... No Nicam stereo means 
you won't get the best from the 
PlayStation's CD-quality sound. 
There's only one Scart plug too, so 
you can't have the video 
connected at the same time as the 
PlayStation, unless you're running 
one through the aerial socket. 
Techy bit 17 inch screen, 
teletext, Scart socket. 
Call 01276 62222 for more info. 

BEST FOR RICH KIDS 
Phillps 29PTm3c 
IC1D99.99 
It's good Smart looking telly 
with top-quality picture. The 29 
inch screen's a whopper, which 
gives fantastic detail and colour 
reproduction. The sound system 
rules too, and for the enormous 
price tag you get a seven
speaker Dolby Surround system 
that'll change your videogame 

experience forever. Best of all is the picture
in-picture mode. Using this you can play your 
fave game and watch the telly or a dirty video 
at the same time. Anyone for Spunky Nuns 
versus Crash Bandicoot? 
But .. Ouch, that price tag stings. 
Techy bit 29 inch screen, Nicam Stereo, 
teletext, three Scart sockets, picture-in-picture, 
Dolby Pro-Logic seven-speaker surround 
sound system. 
Call 0181 665 6350 for more info. 

BEST FOR UNDER £400 
Phillps 21PT442B 
£399.99 
It's good Stylish, compact design means 
it won't crowd your games room like a 30 
inch giant. Instead you get a decent picture 
that's big enough for a quick blast on Time 
Crisis, and so clear you can see the itsy
bitsy characters in Worms without squint
ing. 

The sound is surprisingly meaty for a 
telly th is size, and is more ear-shattering 

than anything Sony has to offer in 
the same size bracket. 
But ... Compared to a standard 14 
inch portable this 21 inch screen is 
bliss, but next to the big enormo
tellys it looks tiny. Great for the price, 
but if you can spare the cash it's 
worth shelling out for bigger. 
Tecby bH 21 inch screen, icam 
stereo,- ele ext, two Scart sockets. 
Call 0181 665 6350 for more in o. 

BEST WIDESCREEN 
Sany KVl&wn 
£399.9■ 
It's good This teeny-weeny 
widescreen is perfect for 
videogames 'cos the game 
button will automatically size 
the picture up to fit the 
screen. Well, most of the 
time anyway. It looks kinda 

cool too, and because it's quite 

small it's perfect for bedroom gaming. Stick it in 
the corner, hook up a PlayStation and groove on 
down to some serious Resident Evil-ing. 
But ..• At 16 inches it's not much bigger than a 
portable. There's no Nicam sound either, although 
there is a better model with stereo sound, at a little 
extra cost. Then again, the £400 price tag is a bit 
steep in the fi rst place, let alone forking out more. 
Techy bit 16 inch widescreen, teletext, Scart 
socket Call 0181 784 1144 for more info. 

Wanna lmow what a Searl 
is? Read on ... 
Sc1rt: it's a square-shaped socket that 
connects a PlayStation to a telly using a Euro 
A/V cable. Run your games through this and 
the picture will be clearer. 
Nlcam: digital sound system which means 
you'll get top quality audio sound from 
separate left and right speakers. 
Dolby Pro-Lo1ic surround sound: A built
in box of tricks that, with the help of an extra 
set of speakers, blares sound from all 
directions. Not all games support surround 
sound though. 
Fastext: Like Teletext, but you can flick 
between pages really quickly. 
Picture size: Screens are measured from 
corner to corner, not from left to right. 

So this Searl thingy. What do 
I want with one of them? 





1 Ifs a cinch to wreck your car in FI 97 2 Drivi111 through 
Monaco's red light district can be tricky 3 Those ker-azy pit 

mechanics, havin' a laff by strapping fireworks to your tyres. Ho-hum 
4 look closely enough and you can even see the brake discs glowifll. 

Pretty smart. huh? B You too can drive an Ft car, just like our fuzzy-hai red 
writer shown here & The detail on the cars is well impressive 

15,500 revs per minute. 210 miles eer hour. 
0-100 in under three seconds. Don t forget your 

rubber pants as you climb behind the 
wheel of a ba/1-burstingly fast FI car. It's ... ... 

I · r 

• Okay, so Fl 97'5 graphics don't look as 
blinding as this artwork, but they're still pretty 

damn good. Turn the page and check 'em out 

M ichael Schumacher gets paid a 
total of £30 million for driving a 
measly 17 races a season. Is he 

worth it? Course he is, he's the best in 
the world. I mean, you might be able to 

r 

touch a ton in your Ford Escort, but try . 
steaming around Silverstone at 
brealmeck speeds. Reckon you could do 
it? In the pouring rain? c·mon then, 
prove it... » 
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Powersliding 

■ C'mon, don't be a pansy lightweight, floor 
it into a tight corner 

■ ... then hammer the brake to powerslide 
'round with ease. Smart, huh? 

Arcade 

Realism 
Formula 1 97 is about as close to the real thing you'll get without bricking it 
round Hockenhiem at 180mph. In Grand Prix mode the cars handle realistically, 
spinning out if you stray onto the gravel or choose the wrong tyres for the track 
surface. You can even play around with the inner gubbins of the motor, bugger
ing about with anything from the downforce of the front and rear wings to the 
hardness of the suspension. Check out the visor tear-offs too, which get messed 
up as the race drags on. Smart stuff. 

Grand Prix 

compound tyres are better for twisty circuits like 
Monaco. So there 3 When the helmet visor gets 
dirty, yank the tear-off for clear vision. Cool 

Expert racers sign up here. The Grand Prix option gives you the whole Formula 1 experience. It 

can be as easy or realistic as you want, and ranges from a single race on any of the tracks to a 

complete championship. There are shitloads of options to wade through, as well as brake ratios 

to consider, telemetry graphs to examine and suspension dampeners to tweak. But the hardest 

choice of all is which driver to pick: do you choose a no-hoper like Panis and take him to the 
top, or play safe with Schumacher? We never said F l racing was easy ... 

■ Michael Schumacher's helmet: it's big. hard 
and gets a bit sweaty after a long session. It 
also pokes out during races. 

4 

If you can't be arsed with all the technical guff that goes with Grand Prix racin& nip into the 

arcade mode. It's perfect for a quick laugh 'cos players just pick a car, choose a circuit then get 

down to some serious rubber burning. The tracks are separated by difficulty and must be tackled 

in turn, finishing in the top six to progress to the next The simplified controls make this a helluva 

lot easier, especially using the powerslide to bum around hairpins and barge past the other 
Sunday driver saps. 

■ There aren't stacks of menu screens in the 
arcade mode ... 

■ Cars don't suffer damage and the realism is 
virtually non-existent 
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■ ... just hassle-free entry to the spttdfreak 
world of FI racing 

■ By tapping the brake and accelerator, drivers 
can powerslide around comers 

I In GP mode, just getting through the menu screens takes ages 2 Unlike the arcade game, the tracks 

can be tackled in any order 3 Qualifying is essential for gaining a position on the grid in the Grand 

Prix 4 The technical-sounding telemetry graph, or complete gibberish to us non-Fl freaks 



F l 97 is visually goddamn sey:y. The high-resolution graphics 
means it looks more detailed and crisper than most racing 
games, but best of all it shifts like shit off a shovel. The cars are 
well smart, decked out with all the proper sponsors, and the 
staggering detail even stretches to tyres: chalk marks can been 
seen when they're new, but slowly disappear as the race goes 
on! Shame about the smeggy pop-up though (see below). 

1 You won't find crisper graphics than those in Formula I 97 2 The cars are detailed 
too. Even the driver tilts his head around comers! 3 TV-style presentation: just one 
of FI 97's visual highlights 4 Even the intro screens are presented like the TV 
coverage 5 It's amazing how similar the circuits look compared to the real thing 

' ... trees, erandstands and 
even a cliff face suddenly 
appear out of nowhere' 
Pits 

Slide into the pit lane and the car drives itself, automa ·cally pu ing ~to 
garage. Damage to front and rear wings is automatically repaired, dflllers 
get a few seconds to switch between slicks, we and monsoon es. -o qu 
refuellin& step on the gas and steam outta the pit lane. 

1 Cut your speed in the pit lane unless you wanna 
cause more damage 2 The car automatically pulls 
itself into the garage ... 3 and you decide which 
tyres to bolt on and how much fuel to put in 

Pop-up problems 
Pop-up; the bane of racing games, and pre much all of 'em are dogged by it. Its the term used when the 
background suddenly springs m o vte,111, or pops up as you get close. Formula l '97 suffers from it big time. Entire 
grandstands appear out of nowhere. rees mi@culous sprout from the ground. Hell, a cliff face builds itself in front 
of your eyes along the back straights o e A-1 Ring track! Okay, so some of the simpler courses, like Estoril for 
example, aren't quite so bad, but Monaco's go more pop-up than a 3D kid's book. 

1 One minute there's no sign of the distant tower blocks ... 2 ... the next they've appeared out of nowhere. Utter toss 
3 Even the grandstands at Silverstone suddenly spring in view ... 4 ... and the hills in the distance at Suzuka 5 Pop-up is 
really bad on the complex tracks like Spa ... & ... but it's not that nasty on the simpler circuits like Nurburgring } } 



■ The new silver Mclaren is 
just one of the new motas to 
try out in the game. You can 
even climb inside Damon 
Hill's sweat-stained 
jump suit and test out the 
Arrows. Hmm, maybe nol .. 





!Works: n !17 Pia ed to death! 

Corner by corner 
How to master Suzulla 

Suzuka's the next track in the Formula 1 season, on October 5th. That gives you 
about a week to get those practice laps in and find out if you're good enough to 
beat the real thing. See if you can get 'round faster than Hill in his Arrows, or if 
you're really sad set the race for full length and start at the same time as the 
telly coverage begins. Alternatively, go get a life. 
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We'd lilte to say ... 
It'd be easy to dismiss Formula 1 97 _as a 

cruddy revamp of the original Form~la 1 with _new 
statistics. That's bollocks. Yeah, FI 97's graph1~s are h1-res 
which means they're sharper tha~ be!ore, and ~t _moves a lot 
faster too There's no link-up option like the ongmal and the 
pop-up is Godawful on some tracks, but it's sti~I ,tons better 
than Formula 1. If you got the first o~e though, 1t s ~robably 
only worth buying this if you're we~I mto the real thmg. 
Otherwise, check it out on rental first. 

. I . ,... 

Damaee 
These billion dollar babies are delicate so don't go smashing into other cars. One knock and the 
front wing could go flying. Crash into the barriers and it could be far worse, as wheels are ripped 
from axles and the car grinds to a halt. Even the Fl mechanics can't repair damage like that. 

I Slide into the back of the car in front and you'll lose the front 
wing 2 Likewise, if you're rammed from behind, say goodbye to 
the back spoiler 3 Controlling a damaged car is like copping off 
with a fit bird. Difficult 4 Take too many hits and your wheels will 
fall off. Literally 



Flats 
Let's face it, Grand Prix racing ain't like football. If someone 
commits a foul you can't hear the referee's whistle. Instead 
marshalls use flags to communicate with the drivers. Here's 
what they mean. 

■ Black/White: Quit ramming 
or you' re outta here 

■ Black: You were warned 
arsehole, now get lost 

■ Yellow: Danger ahead, better 
watch out 

■ Red: Someone's buggered 
their car so the race is on hold 

Practice and qualify 
Get to know a circuit before you race. Tha way you'll 
know which corners come next and wha speed to take 

Old Niee Mansell set the 
track record back in 
1992. Clockine up an 

averaee speed of 130mph in 
his Williams, he racked up a lap 
in 1.40.64 seconds. Beat that. 

them at. Qualifying is also essential. You get a dozen laps to 
notch up the best time, then you're dumped on the grid 
depending on your performance. Do well and you're near the 
front. Blouse it and you'll be starting from the back. 

■ In practice mode you've got the circuit to yourself 

■ You're automatically placed 
on the grid, depending on your 
best lap time 
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Views 
Stacks of views can make driving an Fl car 
harder or easier depending on which one 
you choose. Zoom out of the action and 
you've got loadsa time to react to up-coming 
corners, but get down into the cockpit and 
there's hardly any warning whatsoever. Want 
our advice? Start from way back, then get in 
close as you improve. 

1 Seat-of-yer-pants racing that'll make you chunder 2 Want 
realism? Climb inside the cockpit then 3 From this view you can see 
the tyres tum and brake discs glow. Nifty 4 can't see much of the 
track 'cos some bleedin' great car's in the way 5 Best for novice 
drivers B Blimey, I'll need binoculars to see the car from here! 

Weather 
Racing in the rain is well hard, even if you changed your tyres from slicks to wets. What's worse, 
as the rain gets harder the tracks get even more slippery so you'll have to switch over to 
monsoon tyres. For an easy life, rig it so the sun's out then the tarmac is dry as a bone. 

1 

1 Driving in the blazing sun is a cinch. Well, almost .. 2 When the rain comes, visibility drops and the 
track gets slippery 3 Torrential rain is a nightmare. You can't see and tyres have no grip 

Commentary 
Murray Walker is the voice of Grand Prix. So it's pretty cool he does the in-game commentary for 
Formula l 91 then. Yup, Walker whines as you motor through the GP mode, occasionally joined 
by Martin Brundle who kicks into action when you pull into the pits. While Brundle says bugger 
all, Murray holds it together by talking non-stop for the whole race. It works well (but not for an 

entire 70 lap race) and you can use it to practise your Murray impressions. 

'I do believe he's spun the car!' yells the excitable 
Murray Walker 
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'You're right there Murray,' replies king of 
charisma Martin Brundle 

Two-player toss 
Formula l 97's two-player game is cack. You can only race head-to-head against another player, 
without any computer controlled cars. This makes it dull beyond belief, and unless both players 
are pretty much evenly matched you won't see each other apart from at the start. The circuits 
look grim too, and have little trackside detail compared to the one-player game. 

■ Compared to the one-player game, there's hardly any background detail at all 

■ You'll see each other at the start of the race ... ■ But after a few laps you'll be on your own 

A smart racer that would have been 
brilliant if it wasn't for the tossy 
pop-up and shite two-player game. 
Good as it stands, but it could have 
been better. Alex 

PlaySlali~ 
RATED 89% 
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Easy right 
Slow down to 11 0kph in order to take this turn, since 
the road narrows just to make it extra tricky. 

As soon as red arrow comes up for this turn, start 
slowing down to 60kph to take the turn. 

Hard right 
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Easy right 
Not as easy as you might think: take this sudden right 
at 120kph or less to get round in one piece. 

This turn comes suddenly, so get yourself ready at 
1 00kph to glide round. 

Medium left 

Easy left 
At the end of a straight, you'll have to slow down just 
as you pass the slight rise to get round at 11 0kph. 

Take it tight on the inside at 90kph if you're feeling 
lucky, and 80kph if you're not. 

Hard left 



Jump 
It isn't mentioned on lap l because it isn't a danger. 
On later laps you can just about make it at l S0kph. 

This turn isn't mentioned on lap l; on the other laps it 
has to be taken at l l Skph. 

Easy left 

Hard left 
Slow to 70 and take the left turn very tight Slow to 
70kph again to take the next Hard right.. 

Slow to l 30kph for this turn at the end of a short 
straight, then to 11 Skph for Turn 3. 

Easy right 

Easy left into easy right 
There's a great straight before this so you should be at 
top speed. Drop to l S0kph for the chicane. 

Careful on the bumpy straight leading up to this 
l 20kph turn, you'll have a lot of speed to lose. 

Easy left 
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Hard right 
As you hit the Easy left of 'Easy left into easy right' 
before this turn, slow to 80 or you won't make it.. 

This and the Hard left after aren't tricky on lap 1, but 
they'll be a pain on other laps, so slow to B0kph. 

Hard left 

70@ 

Easy left into easy right 
Tame this chicane bitch by getting on the left side of 
the road to get through easily. 

Sods! Both on rises: slow down on the rise, and take 
the Easy at 11 0kph, and the Medium after at 1 0Okph. 

Easy into medium left 

Medium left 
Your co-pilot shouts 'brake: beat him to it by slowing 
to 90kph as soon as he says Medium left. 

Take it at 90-1 0Okph. Or hit the crash barrier and look 
a prat, it's kind of up to you really. 

Hard left 



Hard left 
Kept under wraps on lap 1, this can be taken at 
speeds of up to 1 S0kph anyway, so don't worry. 

60kph, and line the car up with the bridge when you 
cross the dip just past the turn, or you'll flip over. 

Hard left 

Medium right 
Wide, medium, but bumpy. Freewheel at 80kph. Do it 
again for the next two medium corners. 

Another 60kph hard turn, just don't get caught up on 
the bumpy sides of the track. 

Hard right 

Hard right 
You'll want to take it tight and take it at S0kph. That's 
all there is to it .. 

This is after a straight so slow down fast but late to 
about 1 00kph, and then cruise round. 

Medium left 
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Medium left 
Keep your foot down pretty much all the way from 
the start. But take this at l lOkph, or eat crash barrier. 

At the end of the first straight, drop to 160kph and 
glide round this turn. 

Medium right 
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V-RallY. 
Road split 

Accelerate, stay on right hand side, head past pillar, 
nudge car right and you'll take the hidden easy left. 

As you leave the town, this turn is before the tunnel. 
Slow to l lOkph when the co-pilot says Medium Left. 

Medium left 

Medium right 
Go flat out all along the cliffside road, until you get to 
the second village and take this trn at 1 SOkph. 

Easy my arse. Slow down to l OOkph as you hit this 
blind turn or suffer the consequences ... 

Easy right 



Medium right 
Nothing too hard up to this one. Teach it a lesson by 
sailing round at 130kph. 

You can hit this at 145kph and still be all right, just 
slow down afterwards for the chicane. 

Jump 

Easy right 
After three chicanes you think you've got off with this 
'easy' turn. Don't be fooled : take it at 11 Skph. 

After two easy chicanes before this, slow to 11 Skph 
for this turn and the Easy left after it. 

Medium right 

Easy left into easy right 
Be careful out the chicane, it's a narrow squeak. After 
this, take the next three turns at a max of 11 Okph. 

At the rise top after the bridge, slow to BOkph, brake 
to 6Skph on the left turn into the right one. 

Medium left into right 
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Easy right into easy left 
122kph is the magic number here, and it'll get you 
through the chicane and into the tunnel easily. 

Easy, but very narrow. Take care, especially when you 
hit it after the lap 1 when you slow to about 1 SOkph. 

Easy right 
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Easy right 
Release the accelerator for a couple of seconds to the 
corner under the archway at about 11 Okph. 

A gentle BOkph. Brake or turn too hard and you'll skid. 
Stay at the same speed for the next turn, a Hard Right. 

Hard left 

Easy right 
Take this wide, cut the apex: take this nasty turn at the 
wrong angle, and your back end will spin out. 

Miss this turn and you'll be in the ditch, so 140kph is 
the speed you need. 

Easy right 



Easy right 
Slow to 60kph; then to 40kph to get through the 
Medium left into medium right chicane afterwards. 

Don't speed: you must do this at BOkph or you'll hit 
the snowbank on the left. 

Easy right 

Easy right into easy left 
At the end of the only decent straight. Pity, as you'll 
have to slow down to BOkph to get through. 

Drop to SOkph to get through the left, and then 
accelerate out of the chicane. 

Left into medium right 

Left into medium right 
Down to 60kph to pass the chicane, and then keep 
braking to 25kph to get through the evil Hard right. 

Bends slightly left before going right. l 20kph, and 
then do the Hard right that follows at 25kph. 

Easy right 
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ISS Pro is the greatest soccer 
game around, but are you 
struggling to make the grade 
against the likes of Brazil and 
Germany? ~ teaches you 
the silky skills needed to make 
Shearer and Fowler look like a 
couple of Sunday leaguers. 

Hard and Low 
The most reliable of all ways to score. Gets a 
bi t dull after a while. but even Germany are 
suclmed by it! 

1 Pass the ball out to one of your wingers 2 Run with the ball 

along the touchline, using sprint [JI to run past defenders 3 By 
now, a striker will run into space ahead of you. Use a through-ball 

to set him up 9 4 When control switches to the striker, run (not 

sprint) towards the goalie. He'll move off his line 5 Tap the shot 

button @ to slot the ball into the gap between the 'keeper and 

the near post The boy's done good again 

How often does it work? (9/10) 
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Free Kiclt 
This is the closest you'll get to a long distance 
thunderbolt in ISS Pro. It loo~s smart in the 
action replays too. 

1 When you step up for the kick scroll around to see where your 

players are 2 If there's one in the penalty area, lob the ball to 

him @ and even if he's completely off-side the ref won't blow his 

whistle 3 Now just wait for the keeper to make his move and slot 

it home @ 4 If the only player is just past the defensive wall, 

pass it to him O instead 5 Now just turn and run into the box 

with the ball until the 'keeper comes off his line. And shoot jj>! 

How often does it work? (7 /10) 

1 Pass the ball out to the wing O 2 As you get near the penalty 

area look for any attackers who are supporting your run 3 If 

there are any, pass it directly to them 0 , if not cut into the 

penalty area and towards the goalie 4 Now head for the near 

pos~ and try to get inside the six-yard area 5 You should now 

have a really tight angle at goal, so shoot ® and it will whiu past 

the 'keeper and into the top corner 

How often does it work? (5/10) 

A Premiership eoal? Althouth it hardly 
rivals Beckham's wonder lliclls, it's still 

the best ISS has to offer. A bit of a 
Liverpool or Man Utd effort. 

1 Pass the ball O to a player in midfield 2 Trot along with the ball as far as you can 3 If a defender 

comes close, turn back the way you came, and then just turn back again 4 Keep this going until you 're in 

the penalty area 5 Wait until you have a clear shot at goal, and tonk one home ®· Now sit back and 

look smugly at your beaten friend. Your ISS Pro powers are strong and nothing can stop you now ... 

[ 
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' Lure the Goalie Out 

TricRy, as ISS Pro has the best defenders of any 
footie ~ame. Still, if you fancy your chances it 
looRs super cool in replay. 

I Take the ball along the wing and wait for your attackers to arrive 
2 Pass the ball O to the nearest player and wait for the defenders to 
rush in 3 As the defenders get close, pass it again O to another 
player 4 As the ball starts getting closer to the goalie, the defenders 
back off 5 The goalie will start to come out so just wait until he 's 
really close and pop it past him using the shoot button lj. Now take 
the piss out of the crap defence 

How often does it work? (5/10) 

itliwi·i;fflt¥\ 
Dos and don'ts 
for Internationals . 
I Don't tackle another 
playe.r uni= you are facing 
them. Most tackles from 
behind will result in a foul . 
2 If a player comes to you 
with the ball, slide at them 
to tackle. They will fall 
over, and by the time they 
get up you'll be well away. 
3 Don't bother chasing a 
player who's miles ahead. 
Switch control to someone 
just in front of him m. 
4 Long corners rarely work. 
Pass the ball short to the 
nearest man O and take 
him to the edge of the 
penalty area. Now hoof one 
in high • as the keeper 
can't reach these very well. 
5 Shots from outside the 
penalty area go in once in a 
blue moon. Don't bother. 
B If your players bunch 
together while running, use 
the through-ball • to pass 
to the one furthest ahead. 
The rest should move away 
into position now. 
7 Don't sprint in your own 
penalty area. The chances 
are you'll run a loose ball 
into your own net! 
B If you get surrounded by 
the other team, hoof the 
ball across to the other side 
of the field ii). You'll have 
a clear run at goal. 
B If you find yourself one
on-one with a defender 
holding the ball, slide-tackle 
him. You'll nearly always 
win the ball, and an open 
goal awaits! 
ID If you're just behind an 
attacker, stop sprinting and 
when there's a slightly 
larger gap nip his ankle 
with a sliding tackle ii). 

1 Pass the ball O to a player in midfield 2 Head for goal. If defenders aren't near enough to tackle 
you, sprint CIJ 3 Hold the ball at the edge of the penalty area, if tackled you might get a free 
kick.4 Move into the area, the goalie will come out 5 Move to one side and punt the ball past him ii 

How often does it work? (7 /10) 

suner Puzzle fighter II 
Teach those cutesy puzzlers a lesson with our mini
euide to Capcom·s block-buster. 

Alluma 

For playor one: 

Highl ight Morrigan, hold ~ then press .......... 
Anita 

For player one: 

Highlight Morrigan, hold ~ 
then move the cursor two 
spaces to the right onto 
Donovan and press ii) 

For player two: 

Highlight Felicia, hold ~ 
then move the cursor one 
space to the left onto 
Donovan and press • 

Devilot 

Ycu' ~e •ee, ,E , , \J! ' 

For player two: 

Highlight Felicia, hold ~ then press . ........ . 

For player one: 

Highl ight Morrigan, hold 
~ then press 
......... wait 
for the timer to reach 10, 
then press any button. 

For player two: 

Highlight Felicia, hold 
~ then press 
......... wait 
for the timer to reach 10, 
then press any button. 

Naturally, our joypad 
surfers try out all the codes 
before you see them, and 
these are the screenshots of 
the actual cheats in action. 

These two Devilot 

VcJ' ~"n:s ·me·. 1,e ~eath ~2ral;1 I 

codes took a few goes to get . 
right but they do work, ifs 
just a case of getting the 
timer dead on ten. So have 
faith. We ain't messin' ya. ,....._ ____________________ )) 
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Instant Exgert 

For player one: 

Highlight Merrigan, hold ~ then press ••••••• 
Lei Lei 

For player one: 

Highlight Merrigan, hold ~ 
and then highlight Hsien Ko 
and press• 

For player two: 

Highlight Felicia, hold ~ 
and then move to Hsien-Ko 
and press e 

Extra tips 

I In order to drop some 
serious gem tonnage on your 
opponent building power 
gems (the large gem blocks 
made from gems of the same 
colour) is a necessity. 
2 When these are destroyed, 
at least double the number of 
gems that were in the block 
will drop on your opponent's 
side, 3 to give them some 
serious problems. 

Clearing your side of all 
gems at once adds an extra 
12 gems to the attack 

Fitht Devilot 
To face off against the supertough Devilot 
simply start the game on your own and then 
take out the first six opponents with super 
finishes AND without continuing. Once this 
mammoth task has been accomplished, the 
next opponent will be Devilot Good luck! 
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For player two: 

Highlight Felicia, hold ~ then press .......... 

Anoraks only __ _ 
What? Your lust for all things Puule Fighter 
still rages on? Well, we came across lots of 
Puule Fighter guff at www.gamefaqs.com. 
This is real hardcore stuff, mind, so you'll 
probably need Carol Vordermann to work it 
out for you. We all failed maths at school. 

We've eot stacks of hints, tips and moves. If you've eot 
a problem, chances are we've eot the solutions: so 
write in or e-mail us if you're stuck ... 

1D4 
I've been told there are level codes for Independence 
Day. can you tell me what they are? 
1 Birtiff 
London 

<i@) Here are the passwords for all the levels. 
Now don't say we never give you anything ... 
DBJHJ Washington 
GBDHP New York 
NBDHG Paris 
LBDG6 Moscow 
RBDHY Tokyo 

CHAMPIONSHIP 
MANAGER 
I have heard a new football management game called 
Championship Manager is coming out Any truth? And 
rr so, when's it released, how many countries can you 

At £20, these have meta 
tameplay for minimal bucn 

TEKKEN 
Galaga Intro Secrets 

1. Loads of goes on Galaga! 
You can play the Galaga loading game again and 
again if you hit ~ when the screen is 
displaying the number of hits if you didn't pass 
the round. 

2. Get two ships at once! 
There's two ways of doing this. Either destroy all 
40 ships in the first round within 18.5 seconds, or 
hold • m @ and O on Controller 2 from 
the moment you turn on your PlayStation until 
Galaga starts. 

J. Access Devil Kazuyal 
To play as Kazuya in his Devil form, you must get 
a perfect 40 in all eight rounds of Galaga without 
continuing more than once, and without using 
the double ship code. If you manage to complete 
this incredibly difficult task, simply highlight 
Kazuya on the character select screen and press 
start to accm his devilish form. 

choose from, can you buy and sell players and has it 
got all the dub competitions, induding European 
cups? And what other management sims will be 
hitting the shelves soon? 
M. Ritchie, Sileby; Som Kingston, Peterborough; and Adam 
Corrington, Thornton 

@) Eidos is rumoured to be working on a 
premiership manager sim, but other than that 
we have no details. Namco's Player Manager is 
in the shops already, but ifs a bit cack. 

HOUSE DF THE 
DEAD? 
Have you any idea rr House of the Dead will join the 
world of the PlayStation soon? And is Batman and 
Robin any good? 
Matthew Beard 
Bridgend 

<i@) Ifs a Sega game, so no. And we'll tell you 
what we think of Batman and Robin once our 
testen have played it 'till their fingers bleed. 

TDMB RAIDER 
I've finished Tomb Raider, and now I'm going back to 
see if I can find all the secrets. So can you give me 
any cheats you know. 
Mox/ones 
Brighton 

(i!@ We don't believe you've really completed 
the game. Come dean, you're stuck aren't you7 
OK then, here's a level skip: 
mmememm 
Oh, but you want to 'find all the secrets' don't 
you? Ahem. Well this might help. For all 
weapons press ~ while playing and enter 
these commands: 
m•mmmmmem 

LARA NAKED 
Some of my friends say there is a cheat to see Lara 
Croft naked in Tomb Raider. Is this true? If so, what is 
it? I am completely stuck on X:Com: Terror from the 
Deep. Have you ever printed a guide to this game? 
And one last thing, I was told by someone that Sony 
or another company was bringing out the Internet for 
the PlayStation. Is this true? 
1 Barker 
Brentford 

@!) To adiYate the Lan nude d1eit you hiYe to 
- all yGIII' clothes and write 1 am a saddo' 
all over yGIII' body in black marker pen. Then 
get yGIII' friends to come over and see the cheat 
in action. They will then say, 'lhere is no such 
cheat' and take Polaroids which they should 
send to us. X:Com7 We never did a guide. Try 
ringing Microprose. You'll find the number in 
our Knowledge section on pl26. And there_ 
once talk of a device to plug the PlayStation into 
the 'net but it won't be happening -· 
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DIE HARD TRILDliY 
I heard there were cheats on Die Hard Trilogy to make everything faVflat I'm a big fan of the game (and 
the films) so any chance of printing them. Oh, and while I'm here which lightgun do you recommend for 
getting the best out of the Die Harder section. Cheers. 
Govin Joseph, Scarborough 

@ Here's ii '-Y dling. W.. we read~ leae-we cldl't llaw wllellle- tile ...i you 
wnte - 'flat' or 'fat'. Bui pess wllll7 Tliere 1ft CNeS tor lloal! So llere tlley lloal -. Plus 1 

sulelDn mode 'cos we're alee. Alld tile ,-1 T- tll pm tD filld out wut we think. 

PUT M■■I S■lln■N M■■I PAT MDDI 

la Die Hinl 3, pilllSe the 
pale ... hold m while 
eatains: ••••• ••••••• 

In Die Hird I, pilllSe the pme 
... hold m while eatains: 
10 X • followed by ii fwther 4 

x • · Hey presto! Skellingtons! 

In Die Hird ,. pilllSe the pme 
... hold m while entering: 
••••. Party! Hey John, 
lily off them cheeselloigers! 

ACTUA SOCCER 2 
Will Actua Soccer 2 for the PlayStation indude a 
transfer section like ma •gn 
Nex Lally 
Bexleyheath 

@ No. 

DECISIONS, 
DECISIONS 
Should I buy V-Rally, Rage Racer or WipEout 209n 
And should I buy Soul Blade, or wait for Tekken 3 to 
come out? 
Anthony Noble 
Oldham 

@ Buy CNle, rent IIIClther illlll use the coupon 
on the cover tD plily the other CNle free. And just 
get Soul Blide ._, there's a long wait for 
Telien 3, so plenty of time to save up. 

DARK FORCES 
I know I should probably have completed it by now, 
but I'm only just getting round to playing Dark Forces. 
And I'm stuck. Help! 
Sean 
Hunstanton 

@) Hey, this isn't ii competition J'lm-. You 
tHe ilS long ilS you want on the game. And if 
~ mates give you stidl tell 'em we said it -
au right Right? 
OK, for the Dart Fortes level skip, enter this 
iiass-nt: P3NDLDQNY2. 
What's more, the game has a cheat menu. Enter 
this code to access it ••••••••• 

I I 

Our bullshit buster strikes 
again 

SYNDICATE WARS 
WEAPDNS CDDE 
This crap cheat code was circulating on Internet 
sites and lesser mags for months, even before the 
game was released. So ff you see this cheat 
offered anywhere: 

"To access all weapons, hit the following buttons 
during the intro screen: 

•••••••• (a shot will be heard if this has been correctly 
done.)" donl even think about trying it out .. 

WIPEDUT 
I have heard rumours that there is to be a sequel to 
WipEout 2097 called WipEout XL, is this true? tt so, 
when's it being released? Also, in Pandemonium 2, 
instead of playing with Nikki can you use Fargus? 
Matthew 
A PfoyStatian fan 

@) Wq,Eout n is the American name for 
WipEoul "10'¥7, Presumably beCiluse the 
America! marllet isn't rNdy for a complex 
numerkil title. As far ilS we k.-, there's no 
WipEoul sequal in the pipeline (bah). 
And yes. you can plily ilS both Nikki and Fargus 

in Pandemonium 2. 

Bags of sites for tips 

Yeah yeah, we know already! Not everyone has 
access to the nel But shuddup because we do. 
And when we're not 'surfing' it in search of nude 
Pamela Anderson pies, we're checking out the 
best PlayStation and games sites around. Here 
are some of the ones that caught our eye. Don't 
phone us if they give you a virus or a plague of 
dust mites that invade your home. Just don't 
We're like the doakroom at the dub. We take no 
responsibility for any ... blah blah, blah. 

8 
http/ fwww.segasages.com/ 
OK, so any site with Sep in the title should 
nonnally be avoided like a BoyzCNle record . 
This is different. trust us. 
http/ fwww.gamezilla.com/cheats.asp 
Heaps of hints. tips. walktllrouglls etc. 
www.studentuwa.edu.au/-predator/faqs.htrnl 
More FAQs than you can eal 
http//www.gamefaqs.com/tpsx.htrnl 
Han:ore FAQs for serious joypad junkies. 
www.aiai.com/-freddy/animepsx/cheathtrnl 
LOildsa stuff. Cool presentation too (below). 

THEME HOSPITAL 
Theme Hospital for the PC is a truly brilliant game. I 
was wondering ff it would be corning out for the 
PlayStation? 
R Thompson 
Collngtree 

~ -'P,,a::Jly llllll ne aject 1111W isa't 
subMe for tile~ aatr.et. so we're 1111d. 

TDBAL 2 
I hear that Tobal 2 won't be released in the West due 
to poor sales of the original. Anyone we can write to? 
Maybe you could get readers to write in with titles 
they want to see and perhaps you could pass it on? 
Ross Hunter 
Harrogate 

(i!!) It seems likely THQ will pidl it up for UK 
release. We hope they do. As for other 
titles: good idea. We recommend a 
campaign to get the excellent Runabout out 

in this country. All together - ··· welease 
Wunabout! 

SPEAIIA MA LINGO 
I am interested in becoming a games programmer, 
and would like to know what computer language I 
need to learn to accomplish this? 
Andrew D'Sauza 
West Croydon 

@) OUr programming spod reckons you need to 
get to grips with something called C++ to get 
you started. You could also do wwse than 
contact Sony and get information on the Yaroze 
which allows usen to program for the 'Station. 
Good luck, and do us a good game, OK? 

Where to stick that gun 

TIME CRISIS 
In the August edition of Plus you said the gun you 
get with Time Crisis plugs into the video-out jack 
point at the back of the PlayStation, but this is 
where my RFU unit plugs in. Is Namco saying that 
I have to buy a Scart lead? tt so, they can piss off 
as my TV doesn't have a scart socket 

a PloyStotioo fan 

8 We get a lot of~ illlolll this, so 
lets dear ii ... 51111 we7 TIie G-Con 45 
(which coaes will r- Crisis) Plass into the 
usual controler port • tile frolll of tile 
PllyStation as well as tile yellow sodiet at 
the back. As you point out, if tile yellow 
socket is otherwise employed with tile RFU 
unit, or if you don't have CN1e (ilS with -
PlayStations), this is a problem. One 
solution is to use a Sc.art cable which Plass 
into the AV Multi 0ut socket at the back of 

the PlayStation, thus freeing up the 
yellow socket for you to stidl your gun 
in. But you don't have a Scart TV, so 
are you bollodlsed? No. Put your 

binds together for the for the AV 
adaptor (left) which plugs into the AV 

Multi 0ut socket. This adaptor 
has the red, yellow and white 
sockets on it And you plug 
your gun into the yellow one. 
The usual AV socket plugs in 
the other end. Ifs not been 
confirmed if you'll have to 

buy it or if ifll come 
with the game. 

PLAYSTATION 
PROBLIM? 
ASH US A QUESTIDN, IT'S FREE! 

I t won\ cost you anything to send us a question about games, ~ moyes, cheals, release dates, gear 
etc. All you need to do is just write your question on this form, rip Oli the page, and folow the 

instructions on the next page. 

We'll pay the postage. ... - ~ questions in tilt ..-. 
MY PlAYSTATIDN QUESTIDN IS ... 

MY DETAILS ARE ... 

Name: 

Date: 
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llay, so maybe it seams lilla 
there are more footia 
tames for the PlayStation 

than teams in the Scottish Laatuas, but how 
many of them are actually any tood? After 
all, for every bunced-up Supartaam, there's 
often a shallJ dot story lilla Quaan of the 
South in there as wall ... 

Here·s our inside line. When it comes 
down to it. forget the rest: for us. it's a 
straight choice between ISS Pro and 
Soccer '87. ISS Pro has motion-captured 
players. We lit~ed it so much. we gave it 
82% when we reviewed it. and said "If 

1. SPEED 
ISS Pro: The players in \SS may not be the fastest in the world, bu the game seems 
more realistic. Your normal dribbling pace is slower than a clapped-out Lada, but you 
have the m button for an extra burst of speed when-you need it B .. like the real 
thing, the faster your player runs, the less control they have over the ball. 

Soccer '97: Faster than a whippet with a rocket up its jac 
soccer game around. Your players leg it up and down the fi 
Christie couldn't hack. It's a bit bobbins, not exactly like the 
crosses and long balls are hard to meet because of the ra 

82 ~ 

GOAL! 
EARLY LEAD FOR PRO 
ISS PRO: 1 '97: 0 

The two top lootie games 
shoot it out to find the 
PlayStation's premier play 

Soccer '97 
there was a PlayStation Premiership of footie games. 
this would be Man Utd." That's meant to be a good 

thing. Soccer ·97 is very simple. with passes. RicRs 
and little else. However. it's so playable. we scored it 

at 80% and rated it "fast. mental and utterly brilliant." 
They·re both good games. but there·s got to be a 

result: let's RicR off the ...._ grudge match. 

ISS Pro: The ball is always passed to your nearest player, which is a bit annoying at 
times, and doesn't allow for that many defence-splitting attacks. Having said that, though, 
155 Pro is the only footie game with a through ball move which sends a pass into the 
path of one of your front line. Eat your heart out Shearer! 

ses in Soccer '97 is like watching the ball on a pinball 
all over the shop, always (and we mean always) landing 
. The animation is also a bit arse here, as the ball just 
mpt is made to show them controlling it. 

GOAL! 
PRO'S NIFTY FOOTWORK WINS IT ... 
ISS PRO: 2 '97: 0 f!l 
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ISS Pro By: Konami Costs: £44.99 Players: l Compatibilities: Joypad 
Soccer •97 By: Eidos Costs: £44.99 Players: l Compatibilities: Joypad 

3. CROSSING 
ISS Pro: Oh dear. Yes, you can cross in 155 Pro, with the 1J1 button. The crosses are usually so low, though, every 
player in your front line has a kick and misses, or they are swept in towards the keeper who just jumps up and plucks the 
ball out of the air. A good idea in theory, but one that doesn't work. 

Soccer '97: The crosses are excellent in Soccer '97. After a lightning run down 
perfectly-weighted cross into the box. Then all you need to do is use the ~ or 
kick and send the ball straight into the top-right corner. Blistering goals every tim 

5. HEADERS 

GOAL! 
SOCCER '97 FIGHTS BACK 
ISS PRO: 2 '97: 1 

ISS Pro: The large players jump up well, but their aim is far from sorted. The only header which seems to work is if your 
player dives to meet a grasscutting low cross ... and that's rarer than Southampton winning. And if the ball is headed 
anywhere outside the penalty area, players knock it back to the bloke who crossed it! 

Soccer '97: Here's another one of Soccer '97's strong points to enjoy. Diving header 
really dead easy for you to pull off, with the ~ controlling both of these moves. Your P 
even judges for you whether or not your player should dive, or just end up jumping for 
preciseness of the control, the headers can also be directed using the joypad. This, qui 
sussed system of any footie game. Enjoy! 

GOAL! 
SOCCER '97 EQUALISES WITH IN-AIR SUPREMACY! 
ISS PRO: 2 '97: 2 

4. SHOOTING 
ISS Pro: 155 Pro should win this hands down. It has loads 
of volleys, lobs and shots on offer, and they're all easy to 
pull off. But they just never go in ... In fact, no matter how 
hard the volley, it either cannons off your own team mates 
or the keeper mops it up! The same also goes for long 
shots, apart from those where it's just you man on man 

· the goalie. 

• • ISS PRO . 

1J • ;. 

-- - - - ~ - ... .. 

ccar '97: 
ery player ( 
ots from th 
ything shot 
hting chan 

ossible to 

MISS! 

PRO'~ 

. " - --: ,;; . 
. -

aft! Soccer '97 turns 
David Beckham. 

ys go in, and 
area stands a 
reason, it's bleedin' 

NO SCORE: BOTH A BIT ARSE 
ISS PRO: 2 '97: 1 



&. FANCY PLAY 
ISS Pro: Not bad. There are back heels, the ball can be chested down, and there's a cool dribbling move where your 

player moves their legs around the ball to protect it. A lot of the shot buttons double up, with the long pass button also 

proving handy when you're lobbing the keeper. 

Soccer '97: You use m and IJI shoulder buttons to flick back heels, and t 
The best trick, though, is the bicycle kick. Just lob the ball into the penalty area, a 
welly it in. It doesn't always work, but it looks the biz. Use it to really nark your m 

GOAL! 
ISS AND ITS JINKING RUNS GOES BACK IN FRONT 
ISS PRO: 3 '97: 2 

B. ATMOSPHERE 
ISS Pro: The crowd are hardly at fever pitch here! They 
often 'roar' whenever the ball nears the goal, but that's 
about it. And it's no good expecting the commentator to 
set the scene either, the in-game speech is dull and 
boring ... you hear the same things over and over. 

84@ 

Soccer '97: Alan Green has to make up for the weak 
crowd effects, and does so by stating that even his 
grandmother could make better saves. Even more toss 
is his belter: •1 bet they're not bosom buddies" after 
every foul. 

MISS! · 

7. THE REF 
ISS Pro: He's fairly 
reliable on major fouls 
(so that's anything that 
makes the victim roll 
across the pitch in an 
Oscar performance), but 
often misses late tackles 
and blatant shoving off the 
ball. As far as the red and 
yellow cards go, ISS Pro's 
ref is a bit card-happy, 
handing out yellows like 
they' re club flyers. 

GOAL! 

Soccer '97: Soccer '97 
refs are totally predictable. 
You knock a bloke over 
from behind. That's fine. 
You use a sliding tackle 
from any direction and 
they go over. Instant 
carding. Soccer '97's ref is 
even more generous with 
his cards than Paul 
Daniels, making even the 
sneakiest of fouls a 
bookable offence. 

A CLOSE CALL, BUT ISS SNEAKS ANOTHER ONE IN 
ISS PRO: 4 '97: 2 

!I. YOUR TEAMS 
ISS Pro: An International line-up for ISS Pro. From the 
mighty Brazilians, through to the equally impressive 
Germany, Italian and Holland sides. On the other end of 
the scale, there's Japan, Russia, and Nigeria. England, by 
the way, are somewhere in the middle. Just beneath 
Sweden, France and Russia. 

s'I 

Go1Lf~ 
SOCCER '97 KEEPS HOME FANS HAPPY 
ISS PRO: 4 '97: 3 
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10. PENALTIES 
ISS Pro: More than a bit bobbins. Taking the kick is fine, as the shots can be either 
side-footed or tanked in, but saving is a different matter entirely. The keeper is slow to 
respond, and nine times out of ten, the ball will sail into the net while the dozy tosser 
stands there watching it. 

Soccer '97: Not bad, but 
of the goal, and pressing the 
fine, but all the goalie has to 
More penalty saves than Da 

MISS! 
EITHER IMPOSSIBLE TO SAYE OR TOO EASY. NO SCORE ... 
ISS PRO: 4 '97: 3 

11. CORNERS 
ISS Pro: You can loft in 155 Pro's corners at any angle, using low or high kicks. A power 
bar indicates the strength of the punt, but it's very rare that someone actually manages to 
get on the end of one. As with first-time shots, the goalie always gets in first, or it just 
passes over for a throw-in. It's like watching a Sunday league game. 

Soccer '97: You use a cursor to position t 
bend the cross. Or bend in crosses to the Ii 
headers. Or belt a corner out to the far corn 

GOAL! 
SOCCER '97 PULLS IT LEVEL 
ISS PRO: 4 '97: 4 

12. FREE KICKS 
ISS Pro: Utter pants. According to the manual, you should be able to bend the ball 
around the defence and add after touch. Like hell! Virtually every free kick in 155 Pro is 
tanked over the bar, or goes wide. one of us has ever scored with one, and we always 
end up using it to pass into the box instead. 

g else in Soccer '97, the free 
II can be floated in for a divin 
ntless as the keeper always saves rt, 
defenders. 

MISS! 
ANOTHER NON RESULT 
ISS PRO: 4 '97: 4 

13. THROW-INS 
ISS Pro: A two-tier system, with the @ 
used for long throws, and the O to lob it 
to the nearest player. Neither really works 
that well, though, and always end up being 
intercepted. 

GOAL! 
ISS PRO JUST SNEAKS ONE IN 
ISS PRO: 5 '97: 4 

Soccer '97: Good, but too effective. 
Another cursor appears, and the ball is 
thrown at it Every player dives to head it 
in. If not, just throw it at the keeper and 
try and get someone on the end of it! 
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JUSt tOSS Good game, but maybe 
not worth buying 

0nlyollay ~ 
Good, not treat A great game (91% plus) 

you've just got to play 

81-90% Almost classic 
91-100% Essential play 

p88 Abe's Oddysee 
Surreal and brilliant platform adventure 

p90 Explosive Racint 
Rev up FunSoft's racer 

p91 Moto Racer 
On yer biRe with EA 

p94 4-4-2 
More football. In name only 

p94 SF EX Alpha Plus 
Welcome bacR, Quys 

p96 Nuclear Strille 
EA's chopper taRes some licRing! 

p98 Tetris Plus 
Classic puzzling from .NC 

p101 Croc 
A biting platform game from Fox 

p103 Air Race 
go .d ey 

p106 Here's Adventures 
est ~ strength i1 ttis adventt.re 

p107 Kicll Off '97 
More shite footie action 

p108 Wint Over 
.NC's flying flop 

p109 Rosco McQueen 
SCEE's fire-fighter hots up 

p112 John Madden '98 
American football action from EA 

p112 Hercules 
Test yer strength ... again 

p113 NHL Breallaway '98 
Hit the ice with Acclaim 

p114 Metaman 
Cute Rart racing stuff 
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Rated 
■OUT SEPTEMBER ■BY GT INTERACTIVE ■ COSTS £44.99 ■PLAYERS 1-2 ■ COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD, MEMORY CARD 

■WE LOOK AT GAMEPLAY, FRIEN DS AND ENEMIES, GAME SPEAK, GRAPHICS, WALK THROUGH, TWO-PLAYER, AREAS 

ABE'S DDDYSEE 
Foreet bland blasters and yawnsome beat 'em ups, ta~e an acid trip into Oddworld for a 
platform-cum-puzzler that'll blow your mind. 

Alien Abe's a slave at 
Rupture Farms, Oddworld's 
biggest meat processing 

plant. At least he was, until the 
nasty Glukkon bosses decided 
he was dinner ... Lead the great 
escape from this bloody 
slaughterhouse, then fulfil 
Abe's destiny as egg-headed 
saviour of the Mudokons by 
wading through 40 hours of 
puzzling heaven. Easy, huh? 

Like a man possessed ... 
Psycho killers beware: Abe is a 
pacifist and rarely resorts to violence, 
so don't expect alien overkill or rivers 
of blood. However, the dome-headed 
hero can wreak havoc by using his 
cool possessing chant to spice things 
up a little ... 

... 

■ By taking control of a nearby Slig, Abe can 
let rip with a machine gun. Yes! 

■ Sligs explode when Abe exits their bodies, 
spilling bone shards/guts across the screen. 

88 ~ 

Contromne Abe 
Abe's Oddysee is pretty much like any other fla~ 2D platform game. Abe can 
run, jump, climb, and use background objects like lifts and levers. The 
slap-headed hero has more than his fair share of hidden tricks too. He can avoid 

angry Sligs by slipping into the background on some levels, or dodge bullets by 
hiding in the shadows out of sight. 

There are also objects to pick up and use, like stones and grenades for 
solving puules or just blowing the crap out of the enemy. Hmm, maybe this isn't 
such a namby-pamby game after all... 

1 Abe spends most of his time exploring the front bit of the screen ... 2 ... although he 
can sneak into the background to slip past the gung-ho Sligs 3 Mastering the running 
jum·p is essential to avoid a body full of bullet holes 4 D'oh! The thick as pig-shit Slig 

doesn't spot Abe lurking in the shadows 5 You can run but you can't hide. Who 
cares? Just grenade the gits 

Friends and foes 
Sligs, Slogs, Scrabs, slags ... Oddworld is a far-out place 
infested with bizarre creatures, some friendly, others 
downright evil. Abe is clean out of wildlife guides though, 
so here's the lowdown on some of the faces egg-head 
encounters along the way. 

Slog 

Fanged super-pooch bred 
for feasting. On ripe 
Mudokon meat. 
Buddy or bast'? 
Put it this way, his name 
ain't Fido. 

Elum 

Cute, flea-bitten riding 
beast able to jump 
massive gaps. 
Buddy or Bast'? 
Friendlier than a Jack 
Russell on heat. 

Slig 

Tentacled alien beastie with 
cool red visor, awkward 
cybernetic legs and chunky 
machine gun. 
Buddy or bast'? 
Since when have gun-toting 
aliens been friendly? 

Scuttling killer creature 
with huge teeth, powerful 
jaws and huge 
razor-sharp talons. 
Buddy or bast'? 
Scrabs see Abe as lunch, 
not as a pal, so run from 
these scavengers. 

Paramite 

Tiny insect nasty with 
grabbing fingers instead of 
a mouth. 
Buddy or bast'? 
This evil alien will suck 
you brains out so watch 
out, it's an enemy! 
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Graphics 
Abe's Oddysee is a bit like 'the girl next door': quite attractive but by no means drop-dead 
gorgeous. The backgrounds are static and there's no slick 3D graphics to spurt over, but 
somehow it works. Abe is extremely well animated, the cutscenes joining the areas are creamy 
and the distinct style gives Oddworld a flavour all its own. It might not be original but it'll still 
make you moist with excitement. 

Perils of Scrabania 
Having escaped the Slig slaughterhouse at 
the beginning of the game, Abe must face 
the nightmares of Saabania. 

At first it's quie and picturesque, but the 
storm shortly follows the calm. If you thought 
dodging bullets and leaping mines in the 
bloody corridors of Rupture Farms was hard, 
you ain't seen nuthin' yet 

1 Take out the first Slig by quietly climbing up 
the ledge, then switching on the nearby mine 
2 Quickly dodge to the side, then watch as the 
stupid alien is blown to bits. Sucker 3 Use the 
lever to release the rock, pulping the Slig 
underneath 4 Aha, a trick! Pull the switch from 
the left, otherwise you'll be mashed 5 Use the 
well to catapult into the back, and yank the 
stick & Still in the background, possess the Slig 
using Abe's chant 7 Run the gung-ho greenie 
into a mine, then get Abe to ring the bell 
■ This'll summon the Elum. Jump on its back 
and ride off into the sunset. Ahhh ... 

@!!) 89 
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Rated 
Two-player swizz 

Abe's Oddysee's two-player game is pretty 
much the lamest multiplayer option ._._ 
has ever seen. Rather than having you and 
your mate working together to solve puzzles 
simultaneously and get Abe out of sticky 
situations, you simply take turns in playing the 
game. Arse. In fact, the only difference from 
the one player game is that you get to use two 
joypads. Arse again, we say ... 

• The two-player game, but only one Abe. 
A complete waste of time 

We'd Hite to say... _ 
Ever been frustrated to the point of pulling 

out hair? Not sexually frustrated, but worked up by 
a game? If not then check out Abe's, which'II push str~s~ 
levels t~ the max as puzzles tax your patience to the llm~t. 
Thankfully there's loads of restart points and a save option, 
so you won't get too pissed off and trash the telly. Hopefully. ,... 

Abe's Odd World 
Oddworld really is an odd world. Rupture Farms, where Abe kicks off his quest, is an industrial 
hell-hole of rusty steel and bloody remains. The forest is much calmer as Mudokons chant gently 
in the shadows of the towering firs. Scrabania is idyllic too, at least until the spike-toothed Scrabs 
come looking for fresh meat. 

1 You really don't wanna hang around Rupture Farms, it's infested with Sligs 2 The forest; quiet. 
charming and pretty boring, really 3 Scrabania looks nice at first, then the flesh-eating aliens attack ... 

~ Tough puzzles, cute 
(l!D'_.: aliens, lots of laughs, 
stacks of challenges ... this has it all. 
It may not look much, but for once, 
don't be so damn shallow! AIH 
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PlaVSlali~ 
RATED 91% 

■OUT NOW ■BY TOKA ■corn £34.99 ■PLAYERS 1-2 

■COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD, MEMORY CARD, LINK CABLE 

EXPLOSIVE 
RACING 
The follow-up to Burnin~ Road is even 
madder than its predecessor. Oh, nooooo! 

S o many drivine eames are eoine for realism these days, but 
not Explosive Racine. Here we have eood old-fashioned 
~noc~about comedy racine that doesn't ta~e itself too 

seriously. And it is meea hard to ta~e seriously ... 

■ Don't fancy yours much 

CAR WARS 
Explosive Racing starts with a line-up of six 
vehicles. The choice ranges from cars to 
trucks to motorcycles, and programmers 
have used the usual trade-off between 
speed and roadholding for the differences. 
No car that's both fast and steady, then. 

The game's bizarre driving physics 
makes the variation less marked than in, 
say, Rage Racer, but you're usually better 
off going for grip rather than speed. Like 
other PlayStation racers, Explosive Racing 
also has hidden cars which appear if you 
unexpectedly win a tournament. These start 
off with a couple of Mad Max-style warrior 
wagons, and culminate with the high
speed, high-grip cop car. 

SKID MARKS 
In Explosive Racing you're up against six other 
drivers in a series of multi-lap races around 
courses all over the world. Unlike some other 
PlayStation racers - ie. the good ones -
Explosive Racing opts for a less realistic 
approach. The cars slide around the track like 
grannies on rollerskates and cornering is about 
60% luck and 40% judgement. 

As if things weren't tricky enough, there 
are also obstacles which reduce your speed 
and roadholding ability. 

■ There we go again. Sliding off-course. Ho hum 

■ SPANG! Each crash has your wheels a-wobblin' 

■ He may have a pudding bowl haircut and a 
comecly name. But just look at that mota ... 



THE CHEESE COURSE ■OUT OCTOBER ■BY ELECTRONIC ARTS ■ COSTS £44.99 ■ PLAYERS 1·2 
■COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD, ANALOGUE PAD, MEMORY CARD 

There are five tracks in the game, all of them based oh-so loosely on national themes. When you 
start you only get the fi rst two, Scotland and Wild Wes~ to practice on while the others are locked M OT D RAC I R out. If you opt for the Championship game all the tracks are gradually unlocked as you go 
hrough them and as you progress you can see the standard of scenery rise from grim to almost 

good. Apparently there's a secret track hidden in there somewhere, but it won't be easy 
motivating yourself to find it. 

Ah the smell of leathers, rubber and engine 
oil. No it's not a techy fetish bash, it's 
nutter bike racing. 

I t's been a long time coming but the PlayStation finally has a 
sorted motorbike game. Pull wheelies at 200mph, scrape your 
knee along tarmac through tight chicanes. run over other 

riders after they fall off. If you wanna act like a fool with a 
■ Antarctica: super-low-friction surface, rolling 
snowballs, road across icebergs. Surreal 

■ Scotland: ruined castles, dirt roads, rain, death wish, Moto Racer should be just the ticket. 

■ China: stunt-drive INSIDE the Great Wall, nice 
firework lighting effects. Almost spectacular 

■ Wild West: mine's a large ingot (geddit?) 

ghosts, the Loch Ness monster. Extremely cheesy 

gold mines, bad lens flare effect. Quite 

We'd Hite to say ... 
It's hard to believe that BurninQ Road, th~ 

~1..--~k .... nobbiest oaytona USA eame in town, ever mer!ted a 
sequel, but, checkinQ our copy of the first tame we see, it 
plastered with 90% review marks from other maes. Let s , 
hope someone sees sense this time around. We really don t 
need a follow-up to Explosive Racin~. ,_ 

■ The high-speed, high-grip cop ■ Oi dahlin'! Fancy rorty torty 
car you just have to own hard power between yer legs? 

Kind of fun in a gruesome way, but 
the lack of control and the overall 
whiff of cheesy comedy give 
Explosive Racing a low-quality feel. 
Just no cigar. Paul 

PlaySlalit5 
RATED 510/o 

Bikes 
Mato Racers got more machines to ride than a Soho sex shop. In total there are 16: half road 
racers and half dirt trackers. Each bike has pros and cons displayed on a chart so you know top 
speed, acceleration, braking and handling. Although there's a variety of garish paint jobs on 
display, models all look the same. Shame to mess up such a basic point. 
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■ Quick but impossible to stop 
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Tracks 
With only six tracks to rip alon& this is not a game you'll be coming back to a couple of months 

down the line. Games like Rage Racer just about get away with a limited selection of circuits 

because there's so much to keep the eye busy. By comparison Mote Racer is weak, but the 

messed-up nature of off-road circuits does make up some ground. Rumour has it that there are 

also hidden tracks. We'll let you know how we get on ... 

Wheelies and Tricks 

1 Speed Bay: pleasant seaside ride 2 Dirt Arena: 
stomach-churning jumps 3 Rock Forest: tight 
country roads 4 Great Wall: race around the 
Chinese wonder Ii West Way: feels like Texas 
& Lost Ruins: so named 'cos you don't see any 

Pulling wheelies acts as a turbo boost and using it properly is essential if your sights are set on 

first place. You need care and judgment when yanking up the bars as the bike becomes almost 

impossible to steer. When going for an off-road jump hitting the wheelie button allows you to 

perform lunatic stunts, all in the name of looking hard. 

■ Turbo boost wheelies ... ■ ... often lead to disaster 

■ ... no legs, no brains 

92 @!Y 

We'd like to say... . . 
In the arcades motorbike games are d1_fflcult 

to resist, but that's mainly because of t_he b1~ seat 
contraptions you get to sling your leg over. Chuckmg this style 
of racer directly onto consoles has never really worked 
because the ingredients don't keep you hooked for h~urs o_n 
end. For that to happen someone's got to come up ~1th a bike 
game including a series of_ tourname~ts an~ the opt10~ _to buy 
and soup-up radical machines. We thmk we II keep wa1tmg . 

. ,.,.. 
Views 

Four viewpoints, three outside the bike and one right behind the bars, should suit just about 

everybody. When the whole bike's visible, Mote Racer is much easier to play, but nothing beats 

being tucked behind the screen of a road racer as it corners hard. Riding a dirt bike on close-up 

view is an unmissable experience as vicious terrain throws you about 'till the bile builds in the 

back of your throat. 

Two-Play 

1 Outside views make Moto 
Racer easier to play 2 But this 
view causes more skiddies 
3 Pull wheelies and the road 
disappears 4 Eating before the 
race is not advisable 

In two-player mode the action can be split vertically or horizontally. Yes, vision is slightly restricted, 

but the game still remains fiercely playable. No computer-controlled racers line up on the starting 

grid and the map is also removed, but these are minor quibbles because the game runs at the 

same speed as its one-player option. 

■ Vertical split 

A bit untidy in places, Moto Racer 
still plays like an arcade beast full 
of mind-shattering speed and smart 
stunts. But bland tracks could 
shorten its lifespan. Jon 

PlayStatiq; 
RATED 850/o 





Rated 
■OUT NOW ■BY VIRGIN ■COSTS £34.99 ■PLAYERS 1-4 
■COMPATIBILmES JOYPAD, MEMORY CARD, MULTITAP 

4-4-2 
Who's the w***er in the black CD? 

Football is the beautiful game. Slick passing by multi-million 
pound signings: the solid English strikers playing alongside 
the finest the Italian, French and German leaeues have to 

offer. Yes indeed, football and football games are two of the 
best thints in life, and Virtin is on hand with yet another 
PlayStation kickabout. 

Gameplay 
4-4-2 is arse. No doubt about it. Everything is controlled using three buttons to pass, shoot 
and sprint. There are no fancy lobs, no diving headers or bicycle kicks. You just tackle, pass 
and shoot. A number of league and cup tournaments featuring international and home sides 
are also on offer. 

■ The world's greatest players await ... 

Graphics 
Small. Crap. Dreadful. Just three words which 
help sum up 4-4-2's graphics. The players 
look like they've been nicked from a 
Subbuteo™ set, and move around the pitch 
at stupidly fast speeds They also manage to 
run along by barely moving their legs, and 
headers and volleys look identical because 
it's impossible to tell the difference between 
the two. Is this really the reason we all 
bought PlayStations? 

Buyine Players 
International teams from all over the world are 
available, from Hoddle's England heroes 
through to the skilful Italians and (spit) 
Germany. 1here are also a number of home 
sides, with the English and Italian leagues 
added for extra variety in the game's 
tournaments. If these teams aren't up to 
scratch, up to £60m is on the table to build 
your very own Fantasy league squad from all 
the players featured in the game. 

This is football in name only. An 
absolute disgrace of a game which 
plays as badly as it looks. One of the 
worst PlayStation games of all time. 
Avoid like a Roy Keane tackle. Stave 

PlaySlali~ 
RATED 140/o 

94 (i!!) 

■OUT OCTOBER ■ BY VIRGIN ■COSTS £44.99 ■PLAYERS 1-2 
■COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD, MEMORY CARD 

STREET FIGHTER 
El PlUS AlPHA 
One of the best fighting games ever moves 
into 3D and challenges the mighty Tekken 2 
for top punch-up. 

N othing topped Street Fighter when it first appeared in 
arcades. Since then most beat 'em ups have moved away 
from side-view 2D scraps, opting for flashy 3D looks that 

left the Capcom classic behind. But now the series is back, and 
it's looking meaner than ever. 

Graphics 
Flat characters become solid fighters. All the 
stars are far more real istic and the moves 
believable. Ever wondered what a dragon 
punch really looked like? Now's your chance 
to find out. Shadows, lightin& textures and 
details make this sharp as a razor. Check out 
grab 3 from Street Fighter Alpha 2 to see the 
amazing 20-into-30 transformation. 

1 Gasp! At lighting effects 2 Gawp! At Chun-li's 
realistic chest 3 Remark! On its improvement 
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Special Moves 
Using weak, medium and hard varieties of 
blows, you can pull off a fair number of 
simple attacks and throws. But when you 
combine kicks and punches with two 
half-turns on the D-Pad, a charged-up super 
special move is yours. These can be linked for 
devastating results. 

A select few can also pull off massive 
firecracker strikes, which blank the screen. 
When the picture returns opponents lie 
finished on the ground . 

New Faces 

many fighters 
hat's how many. 

ghting game players expect and demand a range of fresh talent. 
es this idea to the max, offering a staggering 10 new competitors. 

r names already there. The PlayStation conversion also 
· I coin-op: Dhalsim and Sakura. 

old favourites like Chun Li, Ken and Ryu, and how 
· ? Put the calculator away, we'll tell you: 27, 

I Hokuto: Akedo in flares 2 Cra<ur Jact: • lists ad NSeNII bats 3 Doctrine Dark: masked pyro-
maniac 4 Pullum Puma: high-kicking priDass 5 · spinning strikes B Kairi: tough but 
looks like a girl J Allen Snider: aoss betftea ad ■ 0irtln Mister: wrestler with handlebars 
9 Blair Dame: scantily clad but hard as nails • G.Jnlda: ~ dsdly spikes 

Backdro s 
It's not just the fighters that have been put 
through a full makeover. Settings look much 
more realistic thanks to the use of lights and 
shadows, solid buildings and moving objects 
like scurrying rats. 

I Execute basic attacks to charge power bars 2 Double half tum on the D-Pad plus a punch 3 Half way through special repeat half-turns with a kick 
4 Extending attacks annihilates opponents' heath bars II Smirk as screen blanks and asteroids shoot about indicating a super special finish 

■ Outside the gates after school. Bundle 
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Rated 
Hidden Fithters 

Perform ing the correct order of attacking 
moves, throws, specials and combos in 
expert pract ice mode builds points. As 
these grow, extra characters are unlocked. 
Once you've completed all sections a 
bon us game is revea led. 

I Expert practice mode is the key to unlocking 
hidden features 2 Several thumb blisters into 
practice you'll get four extra characters 3 Here's 
one of the secret fighters, Cycloid Beta. The rest 
you'll have to find yourself 

We'd lilte to say ... 
Namco has had all the knock-out blows 

recently with monsters Tekken _2 and Soul ~lade. 
Unquestionably classics, it's still frustrating to practise for 
hours on either title only to get annihilated by the random 
button presses of a complete novice. Thankfully Street 
Fighter Ex Plus Alpha's controls are more difficult to master 
so the better player almost always comes out on top. 

Throws 
Some of Street Fighter Ex's best-looking 
moves are its throws. Most characters have 
two options in this department by getting up 
close then moving away and tapping the kick 
or punch buttons. If all goes well you'll grab 
hold of the other poor schmuck, manhandle 
them into an acceptable position and deliver 
a teeth-rattling blow. 

Doing this doesn't dent the health bar 
much but it's worth the effort just to marvel 
at the complex nature of moves or cringe as 
knees, fists and heads slam into the tender 
regions of your opponent. That's gotta hurt. 

. ,... 

■ Fit she may be, but Blair has a set of 
holding moves that bring tears to your eyes 

■ Princess Pulluin favours back somersault 
kicks that look painful but do little damage 

111P' Scorching looks and --ir,~ extreme playability 
ake this a must-buy, although in a 
ead-to-head Tekken 2 may still 

come out on top on moves. Jon 
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PlayStali~ 
RATED 93% 

■OUT OCTOBER ■BY ELECTRONIC ARTS ■COSTS £44.99 ■PLAYERS 1 

■COMPATIBILmES JOYPAD, MEMORY CARD 

NUCLIAR STRIKI 
Shoot 'em ups really don't get any more 
gripping than Nuclear Strike. Get ya choppas 
out, we're on a mission to save the planet. 

Anyone who tells you the threat of thermo nuclear war is 
over is either a fool, an enemy, or both', your commander 
barks during briefing. A madman has captured warheads 

and set his sights on World War Three. Your mission: to cut a 
path through heavy armaments and neutralise the threat. Go out 
and make your country proud of you son. 

Vehicles 
Up until now the popular Strike games only offered an Apache Gunship helicopter to mess about 
in. But Nuclear Strike, the fifth in the series, has 12 new craft to control. Programmer Electronic 
Arts could have wimped out and just chucked in a few different 'copters, but instead you get 

planes and even a hovercraft. Full marks. 

■ News Heli: crap but doesn't ■ Jump Jet: fast, agile and hard. 
draw much flak from the enemy • Trouble is they're often hidden 

■ Cobra: a better class of choppa ... we don't want ■ Hovercraft: imagine driving an FI car across an 
any old riff raff spoiling the neighbourhood ice rink - then try this 
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Missions 
=ach stage of Nuclear Strike is broken down into groups of heart-stopping 
..,issions. Whether supplying resistance troops with arms or escorting bus-loads 

naive diplomats out of war zones, all scream and shout for attention. Even on 
~sy mode Nuclear Strike is no walk in the park and levels have to be repeated 
OYer and over again. However, you never get bored of replaying missions 
:iecause it's such quality entertainment. 

Graphics 
Detailed aerial photographs of landscapes anc: :erra '15 form the play area, so 
Nuclear Strike looks realistic. Houses, fa es and sports stadiums have all been 
blended in properly and don't look glued or as a afterthought (which was a 
problem with the last instalment: Sovie S <e Enemy vehicles and troops also 
move convincingly across backdrops, and desp<:e al this attention to detail, 
speed is never a problem. 

1 The densely covered, humid jungles 2 Secret barracks and an octopus somewhere in the China Sea 3 Pyongyang, a busy metropolitan hub somewhere in 
North Korea C A city pretty much devastated by nuclear disaster 

■ Find a target and ■ let np with 
get blasting missiles and chains 

■ Check out the crater caused by the blast » 
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Rated 

We'd lille to say ... 
Shoot ·em ups for the PlayStation c_ontinually 

try out the latest 3D techniques, some w~th m~re 
success than others. Nuclear Strike chooses to st1c,k with the 
same old format, content to touch up details. Do~~n t sound 
too excitine and could have been a mistake, but 1t s so well 
handled you have to keep comint back for more. ,_ _.-Ill_,.. 

Cut Scenes 
Plenty of the old folding stuff has been thrown at cut sequences that split up gameplay. Often a 
source of embarrassment in the games industry, footage shot for Nuclear Strike is actually so well 
produced it drags you kicking and screaming into the action. Spend too long playing and you 
could begin standing to attenshun like you've got a broom handle rammed up your rectum. 

I Video footage moves very smoothly ... 2 and 
is presented with plenty of style 3 A drop of 
blood ... 4 a touch of gore ... 5 and the odd body 
help set the scene & News coverage from roving 
reporter Andrea Grey provides useful background 
information 7 Mission details come from 
computer data bases ... B and field agents 

lii)nqgi, Top-note~ eraph_ics 
are combined with 

explosive and absorbine eameplay. 
Nuclear Strike is a quality rush from 
start to finish. Jon 

PlaySlali~ 
RATED 910/o 
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■OUT SEPTEMBER ■BY JVC ■COSTS £34.99 ■ PLAYERS 1-2 

■COMPATIBILmES JOYPAD, MEMORY CARD 

TITRIS PLUS 
'Tetris?' 'No thanks, I've ~iven up'. 

H eard of Tetris? You should have done. It's the puzzle game 
old farty gamers go all misty-eyed over. And you can see 
why. From the moment you pie~ it up you're hoo~ed. Soon 

you'll be playing it so much you'll be seeing bloc~s in your sleep. 
Then you'll stop sleeping in a bid to feed your addiction ... 

Gameplay 
Tetris Plus is so simple, it should have been called, er, Simple. The computer throws different 
shaped blocks at you and you must use them to make lines. A completed line falls off the screen 
but the incomplete ones stay there and build up. When they reach the top you're toast 

I Ifs a pUZile, see 2 Complete the lines ... 3 ... and clear your screens. Yes, it really is that simple 

Lots of eames 
Besides the usual one-player game with one guy and lots of shapes, there's a two-player 
tournament game. You also get a puzzle game and options mode to build up your own puzzles. 
Oh, and there's a professor in there somewhere as well (don't ask!). It's the two-player mode 
which has us staying late to play, and now none of our girlfriends will talk to us. 

Tetris old-timers will find parts of 
the game inferior to older versions, 
but there's eameplay ealore here. 
Just don't come to us when you're a 
homeless Tetris junkie. Andrew 

PlaySlali~ 
RATED 820/o 
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The games are a real challenge, but 
shopping at our new GAME ZONE isn't. 

Try o.ut all 3 machines in our new Game Zone 

The ba e es are drawn at Comet , as 

the three g1arr o gameplay - Sony Playstation , 

Sega Sa r 

- are pitched against each other in the futuristic 

new Game Zone. Three machines, loaded with the 

three very latest software releases - head-to-head. 

Whether it 's racing , platform or beat- 'em-up 

games, judge for yourself which system packs the 

biggest punch ... and find out if you've got what it 

takes to tame them! 

Game Zone is now open at most Comet 

stores. For your nearest, call free on 0500 425 425 . 
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Midland 
The Listening Bank 

Member HSBC Group 

When you open a Midland Livecash 

account not only do you get 24- hour 

access to your cash, you'll also receive 

unlimited discount vouchers that are a 

great way to sca m cheap CDs, tapes and 

videos, chea p goods from Headstrong 

Sports, and cheap pizzas at Pizzaland. 

-

Harry and Justine are fictitious characters I we made them up for fun). Livecash is available to 11-15 year olds. Livecash cards 
are available to 13-15 year olds. 24-hour access is only available with the Livecash card. Issued by Midland Bank pie. 

h 
Harry (efHarry"sSounds*) 

0 t e J' livecash. He wants 
Justine to come to his shop 

and pay the "proper' price. 

- -

* Harry's Sounds is one of those sad little 
su burban record shops, with a hand painted sign 
outside. Harry claims to have been a roadie 
with Jethro Tull during their 1971 'Aqualung' tour, 
and resents stocking anything post Mungo Jerry. 
He also spitefully slaps huge fluorescent price 
stickers over the track list (which never peel off 
in one go, and always leave sticky marks) 

[Excerpt from - 'The Harry's Sounds Experience' I 

You can ca ll Harry on 0990 67 33 04 
bul 11'11 COSI you 20p a pop 

$ 00 ~ ~ ~ Livecash 

------ ---Send your coupon to Midland Bank pie. FAEEPOST SWB 332. Bristo l. BSl 68A. 

Mr/Ms Surname First Name 

Age Sex MO F □ 

Address 

Postcode C&V OCT 

1 For more deta ils cut 
out the coupon. 

2 or call 0800 180 180 
, or visi t a branch 

(go the long way round to 
avuid Harry's Sounds) 

-
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Rated 
■OUT SEPTEMBER ■BY FOX INTERACTIVE ■COSTS £44.95 ■PLAYERS 1 
■ COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD, ANALOGUE JOYPAD, MEMORY CARD 

CROC 
Here comes Croc and he's gonna kill you with cute. Fingers down 
throat or glued to joypad? 

C rocodiles. Big bastards with massive teeth and a hunger to 
match. Evil, foul-smelling death-bringers ready to rip you 
limb from limb and feast on your guts ... Er, apparently not. 

Crocodiles are now cute. It's official. And leading the way is 
Croc, the star of Fox lnteractive·s game of the same name. He 
may have teeth and a scaly arse, but he's got cute to go. In fact, 
he's so cuddly we'll be calling him 'the lovable little fellow' 
before the end of this review. But close your sick bags, it just so 
happens Croc is one of the best games of its type in ages. 

The Story 
The evil Baron Dante has raised an army and 
taken over the planet inhabited by the peaceful 
Gobbo people. 

The Gobbos are an odd bunch of small 
furry gonks, and when Dante's army took over 
they were stuffed in cages or hidden in crates. 
With Dante on the throne, it looks like it's the 
end of the Gobbo race. Enter Croc, a reptile 
adopted by the Gobbo king, to save the day. 
He's green, wears a rucksack and girls are ■ To your left, a collapsing platform. To your 
gonna say, 'Aahh' when they see him. right. certain death ... 

What Croc can do 
Crocodiles are normally only good at biting or 
letting birds pick stuff from their teeth. Croc is a 
bit more athletic. He can: 

~ 101 



Rated 
Boss Hoe 
After every few levels, a larger creature picks a fight with Croc. These 'Boss' creatures are 
Dante's favourite guards and are larger than the usual critters met during a level. Because of 
their size, each must be hit several times before they finally kick the bucket The first takes the 
form of a bird who chases Croc around, while others indude a boxing ladybird, and a huge 
frog living in an underwater cavern. Really. We don't make these things up 

Graphics 
Everything about Croc is cute city. Every sprite 
looks as if it has walked out of a cartoon, and 
the levels are every bit as bright and jolly. Not 
bad, seeing everything in the game is deadlier 
than a trouserful of rattlesnakes. 

The level designs are particularly cool, with 
loads of collapsing platforms and dark caverns 
full of narrow ledges and there are even 
trampolines made out of jelly (see, cute 
through and through). 

1 Big worms live in caves hiding secret stages 
2 The arrows on that platform to the right mean 
it can be moved 3 The ice world floors are well 
slippery 4 Use the gong to exit the stage 5 Down 
boy! & Woah! Look at all those bonus points! 

102~ 

Know who's Boss 
Christ knows what the Croc programmers were on when they putting together the weird 
Bosses in Croc. Whatever it is, we'll have a tenners worth. Everything from fish to cacti want a 
piece of Croc's arse, and are out to stop you from saving the Gobbo world. And if the 
weirdness of the Bosses doesn't get you, then their attacks bloody will! Don't say you haven't 
been warned ... 

A bloody great fish, basically. Armed with a 
huge trident he swims around poking Croc 
with it. Found in the middle of the third world 
and a bit feeble to be honest. 

Kill Him! 
Just after he's had a swipe with his trident, 
Neptuna leaves himself wide open to attack. 
When his arms are apart, swim in and swipe 
Croc's tail at him. He'll spin away ... 

A real sod. A mixture of a cactus and the 
Tazmanian devil. He spits out loads of spikes, 
then spins around like a tornado. 

Kill Him! 
As with most bosses in the game, he can 
only be got when he's finished his 
attack. Jump over his spikes, keep out of his 
way while he's spinning, then knock him over 
with your tail while he's dizzy. 

Baron Dante 

Baron Dante is the evil git behind the takeover 
of the Gobbo world. He pops up throughout 
the game in the cut scenes, and can be seen 
using his magic to create the rest of the 
'Bosses' seen below. He is the last obstacle 

between Croc saving the Gobbo world at 
the end of the game, but don;t expect 
him to be a pushover. And, no, we ain't 

going to spoilt the surprise by telling you 
how to kill him .. 

Lives on an ice rink, but this ain't no Torvil or 
Dean. ltsy skates around and is armed with 
two of the biggest fists this side of Mike Tyson. 
If you can't skate past him, he'll pummel you 
into a Croc steak! 

Kill Him! 
After he's tried to stomp or punch you, he 
stands still. Swing your tail at him. He splits into 
two smaller ltsies. Keep doing this. The ice gets 
very crowded so watch out! 

Flibby 

A ladybird with boxing gloves. Hmm. Lives in 
a giant boxing ring, and wants to KO 
anything that steps in the ring with him. A 

bit of a poncey boss, but good for a laugh. 

Kill Him! 
Considering Flibby wants to be a boxer, he's 
a tad unfit. As soon as he's finished trying to 
hit Croc, swing your tail to knock him on his 
arse. Now jump on his gut and use your 
bum attack on him! Three times, and he 
won't last the ten count! 
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Gameplay 
As Croc, you guide the would-be handbag 
through a number of platform-filled worlds. The 
action is viewed from directly behind the little 
repti le, with the assorted landscapes shown in 
full 3D. 

The lovable little fellow's mission is to find 
Gobbos and release them. Along the way, 
though, there are 1 00s of Dante's monsters 
patrolling the levels: all of whom kill on contact. 

--
-

:- :•' . ,, 
.,,,... . : .. 

1 One of the Gobbos is locked 
away in a cage 2 Kill anything 
in the way and go exploring 
3 Hmm, I just wonder if there's 
a key at the end of this load of 
platforms 4 Oh look, some 
crates and one final platform 
!5 Well I never, the key! Who 
would have thought! Give that 
Croc a GCSE in puzzle solving. 
Perhaps not 

We'd lilte to say ... 
Everyone seems to be copying Mario 64. and 

croc is the latest game to have a pop: and proves 
the PlayStation is getting closer to the ~intendo 64 game all 
the time. Croc is a huge step forward with smart cartoon _ 
graphics and a huge play area to explor_e. ~II we_ need now 1s 
croc 2 where you could go anywhere within a bigger 
landscape and we'll be laughing. Still. it's good to dream. ,... 

Gem Collectine 
Each level is stuffed with loads of crates. These are smashed using Croc's 'bum bounce' move, 

and reveal either a Gobbo or a handful of gems. These gems are bonuses added to the score at 

the end of each stage. If Croc gets hit by a monster, though, any collected gems are lost, 

although if he's is quick he may be able to pick up one or two before they disappear. 

■ Touching a baddie means all those gems are 
losl Shame ... 

■ But more can be found in the crates dotted 
around: as can trapped Gobbos 

Croc is a corking platform game. 
Don't let the cute graphics put you 
off, beneath this candy exterior is a 
bitch of a game with more challenge 
than any other of its kind. Steve 

PlayStati~ 
RATED 840/o 

■OUT NOVEMBER ■ BY THQ ■COSTS £44.99 ■ PLAYERS 1-2 

■COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD 

AIR RACI 
It's racing, but here's the funny thing, it's 
in the air. Get yer goggles out. 

J ust when you thought every racing idea had already been 
used, alone comes Air Race to prove you wrong. There's 10 
planes to choose from (everything from bi-planes to 

Spitfires) and four courses to speed along. Naturally your 
computer-controlled opponents want to reach the finishing line 
first. so it's full throttle all the way. 

Game la 
ay. Anybody who owns any other racer will be able to work it 
eeMg side to side. Course design means you've got to get the 

gout of harm's way. It's a sprightly little devil, too. Flying 
and An Race feels fast. 

■ Snowland looks like it sounds. Cool 
1 Air Race is fast, so you've got to ... 2 ... watch 
out for stuff suddenly appearing 3 ... oops ... 
4 Back on course again } ) 
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Rated 
Two-player fun 

this is too much merriment for one person to handle so, hey, 
Air Race has a two-player mode. The screen splits and you and 
a friend (or your mother, or whoever you normally play games 
with) can battle it out. Predictably things slow down a bit in this 
mode, but it's still good for a laugh. 

Gra hies 
Oh dear. Yes, a good deal of imagination went into the course design and yes, they look OK. But 
the graphics suffer from yukky pop-up which means the scenery builds itself as you fly into it. 
There you are, flying along, when suddenly an unexpected cliff-face appears in front of you. 
Makes it tough, this does. 

2 

-■ This canyon is eyecandy ■ Tracks are filled with advertising. Budweiser gets a good shout 
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1 Andrew as player one at the top, takes on Mike 2 Andrew speeds ahead, leaving 
the designer stuffed in his wake 3 'Can you do acrobatics?', asks Mike. 'You can spin 

it, like this.', replies Andrew 4 And smacks the bugger straight into a house .......... 
We'd lilte to say ... 

Remember when videogames were fun? The 
people behind Air Race do. The game has no_ne of 

the sexy bits we've come to expect from ~ur PlayStat1on 
fodder. but it's enjoyable to play. It does~ t pre~end t~ ~ea 
real-life simulation, it doesn't blind you with science, 1t Just 
says, 'looR, I'm a videogame. Play me.' More fun games Mr 
Developer. please. ,.. 

Planes 
You get a cool selection of planes to fly and as you'd expect, each one has its own characteristics. 
Some are speedy and some are easier to handle. Your Pitts bi-plane, say, potters along and is 
easy to control but your Geebee goes like shit off a shovel and is a pig to handle. Spookily, none 
are both very fast and very easy to handle. Hmm. 

■ Mustang 

■ Messerschmitt 

■ Geebee 

r-=,.t1i) A real laugh to play, Air 
\!!!!!!_ Race won't rocR your 
world, and with no championship 
contest there's not a lot to it, but 
you'll enjoy it while it lasts. Andrew 

■ Thunderbolt 

- ...... ~ -- -- ~~~.---.. 
--... ...... _ 

■ Pitts 

■ Zero fighter 

PlayStati~ 
RATED 7&% 
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There's never been a platform game like it. When Rayman came out in 1995, it scored mor_e 

than 90% from all the main magazines and raced to the top of the charts. Now Rayman's 

back on the PlayStation in a new budget priced Platinum version. Miss it and turn green. 
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Rated 
■OUT OCTOBER ■ BY VIRGI N ■COSTS £44.99 ■ PLAYERS 1-2 

■COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD, MEMORY CARD 

HERC'S A VENT R S 
Old in style but big on playability and humour, Here's Adventures comes crashing onto 
the PlayStation. It may not change the world but it'll ma~e you smile. 

I t's all gone Pete Tong in 
ancient Greece. Uber evil 
blo~e Hades has ~idnapped 

Spring so everyone's up shit 
cree~. On the chessboard of 
the Gods, up at Mount Olympus, 
just three heroes stand 
against the dar~ forces of the 
undead. Not good odds, but 
then one of them is Hercules ... 

■ Die and you have to try to escape from the 
depths of hell 
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Puzzle 
Aimed at a youngish audience, Here's 
Adventures is never too taxing on the old 
bonce, and probably the trickiest task is finding 
your way around the less-than accurate map. 
Answers to puzzles often stare you right in the 
face, which may sound a bit too simple for 
some, but LucasArts has handled them well. In 
fact solving the problems is a bit like complet
ing a Rubiks Cube by dismantling the sections: 
you don't have to be a brainbox to do it, you 
just need a bit of manual ability. 

1 A locked door bars Here's path 2 That sign with an arrow on must be a clue 3 Where the hell is this? 
Here looks stuck again 4 A catapult I wonder ... ■ Here jumps on the device and is rocketed skyward 
8 So high in fact that he clears a cliff face 7 Our hero touches down in a secret area and discovers a 
golden key ■ The door can now be opened and it's on to the next trial 

Gameplay 
It's simply non-stop. In Here's Adventures you'll always find yourself with 
something to occupy your attention. Hacking hordes of dastardly skeletons, 
uncovering secret passages, running away from Cyclops, tracking down inflatable 
cows for the Gods, it's all in a day's work mate. Action is split into lots of little 
quests so goals are completed quickly and you never get a chance to be bored 
or frustrated. Small rewards, such as gxtra strength or a new weapon, drag you 
further into the game, but it's also the promise of discovering new lands and 
huge monsters that keeps you going. 

I Hordes of skeletons pop up from the ground in 
pretty bad moods 2 This huge hog is the first 
boss you'll encounter and it's no pushover 
3 Here's dad Zeus pops up to give some advice. 
Other Gods turn up later 
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Characters ■OUT SEPTEM BER ■ BY MAXIS ■COSTS £44.99 ■ PLAYERS 1-2 
■COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD 

Hercules is (surprise, surprise) the central character. He's got enormous strength and a basic club. K I C K D F F ' I 

7 
For baik-up there's small-fry Jason, armed with a dagger and slingshot, and delectable Atlanta 
who fancies her chances with a bow. Whichever hero you pick, holding down the attack button 
sets off long-range strikes that'll KO enemies from afar. 

■ Hercules. Armed with a club ■ Jason. Uses both a short 
and able to lift huge objects sword and slingshot 

,_ 
Pick me ups 

Things like spears, birds of prey, evil breath chillies and bags of rotten fruit add to your arsenal. 
Snacks, gold coins, energy hearts and so on have also been thoughtfully left lying around. But 
that's not all. Having god-like powers means these chaps can lift animals, boulders and even 
buildings, using them as makeshift weapons. 

Humour 

1 11 stinks but rotten fruit is 
great for getting rid of the 
smaller foes 2 The ultimate 
mobile home. Here picks up 
huts and can can 'em on any sap 
that gets too close 

One of the reasons Here's Adventures is such an unexpected treat is the side-splitting humour in 
the game. Little touches in the game are funny without trying too hard, like when Here stamps 
around booming "My dad's a god you know". Large creatures visibly enjoy flattening smaller ones 
and if you chop off a skeleton's head, the body keeps running around! The result is a cheesy grin 
across your face but no cringe factor. 

■ Watch out for the old hag's bite 

An amusine adventure which never 
eets dull. Plenty of visual and aural 
stimulation with no noticeable drain 
on the brain, plus buc~etloads of 
challenee. We li~e. Jon 

PlayStati~ 
RATED 850/o 

You can never have too much football in 
the world, but do we really need any more 
eames like Kick Off '97? · 

A couple of years bac~ Kie~ Off was the footy eame everyone 
was playinQ. Now, li~e some wobbly erandad player, it has 
been hauled out of retirement to ta~e on the new stars of 

the PlayStation pitch. Triumphant return or sad embarrassment? 

Gameplay 
Kick Off '97 • soccer game features : loads of tournaments to compete in and 
skill-rated m'"'""""'"'' :earns and players. On-pitch the action is the usual stuff, but the style is 
mediocre. ne ()ii!''e'S <e robots, commentary is poor, and although gameplay is 
manageable • efe,s · au Ii e annoying player selection and awkward tackling. 

■ The striker goes for a dramatic diving header ... 

20,000 leagues - well almost 

■ And ifs in! This almost makes 
it look exciting 
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Rated 
Missine In Action 

·KO '97 is short on the extra touches used to 
play up the atmosphere or turbo-charge the 
gameplay in other games. So no fancy graphics 
for taking corners, no special shots or tricks, and 
goodbye to one of the original Kick Offs best 
features, the free-ranging ball control, where the 
ball realistically bounced ahead of your player 
as he dribbled it, rather than sticking to his feet. 
If this had been kept in KO '97 would have had 
at least one gameplay feature to set it apart, but 
alas, no. 

We'd like to say ... 
There's no denying Kie~ Off '97's excellent 

pedigree, but what does that count f?r these days? 
There are so many good football games struggling to out-do 
each other with new gameplay elements and f_lash . 
presentation. Why would anyone want ~ !ow-frills entry _with 
no outstanding features just because 1t s part of a series that 
faded away over four years ago? ,.,.. 

Trainine 
Most football games seem to regard training modes as an alterthoug ridude them at 
all, but Kick Off '97's is quite extensive. Take and save penalties, hone your snoo ng and 
passing skills and practise taking corners and and dribbling. Unfortuna e , even is part of the 
game is frill-free, and once you're on the training ground you're left to your own devices. The 
game does set different challenges, but it's not always clear what they are. So , s questionable 
whether all this actually helps you in a real game. 

It ta~e.s more than this to bring 
yesterday's soccer classics up to 
speed. A lac~lustre footy game that 
is outclassed by more up-to-date 
opposition. Paul 
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PlayStati~ 
RATED &OD/a 

■OUT SEPTEMBER ■BY JVC ■COSTS £44.99 ■PLAYERS 1-2 

■COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD, ANALOGUE CONTROLLER, MEMORY CARD AND LINK CABLE 

WINGOVER 
War's abolishedl But mankind needs a new 
outlet for his aggression. Good-natured 
aerial combat seems to be the answer. 

You've got to wonder what Wingover's purpose is in life. It's 
not a flight sim, but it does rely on dogfights. You fight using 
planes, but it's also sort of a team sport. Let's just call it 

the bastard son of several bad ideas and leave it at that. 

Graphics 
On the positive side you could say Wingover's 
aeroplanes are fairly accurate copies, and the 
game does feature some really charming 
sunsets. But on the other hand, the landscapes 
are bland, lacking detail and making it difficult 
to get excited about the rest of the game. 

• 1 Nice sunset, shame about the game 2 Choose 
from a realistically copied variety of planes.3 See 
ya sucka 4 Bandit at 12 o'clock 

Team Work 
Picking the right set of team-mates is essential to winning tournaments. To begin with you're lucky 
enough to have a small boy, an old man and a giggly blonde on your side. Jimmy Hill would 
complete the picture rather nicely we think. However it is possible to hire fresh blood to take the 
pressure off you in combat. Trouble is, talent is never cheap. 

■ Nick panics under pressure 

■ Result? Not with these half wits on your side ■ Hire your pilots from Bob 
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Planes 
Se in the future, modern aircraft go up 
against World War II fighters, which in real life 
wouldn't be much of a contest. But hey, this 
IS the wacky world of videogames. 30 planes 
are available, but getting hold of them takes 
loads of wins. Here's a small selection. 

■ A6M3 Rei Sen 22 

■ F/A· lBA Hornet ■ TA152H·l 

Tune-ups 
Winning tournaments builds cash which can 
then be spent on modifications to your plane, 
or even on a whole new model. Bodies, wings, 
guns, missiles, radar and computer systems 
can all be upgraded to your heart's content, so 
long as you've got the readies. Some common 
sense needs to be applied to the process 
though, since if you put too much weight on 
board your plane tends to crash. 

We'd Hite to say ... 
A classic example of a game without any 

positive direction. To most pu~ters Wingove_r ,would 
look a dull and limited idea on the draw1_ng bo~rd, so it s 
hardly surprising to find the en~ result 1s boring. A lot more 
imagination and ambition next time round please . .---IFY ,_ _ _..._,r 

Modes 
With four modes of play you might think Wingover offers plenty of value for money: you'd be 
wrong. Take your pick between tournament, free game, vs and survival, only thing is they're all 
much of a muchness. Attack other fighters, occasionally defend your base, occasionally attack 
your opponent's HQ. As team leader you can hand out a few basic orders, but this ability doesn't 
make the rest of the game any more interesting. 

Kazama 
Nhat i s it ? 

I Giving orders. You can do this a bit but it's still boring. 2 Attack the enemy base. Yeah, so what? 

As lifeless, and indeed interesting, 
as a dead halibut. But then perhaps 
that's too hard on fish. If you're 
really into flying games wait for Air 
Combat 2 from Namco. Jon 

PlayStati~ 
RATED 400/o 

■OUT SEPTEMBER ■ BY SONY ■COSTS £34.99 ■ PLAYERS 1 

■COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD, ANALOGUE CONTROLLER, MEMORY CARD 

ROSCO McQUEEN 
Here's a twist - a PlayStation game in 
which you have to prevent cataclysmic 
explosions instead of causing them. 

U nless we've miscalculated, the number of console fire
fighting games totals one, Rosco McQueen. Which is hardly 
surprising, as putting out fires runs contrary to the usual 

ethos of videogame=destruction. Can Rosco and his 'ker-razy' 
extinguishing antics change this? Will a spate of danger-prevent
ing games spring up in his wake? On the strength of this, nahhh. 

Rosco and Dieit 

reprog@ 
Heroic 
the res 
buddy. 

Th 
shortest 

•• •• 

ecided to torch his gigantic Tower XS building and 
ack and imprison all humans they come across. 
ove through the building floor by floor, putting out 

occupants with the aid of DIGIT, his little robot 
somewhere, isn't there? 
soeed o the conflagration in one of the 
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Gameplay 
· Rosco's armed with a fire-axe and portable fire hose apparatus. When he enters 
a room menacing pink robots either move to attack him or head for a nearby 
pile of boxes to set them alight. Rosco's first priority is to stop the roboi by 
turning the hose on it long enough to fry its circuits. That done, it's time to put 
out the fires with similar hose-play. 

Aside from the robots, your big problem is keeping your extinguisher tank 
topped up with water. There are refills hidden around the level, but if you 
squander them by letting fires restart you're dead. A thermometer at the top of 
the screen shows how hot the room is, and if the temperature hits the top of 
the gauge, that's it. Bomza! - the whole floor explodes and it's game over. 

We'd like to say ... 
It's nice to see an original take on the 3D 

action stakes, but Rasco McQueen shows that 
originality doesn't always make_ for the be~t game~. Though 
it's fairly entertaining, the tension and exc1tem~nt is_ grounded 
by the naff camp humour (cy~ernetic_ house~a1d~. p~nk . 
robots, stupid-looking hero with stupid hero s voice th~s 
isn't a game you'd play in front of your mates) and t~e simple 
fact that putting fires out isn't as muc_h fun a~ starting them. 
Anyone planning some kind of Safety First accident 
prevention game please take note. 

As well as keeping your eyes open for bottles of 
water and health-replenishing food, you also 
have to watch out for upgrades for your fire
fighting gear. Pick up a box like the one pictured 
and you can acquire super-strength axes that 
cut down reinforced doors, turbo-powered 
hoses, water bombs or throwing axes for 
taking out robots at a distance. No rocket
propelled grenades, then. 

fanwell wfth the water bolllbl Keep .. eye ..... 
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Levels 

1 Fire in the hold! Brave old Rosco starts on a 
cute little robot with his giant axe 2 With the 
robot smashed into its component parts Rosco can 
start on those flames. Go hose power! 3 Whafs 
this? There seems to be a whimpering from 
behind that locked door! 4 A store room is 
aflame, and someone's trapped in here! Time to 
act quickly 5 There she/he/it is. Get DIGIT to 
teleport them to safety even though a toasting 
might actually have improved those looks 8 Job 
done ... Or is it? More cries for help lead Rosco to 
a hidden room 7 Another, ahem, pretty face 
saved from a trip to the bums unit! ■ Thafs it 
Now hit the red fire alarm button to open up the 
exit Onwards and upwards 

To liven up what is simply a procession from room to room doing basically the same thing, the 
designers have put in extra tasks you have to complete before you can escape. Each room has 
doors leading off it, some of which can be chopped down while others can only be opened by 
finding and smashing a switch box. Behind these doors are extra water supplies, reviving milk and 
cookies, and people who need rescuing. You'll also find stricken rescuees hidden in secret ante
rooms or on elevated platforms which can only be reached by jumping on trampoline crates. 
This all constitutes a sort of weak puzzle element in the gameplay. 
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■ Elevated platforms: mind you ■ Rosco meets his one and only 
don't fall off fan. Yuk, yuk 

■ Smack the switch box and see what opens 

asonably good fun, 
any visuals, simplicity, 
p humour and low-
evel excitement will 
robably suit younger 

PlayStali~ 
RATED 78% 
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PLAY5TATION CONTROL PADS 

ALPS INTERACTIVE 
CONTROL PAD 
Eul•rtohol-d,very 

comfortable, re¥oludonary 
n,bber l'iP• A reaJly cool pad1 

£26.99 

LOGIC l - CONTROL 
STATION PAD 

I Fire buttom with Auto-fire 

ONLY £11.99 

sONYANA L 
JOYPAO 

~~thum b 

£1 1.99 
oaat..tt•ba.'lf'iit•ttt-. ----,pme 

HYPER 8 BUTTON 
CONTROLLER 

mklunor Red,GN.1,llue,, Yallow, 

Clur, O.,,Y-'ow,0--~ar 

a... .... 
New GLOW~ THE DARK pird. 

ONLY £1 2.99 

H yper Duo (various 

colou rs): Hyper Pad & I 

MB Memory Card £ 18.99 
0Rtl 6.Nffboust,tacthe 
...... um. •• ..,.,,...... 

..,,.,,.OIIIN'l:P'ADHas bultrt__,.. wheet,ariJo.lre& .,,,..mocion £17.99 
OCINNAl"ClaJOYSTICKI Fnbutaini, hu JWll:dl mno-of,dlgla,I and~ n-tesRlect, Aum,. 

hand._ mocion with LED display pa,Mll Ol.99 

~IEDJa'(P/IDSY'STEH~two lbucm'IJon-h andareaM!f'". ~upmtl 

_, ;;.;;;-;;_;;;;;;;;============~!::: 
~JOTPAO,._trooilalrict.riddlecorett-.e.-..donda--..~◄l.99 

PLAY5TATION LIGHT GUNS 
ERAZER LIGHT GUN 

-" ----_... ---.............i & 

~9 

LIGHT ... 

BLASTER~ 
4 ModH of operation, Hyper 
button for special weapons, 

5 LED Indicat or 

£22.99 

PREDATOR 
LIGHT GUN 

3 speed auto-fire, Bullet 
aut~oad, P~et number of 

bullets, LED lights. 

ONLY £17.99 

OTH ER ACCESSORIES 
VRF I ARCADE STEERING WHEEL £37.99 
~ ;-4wwwn.:a:Ye buttons for the ultimate --O FFIQAL SO B HEHORY CARD £ 14.99 
HEHO CARD - 15 SLOT 

EMO RY CARD - 120 SLOT (8 MB) 
RGB SC.ART CABLE 

CABLE 

JOYPAD EXTENSION CABLE 
RF U 

£ 12.99 
£25 .99 

£8.99 
£7.99 
£8.99 
£8.99 

£14.99 
SO OU SE £22.99 
SO MULTI-TAP - UP TO 8 PLAYERS £26.99 
GA.HE LLER CHEATS £24.99 

VJ RACING WHEEL 
roation, ~ ju.stable whee l positioning, unique table-top o r 

.....- Its mauntin& option. Programmable fire buttons and separate ana
tooc: pedals 152,99 (or l49,99 if bought with any game) 

us 
~ 
BUSHIDO BLADE 39.99 
COURIER CRISIS 39.99 
CRASH BANDICOOT 2 41.99 
CROC, LEGEND OF THE GOBBOS ◄ 1.99 
DEATHTRAP DUNGEON 41 .99 
DESTRUCTION DERBY 19.99 
DYNASTY WARRIORS 39.99 
FANTASTIC 4 36.99 
FELONY 11 -79 4 1.99 
FIFA ROAD TO WORLD CUP 98 41 .99 
FIGHTING FORCE 41 .99 
FINAL FANTASY VII 41.99 
( PURCHASE A FINAL FANTASY T-SHIRT FOR JUST £7 .00) 
FORMULA I 97 38.99 
G-POLICE 41.99 
HERCULES 41.99 
HERC'S ADVENTURE 38.99 
JERSEY DEVIL 41.99 
JURASSIC PARK 2 39.99 
MAGIC:THE GATHERING 39.99 
MARVEL SUPER HEROES 39.99 
MLB 98 39.99 
NASCAR 98 ◄ 1. 99 
NFL GAMEDAY 98 39.99 
NFL QB CLUB 98 39.99 
ODDWORLD INHABITANT 41 .99 
PERFECT WEAPON 42.99 
RESIDENT EVIL . DIRECTORS CUT 41.99 
TIME CRISIS 41 .99 
TOMB RAIDER l 43 .99 
TOSHINDEN l 19.99 
WARCRAFT l 39 .99 
WILD ARMS 38.99 
WIPEOUT 19.99 



Rated 
■OUT SEPTEMBER ■BY EA SPORTS ■COSTS £39.99 ■ PLAYERS 1-1 6 

■COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD 

MADDEN 9B 
For years there's only been one name 
worth mentionine when it comes to 
eridiron games. The Big Man is backl 

Electronic Arts is warming up for the the new NFL American 
footie season with an all-new entry in its classic John 
Madden series. All the players, teams, stadiums and tactics 

are right here. If gridiron's your bag, this is the one for you! 

Play Action 
After choosing a su itable play, players line 
out and get ready for the quarterback to 
snap the ball. At this point you take direct 
control ; on offense you either have to run 
with the ball or pass it. In defence you just 
have to find the man with the ball and 
jump on the geezah. 

Lots to choose 

■ Buy players, picl, teams, play indoors 

■ If an option's missing you don't need it 

Great graphics. gameplay and every 
imaginable option. You may not like 
the sport. but if there's a better 
American Football game on the 
PlayStation we'd like to see it. Paul 

112 ~ 

PlaySlali~ 
RATED 890/o 

■OUT NOW ON IMPORT ■ BY SCEE ■COSTS IMPORT ■PLAYERS 1 

■COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD, MEMORY CARD 

HERCULES 
There's a new Disney film, so there's 
a new Disney eame of itl Let the 
merchandising bandwagon rom 

N ot enough decent platform eames on the 
PlayStation? Then you'd better chec~ out Hercules 
as he mixes it up with men, monsters and the Devil 

himself in order to save the day and get the bird. Aaahh. 

It was a time for heroes ... 
There's a few different gameplay styles knocking around Hercules' 10 levels. Three of them 
plump for the old side-scrolling platform you already know and love. These see our muscly hero 
having to run, jump and fight to get through to the end of each stage, but have the added bonus 
of allowing him to walk in and out of the screen making them a bit more fun than yer average 
platform romp. 

Another three levels feature Here running 'into' the screen and avoiding obstacles as well as 
doing some tricky jumps (since it can be hard to judge the distances at times). Then there are 
three boss levels with our tautly-torsoed friend battling the Hydra, Medusa and Hades. That leaves 
one more stage, where Hercules takes to the skies on his flying horse in a side-scrolling shoot 
'em up. And if that isn't enough variety for you, then buy a bloomin' selection box. 

I Blimey you're ugly. Hercules scraps Medusa 2 Our hero takes to 
the skies 3 Yer everyday, average side-scrolling lark 4 Here's Here 
running into the screen 5 Lots of tricky jumps ... & ... and baddies 
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Kine of the swineers 
It's not all running and jumping, oh no. Here has a lot of other talents which he uses. A lot. 

■ By grabbing handy poles, 
our muscle-bound hero can do 
a bit of gymnastic spinning and 
somersaulting to reach those 
hard-to-get-to places 

■ Ciot something blocking the 
way? Then charge up the 
punch until the bell rings. 
Thars the cue to knock the 
obstacle into rubble 

■ Hercules doesn't have to 
land on a platform in order to 
get on it H he's close enough 
he'll grab onto the side and 
pull himseH up 

■ Show off your strength by grabbing certain 
objects and chucking them at other people. Here 
can even throw them into the background 

■ By leaping into the air and pressing down and 
the jump button, Hercules can smash through 
weakened platforms for secret pick-ups 

We'd Hite to say ... 
Games made from Disney films are usually 

platform-style affairs. This would be a pr_oblem for 
Hercules, but thanks to the extra freedom of the side
scrolling sequences there's a lot more to s~e _and do. It also 
gives you the feeling you're moving ar~un~ m,s1de a cartoon 
world and this is really cool on 'The Big Olive level, w~ere 
Here is running up and down steps with the surrounding 
buildings looking just peachy. ., ... 

Pick up a ... well, a pick up 
Hercules has his sword and a nice punch if he wants to whup some mytholgical ass, but if he 
needs that little bit extra, there's some tasty little morsels along the way. 

• lightning Sword: Fire off an 
electrical beam in any direction. 
A top weapon 

~ ent it} Hercules has _loads of 
- gameplay variety and 

slick presentation but can be unfair 
at times. If you like cartoons and 
have the patience, check it out. Dan 

PlaySlaliQ; 
RATED B10/o 
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■OUT SEPTEMBER ■BY ACCLAIM ■ COSTS £44.99 ■ PLAYERS 1-8 
■COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD, MEMORY CARD, MULTI TAP 

NHl 
BREAKAWAY 8B 
Went to a fieht but an Ice Hockey game 
broke out. rorget finesse, don't worry 
about subtlety, this is a man's game. 

U ltra-fast and stuffed with violence, ice hoc~ey is perfect 
for videogames. Which is so why there are so many of 
them. So why bother with another? NHL Brea~away 98 has 

a stac~ of options and real-life stats, but it's the pacey 
gameplay that ma~es this offering so tasty. 

Manaeement 
If you're after more than a quick knockabout on ice, NHL Breakaway 98 also caters for in-depth 
gaming. Season mode gives you chance to compete for ice hockey's top prize, the Stanley Cup. 
Here's where the game goes beyond ice-bound action as you test your management skills. 
Organise game plans, scout or talen~ hire and fire coaches, or give players a rubdown ... 

■ Buying media coverage ■ Trading useless players ■ Coach joins the dole queue 

Features 
Programmers have come up a f?N new features you won't see in other ice hockey games. 
Player energy levels are displayed under characters and these are based not only on how much 
time they spend on the ice, but also how long they're used to playing. Computer teams and stars 
use the same strategies and moves as their real-life counterparts and coaching sessions allow you 
to set different styles of play or every aspect of the game. Warning: you do need to understand 
ice hockey to get the most o o all NHL Breakaway 98s features. 
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Rated 
Graphics 

Top quality looks in all departments. The stadiums feel huge, the ice is pretty reflective and time 
has even been spent getting the ref right! Most impressive are the players which are solid, 
detailed and move realistically. Individual heights and weights are represented, equipment has 
logos and you can even see the player's names on their jerseys. 

1 Philadelphia playen get over-excited just after scoring 2 Comprehensive action-replay options allow 
almost any view of the 3 Teams line up for the national anthem before play begins 4 Names 
can be spotted on jerseys, but how do you pronounce that one? 5 Surely a foul ref! & Skaters look 
good and chunky 7 Stadiums feel rather large and are equipped with plenty of spotlights B In the sin 
bin with you until you can play fair, boy 

Extremely fast and damn playable, 
it's the best of the bunch. Only one 
niggle: sometimes the action moves 
so quicRIY it's tricRy to worR out 
what the hell's going on. Jon 

114 ~ 
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RATED 890/o 

■OUT OCTOBER ■ BY OCEAN ■COSTS E39.99 ■PLAYERS 1-2 
■COMPATIBILITIES JOYPAD, MEMORY CARD 

MIGAMAN 
BATTll Ii CHASI 
Cutesy cartoon characters eo-kartint. Say, 
it's wacky rac·esl 

P layStation owners have been treated to futuristic, realistic 
and arcade-perfect racing games. Surely there's no ideas 
left1 Wrong. Now you get cartoon go-karts to mess about 

with. But we can't see this craze catchine on. 

Gameplay 
Nothing too tricky to grasp here. Race around 
eight tracks avoiding hazards and using speed
ups. Each course has champion characters (a 
woman driving a snow plough on the ice track, 
say) as well as its own theme. Beat the rest of 
pack to win super parts for your vehicle, then 
move on to the next race. 

One disappointing aspect of the game is 
the wooden way cars handle. Racing games 
should be all about wrestling to keep control of 
your vehicle at high speeds. This is just a case 
of turning left or right. ■ The council should have gritted this road 

■ Red hatchings slow your progress 

■ Plenty of tunnels, but none ■ Two player mode severely ■ A tractor racer grabs a rock 
are all that interesting restricts visibility and chases the leader 
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Weapons 
Each of the 10 drivers available have their own weapon or special equipment. There's a choice of 

siles, turbos, plasma balls and battering rams, but none really grab your attention. Picking up 
0 roadside objects gives you an extra attack which is chosen at random from a list including 

::iubble shields, mines and remote-controlled bombs. Trouble is the secondary weapons are no 
-nore interesting than the standard equipment. Sigh. 

■ Equipped with a turbo boost this wacky racer can reach speeds 
of up to 600kmh. 

■ Hitting the circle key moves a shield to protect driver or engine. 
Not much cop in the heat of a race ■ Bird woman has a spin attack 

We'd Hite to say ... 
It's a mystery. Why has anyone bothered t~ 

release this game? It might sell in Japan where it 
was made, just because of the MegaMan brand n~me, but 
over here .. .lt's possible that people at Ocean decided to_ 
release MegaMan Battle & Chase because they thought it 
would sell to kids (or parents), but even th~ young_est of 
children is likely to turn their nose up at this rubbish . 

. ,_ 
Uperades 

Vehicles are made up of four essential components: body, engine, wheels and rear wing. Each of 
the courses in MegaMan Battle & Chase has a number of difficulty settings, and winning these 
gives access to all the car parts. It's possible to swap and change sections in any combination, 
building freaked-out motas which can then be raced. Souped-up contraptions can be saved to 
memory card for use in single-player grand prix or challenges against mates. 

■ Take fim place ... 

Tracks 
Without ex · nt in 
persevering a Man 
Battle & Ch uality 
graphics don't the 
track layout has .n 
mind. Jumps, 
corners and all la~ to 
spice up the adJor> 

Then there's 
far to easy for the 
becomes tricky. 

I Cogs and dials line walls of a mechanical circuit 2 Colours are used effectively in the crystal 
world 3 Signs indicate the correct path on this two way course 4 Banking around a rocky 
valley Ii Ice world holds plenty of danger B Cute city 7 Unrealistic water effects 

Despite loads of options and plenty 
of tracks MegaMan Battle & Chase 
is very, very dull to play. Is it too 
late for Ocean to keep this game off 
the shelves? We hope not. Jon 

PlayStali~ 
RATED 3&% 
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ROSS 
RECORDS 

Games & Compact Discs 
\\ t ' an· a11 11ffi,: i;il Pl ;1_, ,1;11 ion ( ·t·11I IT 

\l-.o '.'-.;1t11r11 . \ll'!!aclri,t·. ,i11lt·11do . 

(;ames on all systems start al £9.99 / :\en Cl> 's from £10.99 

«>,t·r lt·11 tliu11,:111d , ·1, ·, in ,:ach or1111ro111h-1, i11 

1'11111 , \\ all·rl1111\ ilk 

The biggest selection of sccondlmnd games and CD's in the an•a. 

Fantastic llargains and deals. 
t B11 _,. ~l'II .. \. l.,d1 ;111!.!Y · C ;;i111t·,. t · i, ·, ( ·011-.uh-, 1 

't· n Pla _,,L1lio11 or '.'-lal11r11 :-- ~l~S.•>•> 

TRAUE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
13 King,1011 Rm1d, 

Portsmouth. 
ll ants 1'01 SR\ 

TEL: !017051 8.10955 

Open 10am - <>pm 
Se,en l>ays 

i\lost Cards Taken! 

~..;;,: 15 \\cllinglm1 Wa). 
\\aterlu1n illc, 

Hanh 1'07 7EIJ 
T EI. : 101705 1 2<,7519 
FREI-: parkini: al rear 

TRADE iN YOUR OLD CONSOLES 
+ CASH FOR A NEW ONE ! 

11 PLAYSTATlON 7JSEGA SATURN 7J NINTENDO 64 
7J SUPER NiNTENDO 7J GAMEBOY~ 11 MEGADRiVE 

SWAP GAMES FROM £7.00 inc postage 

CONSOLE EXCHANGE 
25, GREiG STREET, iNVERNESS, iV3 SPX 

TEUFAX : 01463 221173 [-=-1 
MOBiLE : 03744 95958 ~ 



II .. ... 

0-50% ................... Total toss 
51-60% .................. Just toss 
61-70% ................... Only olray 
71-80% ....... Good, not treat 
81-90% ....... .Almost classic 
91-100% ........ Essential play 

UPDATED E~ERY 

/ilfl-ll liilne 
Top PlayStation gear to A great game (91 % plus) 
boost your gameplay. you've just got to play. 

~til 
Only worth renting. 
Don't buy it! 

lmi1•rfJ 
Only available on import. 

How our listings worlt 
Company: Who sells it? 
Players: How many can play at the same time? 
Memery card: Can you use one to save games? 
Link-up: Can two players use two machines both playing 
the same game? 
Mouse: Do you need one (usually for strategy games)? 
Multitap: Allows lots of players to play one game on one rnadwle 
Special: Guns or special controllers? 

2Xtreme 
■ Con,piay SC EE ■ Players 1 ·2 
Memory t1rdv' Llnk-uplC MouselC Multlbp,c 
Really poor sequel to Extreme Games. Very few improvements. 

3D Lemmines 
■ C-,..y Psygnosis ■ Players 1 
Memory t1rdv' Llnk-uplC Mousev' Multltap,c 
Smart JO graphics, but uninteresting and awkward gameplay. 

Actua Golf 
■ Compaay Gremlin ■ Players 1-4 
Memory t1rdv' Llnk-uplC MouselC MultllllplC 
Cyber-golf at its most realistic. The best golf game on the PlayStation. a 
Actua Golf 2 £44.95 
■ Company Gremlin ■ Players 1-4 U it] 
Memory t1rdv' Link-up IC MouselC Multlbp ,c 
Cosmetic improvements only, power-bar controls are a bit too familiar_ 839fa 

Actua Soccer 
■ (....-y Gremlin ■ Playenl -2 
Memory t1rdv' Llnk-uplC MouselC Multllllp,C 
JO graphics eclipsed by flawed gameplay. Nice, but a little dated. &a% 

Actua Soccer: Club Edrtron 
■ Coll,pllly Gremlin ■ Players 1-2 
Memory t1rdv' Llnk-uplC MouselC Multltap ,c 
Same as Actua Soccer, but has Premier teams. Too little too late ... 

Adidas Power Soccer 
■ C11111p111y Psygnosis ■ Players 1-4 c:t=. 
Memory t1rdv' Link-up IC Mouseic Multllllpv' l!!!!l!!!:I 
Football game which favours cool graphics over yer actual gameplay. 92% 

Adidas Soccer International 97 
■ c..,..y Psygnosis ■ Players 1-4 
_,- tlrd v' Ll■k-up lC Mouseic Multllllpv' 
A foOow-up to Adidas Power Soccer, but we don't rate it nearly so highly. 70"/a 

Aeent Armstrone 
■ c..,..y Virgin ■ Players 1 
_,- t1rd v' Link-up IC MouselC MultllllplC 
Mindless blasting, easy puules and daft graphics ... Okay, but that's all . 75"/a 

Aerie Warrior 
■ c..,..y Virgin ■ Players 1 
_,- tordv' Ll■k-up lC MouselC MultllllplC 
Fairly challenging arcade-style aircraft shoot 'em up. Neal but no cigar... 85"t. 

Arr Combat 
■ c..,..y Namco ■ Players 1-2 
-,. tord v' Link-up IC Mouseic MultllllplC 
A miss from Namco? Yeah: tedious, lacks depth and variety. ■O•t. 

Air Combat 2 
■ c..,..y Namco ■ Players 1 ■ Special Analogue pad, NegCon Lim@"IJ 
-,. tordv' Link-up IC MouselC MultllllplC 
figl,ter pilot extravaganza. Buy planes, and shoot everything! 85"/a 

AIV Evolution Global 
■ c..,..y SCEE ■ Players 1 
-,. tlrdv Llnk-uplC Mousev Multilllp lC 
(,ood fun, pretty enjoyable, but overwhelming resource management sim .■&•t. 

Allen Triloey 
■ Colllpuy Acclaim ■ Players 1 c:t=. 
-,. t1rdv' Ll■k-up lC MouselC Multlbpv' ~ 
Excellent Doom clone which captures all the scares of the films. 91"/w 

All Star Soccer 
■ Colllpuy Eidos ■ Players 1-4 
Memory t1rdv' Llak-up,c Mouseic Multllllpv' 
Tries to mix footie and humour. Doesn't make much of a job of it either ... 34"1■ 

Alone In The Dark 
■ Colllpuy lnfogrames ■ Players 1 
Memory t1rd v' Ll■k-up lC MouselC Multllllp lC 
Interesting puules fail to make up for the game's dated presentation. 82"/w 

Andrett1 Racine 
■ Colllpuy EA ■ Playen l-4 
Me-r t1rd v Llnk-upv' Mouseic MultitaplC 
A lightweight alternative to the fantastic Formula 1. 

Aquanaut's Holiday 
■ COlllpiny SCEE ■ Players 1 
Me-r t1rdv' Llnk-uplC Mouseic MuitllllplC 
Environmentally friendly undersea adventure. Worthy and very dull. 53"/w 
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Area 51 
■ CololpaayGT ■ Players 1-2 ■ Special Light Gun 
-ry urdlC Ll■k-■p lC _ ., MultlbplC 
A bland shoot 'em up based on an arcade game. 

Assault Ries 
■ Cololpaay Psygnosis ■ Players 1-2 
Memory urdv Ll■ k-■pv MotlselC MaltlbplC 
A nice idea, but just too simple and too easy for its own good. 

Atari Collection 
■ c.■pay GT ■ Players 1-2 
Memory urdv U■k-■plC Mo-IC MaltlbplC 
Golden-<Jldie retro compilation. Ideal for old farts everywhere ... 

Ayrton Senna's Kart Duel 
■ c.■pay Philips ■ Players 1-2 
Memory urdv Li■ll-apv MouselC MultlbplC 
Very grim and substandard racing game. Avoid at all costs. 

Ballblazer Champions 
■ Coapaay Activision ■ Players 1-2 
-.Y urdv U■ll-■p lC MNHIC M■ltlbplC 
Very fast, very fu rious and fun: play futLristic footy with spaceships. 

Battle Arena Toshmden 2 
■ Cololpaay Takara ■ Players 1·2 
Memory urdv U■k-■p lC MNHIC MllltbplC 
Great visuals, but doesn't make it. with the gameplay. 

Battle Stations 
■ ca.i-J EA ■ Pllyll1 1-2 
11-,y urdv U■k-■plC MNHIC MllltitaplC 
Okay, so this is a pretty concept but the game itse~ is poorly done. 

Batman Forever 
■ Coapaay Acdaim ■ Players 1-2 
Memory urdv U■ k-■plC MouselC M■ltlbp lC 

&2•.r. 

81"/■ 

75•.r. 

32"1■ 

n¾ 

52% 

Total stinker. Beat 'em up boredom, even if you're a bonzo batfan. 2■•t. 

Bedlam 
■ Coapaay GT ■ Players 1-2 
Memory urdv U■k-■plC Moasev M■ltlbplC 
Tactical blaster, and you do need that mouse to get the most out of it. ll7"t. 

118 ~ 

B1e Hurt Baseball 
■ Celllpl■yAcdaim ■ Playon 1·2 
Memory urdv U■k-up lC MouselC M■ltlbp lC 

Basketball games. Great eh? A good adaptation of a dull sport 

Black Dawn 
■ Celllpl■y Virgin ■ Players 1 
Memory urdv U■k-■p lC MomelC M■ltlbp lC 

This sequel to the explosive Agile Warrior is just as good. 

Blast Chamber 
■ Coapaay Activision ■ Players 1-4 
Memory urdv U■k-■p lC MollselC Maltlbpv 
Anyone for a futuristic game of tag? Nol 

Blam! Machmehead 
■ Coapaay Core Design ■ Players 1 
Memory urdv U■k-■p lC MomelC MaltlbplC 
Hard to work out But once you get into it, it's a gripping 30 blaster. 

Blazme Draeons 
■ Coapaay BMG ■ Playon 1 
Memory urdv Ll■k-■plC MollselC MultlbplC 
Graphic adventure. Good humoured, but too much like hard work. 

Break Point 
■ Celllpl■y Ocean ■ Players 1-4 
Memory cudv Ll■k-apv MoaselC M■ltlbpv 

Inoffensive tennis game, but moves take some getting used to. 

Broken Sword 
■ c.p.y SCEE ■ Pllyln l 
Memory urdv Ll■k-up lC Mousev MultlbplC 
Superb point and dick adventure with a strong story atmosphere. 

■1•.r. 
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Burnme Road 
■ Cololpaay Funsoft ■ Players 1-2 
Memory cudv Unk-■p ,.; MouselC MultlbplC 
The PlayStation's equivalent of Daytona USA Good gameplay and looks. ■■% 

Bubble Bobble Pack 
■ColllpMy Acdaim ■ Players 1-2 
Memory urdv Llnk-■p lC Mouse IC M■ltlbp lC 
Dust down those tank tops, this is one of the best retro collections. 114% 

Bubble Bobble 2 
■Cololpaay Virgin ■ Players 1-2 
Memory urdv Llnk-uplC MouselC M■ltlbp lC 

More levels, bosses, characters and better graphics. Diehard BB fans only . 74% 

Bust-a-Move 2 
■ Coapaay Acclaim ■ Players 1-2 lw'iiinii, 
Memory urdv U■k-uplC MouselC M■ltlbp lC 

One of the cutest, most incredibly addictive puule games of all time. U"la 

Carnaee Heart 
■ Cololpaay SCEE ■ Players 1-2 
Memory urdv U■k-■plC MotlselC M■ltlbp lC 
Build some robots, then tum them loose to fight in this strategy game. 74% 

Casper 
■ Coapaay Interplay ■ Players 1 
Memory urdv Ll•k-uplC MomelC M■ltlbp lC 
Graphics are fine and dandy, but the gameplay's totally average. &Z"la 

Castlevania 
■ Coapaay Konami ■ Players 1 ~ lim@'[l 
Memory urdv Ll•k-uplC MouselC MultitaplC ~ 
One of the largest and most fantastic games yet seen on the PlayStation. 111"t. 

Cheesy the Mouse 
■ Celllpl■y Ocean ■ Players I 
Memory urdv U■k-aplC MouselC M■ltlbp lC 

The awful main sprite hides some good platform action. 

Chessmaster 3D 
■ Celllpl■y EA ■ Players 1 ·2 
Memory urdv U■k-■plC Mo...,IC M■ltlbp lC 

Rough, tough butt-kicking (only joking) chess sim . 

City of The Lost Children 
■ Celllpl■y Psygnosis ■ Players 1 
Memory urdv U■k-■p lC MouselC MultlbplC 

82"1,, 

ll7"t. 

Excellent graphics in this adventure game, but incredibly annoying. &■•t. 

Command and Conquer 
■ Celllpl■y Virgin ■ Players 1 
-.y urdv Ll■k-■p lC Mousel( M■ltlbp lC 

Conquer the world in this fast-paced strategy game. A classic. 

Contra: Leeacy of War 
■ c.i■poay Konami ■ Players 1-2 ■Special 30 Glasses 
Memory urdv Llak-■plC MotlselC M■ltlbp lC 

30 Version of the classic shoot 'em up. Solid blasting action. 

Cool Boarders 

Crash Band1coot 
■ Celllpl■y SCEE ■ Players 1 
Memory urdv Llllk·■p lC MollselC M■ltlbplC 
A bit. frustrating. but this is one of the best platformers around. 

a•.r. 

■&•t. 

Cnticom £44.99 
■ Cololpaay lmagineer ■ Players 1·2 
Memory urdv Ll■k•■plC Mo..., IC MaltlbplC (!Ji.Iii! 
Great graphics, but this 30 beat 'em up still loses out to Tekken. 82"1,, 
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Crow 2 
■ (OlllplDyAcdaim ■ PIIJlftl 
Memory card., Ullll-up lC Mouse lC Multltap lC 
tt you hated the movie, you11 hate this even more. Crap fighting game. 33"/w 

Crusader 
■ C--,..yEA ■ PIIJlft l 
Memory card ., Ullll-up lC Mouse lC Multltap lC 
Excellent shooting and exploring action in this lone commando game. ■■•t. 

Crypt Killer 
■ c...,..y Konami ■ PIIJlft 1-2 ■Special Light Gun 
Memory card., Ullll-up lC Mouse lC Maltltap lC 
The worst lightgun game ever. Stay away! 

Cyber Sled 
■ COlllplDy Namco ■ P11J1ft 1-2 
Memory uni., Ullll-up lC Mouse lC Multit.lp lC 
Dull arcade shooting game. Even Namco can make mistakes. 

Cyber Speed 
■ COlllplDy Mindscape ■ P11J1ft 1-2 
Me...-y card., Ullll-1p lC MouselC Multltap lC 
You race about on wires. Not a WipEout-beater. 

Cyber1a 
■ COlllplDy Interplay ■ PIIJlft l 
Memory card., llllk•up lC MouselC Multltap lC 
Underwhelming shooting and puzzle games. 

27"/w 

&D•t. 

D £44.99 
■ (OlllplDy Acdaim ■ Playors l 
Memory card., Ll■k-up lC Mouse lC Multltap lC 
l ooks greaL but way too short: it11 take you an hour to complete. 

Dark Forces 
■ COlllplDy Virgin ■ PIIJlft l 
Memory card., Ullll•up lC Mouse lC Multltap lC 
Old-style graphic, but still an engrossing Star Wars Doom clone. U"lw 

■ C--,..y EA ■ PIIJlft l 
Memory uni., ll■ll-1p lC MouselC M■ltlup lC 

3D space game delivers stunning gameplay and is difficult to master. 87"/w 

Darkstalkers 
■ COlllplDy Virgin ■ P11J1ft 1-2 
Memory uni., U■ll-up lC Mouse lC Multlup lC 
Street Fighter meets horror meets fairly average gameplay. 78"/w 

Davis Cup Tennis 
■ COlllplDy Telstar ■ P11J1ft 1-4 
Memory uni., Ullll-up lC Mouse lC Multltap., 
We recxon this stinker is one of the worst PlayStation tennis titles to date. ■D"lw 

Defcon 5 
■ C--,..y SCEE ■ PIIJlft l 
Memory card., Ullll•up lC Mouse lC Multlup lC 
3D adventure with more wandering about than actual exciting action. 72"1w 

Descent 
■ c...,..y Interplay ■ PIIJlft 1·2 l----, 
Memory uni., U■ll-ap ., Mo■se lC Multluplf 
Doom in spaceships. If you think that's a great idea, you're nght 91"1■ 

Descent 2 
■ (OlllplDy Interplay ■ Playon 1-2 
Memory uni., U■k·■p., Ma■se lC Multtt.p lC 
Not enough improvements on the original, but still a good slvn · 

Destruction Derby 
■ COlllplDy Psygnosis ■ PIIJlft l • 2 ■ Special Negcory\',1,od 
Me...-y uni., U■k-up., Mo■se lC Multlup lC 
Play a while and you realise it's a shallow game: Great with rwo ~ 

Destruction Derby 2 
■ c...,..y Psygnosis ■ P11J1ft 1-4 ■ Special Negcory\',1,od 
Me...-y uni., Llllk-ap lC Mo■se lC Multlup lC 
Better than the original, with faster cars and wider tracks. 

Die Hard Trilogy 
■ C--,..y Fox Interactive ■ PIIJlft l ■ Special Gun,'Wheel 
Memory uni., U■k-aplC Mouse., Multlup lC 
Three top games for the price of one. 

D1scWorld 
■ C--,..y SCEE ■ Playors l 
Memory uni., Unk-up lC Mone., Multtt.p lC 
Fantasy 'comedy' adventure with annoying puzzles. 

829/w 

Bareain brieade: New bud~et releases 
Fancy a bargain? You can't beat the Platinum range for budget gems. Since most of the Platinum games are at leilst 
one year old, we've given you our original as-released score, and how we reckon they rate at £20 compared to Ille 

very latest games. All these games are out now ... 

Name Company Then Now Verdict 

e 
Doom 
■ c...,..yGT ■ PIIJlft 1-2 
Memory unllC U■k·up., Mouse lC Multlup lC 
The original 3D maze shoot 'em up. A classic game. 

~ 
92"1■ 

Double Dragon 
■Celnpny Tecmo ■ Playon 1-2 
Memory card., Ll■k-up lC MouselC Multlt1p lC 
Dull fighting sim. Not connected with the coin-ops of the same name ... 411"/w 

Dynasty Wars 
■ColllpuyCapcom ■ Players l 
Memory card., Ll■k-up lC Mouse lC Multltlp lC 
No need for thought or reflection in this action-packed Samurai game. ·••t. 
Earthworm Jim 2 
■ Colllpuy Virgin ■ PIIJlft l 
Meaory card., Llnk-up lC Mouse lC Multltlp lC 
Conversion of the old SNES classic that manages to be a lesser copy. 7■•t. 

Ep1dem1c 
■ c_,..y SCEE ■ PIIJlft l 
Memory card ., Ll■k-up lC Mouse ll' M■ltlup lC 

Sequel to Kileak the Blood fails to improve on a pretty poor game 114"/w 

ESPN Extreme Games 
■ C--,..ySCEE ■ PIIJlft 1·2 ~ 
Me...-y uni ., Llllll•■p lC - lC Multlup lC IJ!!!!!!!:,, 
Oddball sports racing game with a smidgjn of violence for good measure. ~"la 

Excalibur 2555AD 
■ C.....,. Tdslar ■ ...,.. I 
.....,<anl .... U■k~lC-ll' M■ltltap lC 
~ !.aplaaDn ~ game with combat and magic. 

Elector 
■ C....,. ■ Playon I _., <anl., U■k-ap lC Motlse ll' Multltlp lC 

- -..al excellence. ot very playable. 

Exhumed 

·••t. 

~ 
82"/w 

■ C....,. ■ Playors I ~ 
....., <anl ., U■k-■p lC - )C Multltlp lC IJ!!!!!!!:,, 
S1ii1 d b'5I and most challenging Doom-style games around. 

Extreme Pinball 
■ C--,..y EA ■ Playon 1 ·2 
Meaory uni., Ll■k-up lC Mouse ll' Multltlp lC 
Sad. lonely, orphan of a pinball title with unrealistic ball movements. 

Fade to black 
■ c_,..y EA ■ Playon 1-2 ~ 
Meaory card., U■k·■p lC - ll' Multltlp lC IJ!!!!!!!:,, 
Absorbing. interesting 3D game. There's plenty to see, do and shoot. Bl"lw 

Fantastic Four £34.99 
■ c...,..y Acclaim ■ Pllyon 1-4 
Memory card., Ullll-up lC Mouse lC Multltlp., 
Dull and repetitive beat 'em up featuring the Marvel comics heroes. IIB"lw 

Fifa '96 £19.99 
■ COlllpl8yEA ■ Playonl -4 
Meaory tard V U■k-up lC Mouse ll' MultltlpV 
Footie game with little control over players and bad camera views. ·••t. 
FIFA '97 
■ Coo■payEA ■ PIIJlft l-4 
Memory card., Llak•■p lC Mouse lC Multlup., 
Not much improvement over '96, since it plays so very slowly ... M"lw 

Final Doom 
■ C--,..y GT ■ Playors l • 2 
Memory <ard lC U■k·apV MouseV Multlup lC 
30 new levels, but still, at the end of the day, much the same game. ■■•t. 
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Our top five fighting games 

Fire Pro Wrestline 
■eoapa.y Human ■ Players 1-2 
Me-ry uni .... ll■k-up IC MouH IC Multltap IC 
Polygon-based wrestlers look superb, but this can be a bit limited and dull. &3% 

Firestorm: Thunderhawk 2 
■ C...-,y Core ■ Players I 
Memory urdlC U■k-up lC - IC Multltap lC 
30 graphics aren't exactly perfect but this is still a great helicopter game. ■&"fw 

F1ro and Klawd 
■ CoapMy BMG ■ Players 1-2 
M-ry ainl lC Ll■k-•p lC MouH IC Multltap lC 
Interesting buddy cop game, but it loses points for no 'save game' option. ■2% 

Floatme Runner 
■ CoapMy Xing ■ Players I 
Me■lery airdv liak-uplC - IC Multltap lC 
Enjoyable, playable 30 platformer with strange viewpoint weird controls. ■l"fw 

Formula I 
■Coapay Psygnosis ■Players 1-2 ■Spedal Negcon/Wheel ,wt @ 
Meaery airdv liak-upv - IC Multltap lC = 
Mega sales worldwide ~onfinn it as the ultimate simulation driving game. U•t. 

Galax1an 3 
■ COlllpMJ Namco ■ Players 1-4 ■ Spedal Neg con 
M-ry airdv ll■k-■p lC _ ., M■ltltapv 

Graphically impressive shoot 'em up, but lacking in gameplay. 38% 

■ COlllpMJ BMG ■Players I 
M-ry aird .... link-up IC MOUH IC Multltap IC 
Goes to show that if you really try, you can produce a dull platformer. &■•t. 

120@!!) 

Goal Storm 
■ (OlllpMy Konami ■Ployas 1-2 
Meaery urdv ll■k-■p lC Mo■H IC Multltap lC 
Big sprites lumber by on zimmers and stairfifts in this football game. 

Grid Run 
■(OlllpMy Virgin ■Players 1-4 
Meaery ainl v ll■k-upv - IC M■ltltapv 
'Tag' game which only really gets 'fun' in multiplayer mode. 

Gunbird 
■(OlllpMy Atlus ■ Players 1-2 
M--, urdv U■k-ap lC Mo■H IC M■ltltap lC 
Stunning scaling and lighting, but this shoot 'em up lacks challenge. 

Gunship 
■ COlllpMy Microprose ■ Players I 
M--, unlv U■k-■p lC Mo■H IC Multltap lC 
Complex, fairly playable helicopter sim, but just not that realistic... 

Hard Boiled 
■ (OlllpMy EA ■ Players I 
M--, unlv U■k·■p lC MOUH IC Multltap lC 
Try woodtuming. Knock up a pipe rack. Just don1 play this. 

Hardcore 4x4 
■(OlllpMy Gremlin ■Ployas I ■Spedal Wheel 
Me■lery uni .... U■k-up lC MOUH IC Multltap lC 
Dull all-terrain racing game with a lack of tracks. 

Hebereke Popo1tto 
■c..,.y Sunsoft ■Players 1-2 
Me■lery aird v U■k-■p lC MouH IC Multltap lC 
Two player puzzle game. Fun, but Bust-a-Move 2 is better. 

Hermie Hopperhead 
■(OlllpMy Sony ■Players I 
Meaory unlv Ll■k-up lC MOUH IC Multltap lC 

M"fw 

hn-fJ 
74% 

■3% 

4ll'fw 

4Z't. 

Crappiest sprites we've ever seen. Frustrating, and levels are too similar. 381/a 

Hexen 
■ COlllpMy GT ■ Players 1-2 
M--, urdv U■k-up lC MOUH IC Multltap lC 
Graphics are a wee bit slow and blocky, but this Doom done has depth. 84% 

Hi-Octane 
■ (OlllpMy Bullfrog ■ Players 1-2 
M--, ainl v U■k-up lC MOUH IC Multltap lC 
Really boring racing game that doesn't have enough substance. 

Horned Owl 
■ (OlllpMy Sony ■Players 1-2 ■Sped1I Light Gun 
M--, urdv liak-uplC MOUH IC Maltltap lC 
The first PlayStation lightgun game, and the most tedious. 

Hyper Final Match Tennis 
■ (OlllpMy Human ■ Players 1-4 
M--, airdv U■k-up lC - IC M■ltltapv 

J&'t. 

lin-fJ 
A"fw 

Bad animation and even worse gameplay make for a pretty awful game ... &3% 

Hyper Formation Soccer 
■ (OlllpMy Human ■ Players 1-2 
M--, airdv U■k-up lC Mo■H IC M■ltltap lC 
Impossible to master mega-<omplex controls, and the graphics are poor. 33't. 

Independence Day 
■Company Fox Interactive ■Players 1-2 
Me■lery unlv U■k-up lC MouH IC Multltap lC 
Dated shoot 'em up based loosely on the hit film. 

Impact Racine 
■ COlllpMy NC ■ Players 1-2 
~ unlv U■k-upv MOUH IC MultltaplC 
Offbeat racing game mixing Destruction Derby with Mad Max. 

In the Hunt 
■(OlllpMyTHQ ■ Players 1·2 
~ aordv U■k••p lC MouH IC Multltap lC 

■9% 

20 submarine shoot 'em up with plenty of things to fire at Which is nice. 79't. 

International Track 8. Field 
■c..,.■y Konami ■ Pllyers l-4 
_, UN V U■k -up lC MOUH IC M■ltltapv 

Addictive sports sim that 's even better in its multiplayer mode. 

ISS Deluxe 
■c..,.y Konami ■ Players 1-2 
M--, unlv U■k-■p lC - IC MultltaplC 
Straight conversion of that old dassic SNES footie game. 

ISS Pro 
■Collpay Konami ■Plilywn 1·2 
Me■lery ainl v U■k-up lC MOUH IC Multltap lC 
The greatest football game on the planet Enough said, we feel ... 

~ 
93% 

am 
92% 

Iron and Blood 1 

■eo■.-v Acclaim ■Players 1-2 
Memory aird v Ll■k-up IC Mo■H IC M■ltltap IC 
Average 30 beat 'em up, fantasy style. Not enough to tickle your fancy... ■7't. 

Iron Man 
■Collpay Acclaim ■Players 1-2 
Meaory urdv Ll■k-•p lC - IC Multltap lC 
Sad, shoddy drivel. A bad game and a total waste of a comics licence. Z2't. 

Jet Rider · 
■ (OlllpMy SCEE ■ Players 1-2 
Meaory aird v Ll■k-up lC Mouse IC M■ltltap lC 
Innovative racer is let down by poor graphics and weak gameplay. 112% 

Johnny Bazookatone 
■ClllllpMy US Gold ■Players 1 
Meaory uni .... Ll•k-up IC Mouse IC Multltap IC 
A Rock 'n' Roll platforrner with poor gameplay. liD't. 

Jonah Lomu Rugby , , 
■ (OlllpMy Codemasters ■ Players 1-4 
Me-rr airdv liak-up lC - IC M■ltltapv 
Brilliant rugby simulation, but bloocly fiddly controls drive you mad. 

You can never judge a game by 
its cover. But hey, it helps. 

84% 



Jumping Flash 
■ c-pallY SCEE ■ Players l 
M-ry urd..- Llnk-upK Mouse)( MultiblpK 
Super 3D plattormer which has just loo few levels to make it a winner. 

Jumping Flash 2 
■ Cmnpaay SCEE ■ Players l 
Memory urd..- Llnk-upK Mouse)( MuHibpK 
Perfect sequel to Jumping Flash, but not enough levels. A fiver more ... 

■C~THQ ■ Players 1-2 
Meaory urd..- Llnk-upK Mouse)( MultiblpK 
Substandard beat 'em up. It's saving grace is reasonable graphics. 

Krazy Ivan 
■ c..,..y SCEE ■ Players l -2 
Memory urd..- Link-up..- MouseK MuHibpK 
Graphics win over playability in this robot game. 

Little Big Adventure 
■ Coapao,y EA ■ Players I 
Memory u,d., Link-up)( MouseK MultiblpK 
Brilliant PlayStation conversion of the PC adventure classic. 

Legacy of Kam 

... ,. 

!15"/a 

n•t. 

■ Co■■p111y BMG ■ Players l 
Memory urd..- Unk-upK MouseK MultiblpK (D!!!!!) 
Vampire action/adventure game with a hugely enjoyable challenge. 92"!. 

Linto: This month A-C. 

Loaded 
■ Co■■pllly Gremlin ■ Players 1-2 
Meaory urd..- Ll■k-upK - K Maltlblp ..-
An action-packed traditional sort of blaster, lacking in variety. 75"!. 

Lomax m Lemmmgland 
■ COlllpHy Psygnosis ■ Players l 
Meaory urd..- Llnk-upK Mouse)( M■HibpK 
It's a Lemmings-inspi red plattormer. Our verdictl It just leaves us cold. 7D"I■ 

Lone Soldier 
■ Co■■pllly Telstar ■ Players l 
Meaory urd..- Llak-upK MouseK M■HibpK 
This strikes us as being pretty much Commando in 30, lll.i w,ry too slow. 72"1■ 

Lost V1kmgs 2 
■ Co■■plllyl nterplay ■ Players 1-2 
Meaory urd..- U■k-upK Mouse)( MuHIUlpK 
Average arcade game which fails to deliver much onginalily. 

Machine Hunter 
■ Co■■pllly Eidos ■ Players 1-2 
Meaory urd..- Ll■k-upK Mouse )( MultiblpK 
A top-down shoot 'em which takes on Loaded fair and - ■■•t. 

Madden NFL '97 
■ C-..IIY EA ■ Players 1-2 
Memory urd..- Llnk-upK MouseK MultiblpK 
A good. solid l'roerican Football sim.Jlation that1I keep )00 mnq l:a:kkr c-. ■li"t. 

Magic Carpet 
■ Co■■pllly Bullfrog ■ Players l 
Meaory urd..- Lhlk-upK MouseK MultiblpK 
Fast 3D sorcery shoot 'em up with many levels to explore. 

Mechwamor 2 
■ Co■■pllly Activision ■ Players l 
Memory urd..- Llnk-upK Mouse)( MultiblpK 
Giant robots in quality 3D shoot 'em up. Plenty of blasting-. 

MegaMan X3 
■ Co■■pllly capcom ■ Players 1-4 
Meaory urd ..- Ll■k-up K Mouse)( MuHIUlpK 
Plattormer rates playability over looks. 9 levels will keep you busy. 

Metal Jacket 
■ COlllpHy Solan ■ Players l 
-.y urd..- Ll■k-up K MouseK MuHIUlpK 
Customise giant robots, then let them loose in this dull game. 

Mickey's Wild Adventure 
■ Co■■pllly SCEE ■ Players l 
-.y urd ..- Link-up )( Mouse)( MaltiblpK 

lim•rfJ 
&5"t. 

Don't let 'wild' and 'adventure' sucker you: Another average plattormer. &&"t. 

Mobile Suit Gundam 
■ ColllpMy Bandai ■ Players l 
-.y urd..- Link-up)( Mouse )( M■ltiblp K 
Line up robots in your sights, blast 'em, do it again._ Dull. 

Micro Machines V3 
■Co■■pllly Codemasters ■ Players 1-1 ~ 
Meaory urd..- Lillk-upK Mouse)( Maltlblp..- ~ 
The best mu lti-player game on the PlayStation. A real racing classic. B5•t. 

Monster Trucks 
■ Co■■pllly Psygnosis ■ Players l 
-.y urd..- Link-up)( Mouse )( MultiblpK 
This off-road racer never really gets going ... 

Mortal Kombat 3 
■2"t. 

■Company SCEE ■ Players 1·2 ~ 
Memory u,d., Llnk-upK MouseK MultHapK ~ 
MK fans will go mental, but for us, Streetfighter still rules the 2D scene Bl"t. 

Mortal Kombat Trilogy 
■ Company GT ■ Players 1-1 
Meaory urd ..- Llnk-upK Mouse)( MultiblpK 
About every MK character, so hardcore MKers will be happy ... 

Motor Toon GP 
■ Co■■pllly Sony ■ Players 1-2 
Meaory urd ..- Link-up..- MouseK M■ltiblp K 
Cute racing game that lacks speed. The sequel is a whole lot better._ 

Motor Toon Grand Prix 2 
■ Co■■pllly SCEE ■ Players 1-2 
Meaory u,d., Link-up..- MouseK MultiblpK 
Comic racing game manages to trounce the original. 

Myst 
■ Co■■pllly Psygnosis ■ Players 1 
Memory urd..- Llnk-upK Mouse..- MuHIUlpK 

.. .,. 
Point/click adventure with static screens. It won 't set your world on fi re. 7&•t. 
Namco Museum Vol.1 
■ ColllpMy Namco ■ Players 1-2 
Me-, urd..- Llnk-upK MouseK MuHIUlpK 
More hits from the gaming crypt. And yes, it does include Pacrnan. M•t. 

Namco Museum Vol.2 
■ Co■■pllly Namco ■ Players 1-2 
Memory u,d..- Ll■k-upK MouseK MuHIUlpK 
Nowhere near as strong a collection, unless you 're a big Xevious fan. &:rt. 

Namco Museum Vol.3 
■Co■■pllly Namco ■ Players 1-2 
Memory u,d., Link-up)( Mouse)( MuHIUlpK 
There is just too much dross on this disc... 71"/a 

Namco Museum.Vol.4 
■ Coll,pany Namco ■ Players 1-2 
-ry urd..- Llnk-upK Mouse)( MuHIUlpK 
Only PacLand stands out from the crowd here. 

Namco Museum Vol.5 
■ Co■■pllly Namco ■ Players 1-2 
Memory urd., Link-up )( Mouse )( MuHIUlp )( 

llm@r(l 
&l"t. 

lim..-tl 
PacMania, Metro Cross and Dragon Spirit pep up this retro collection. 7B•t. 

Nanotek Warrior 
■ ColllpMy Virgin ■ Players 1 
Memory urd ..- Ll■k-up K Mouse)( MuHIUlpK 
Enjoyable shooting action, but a lack of levels to keep you interested. 77"/a 
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&-Con 45 £5!1.!l!I 
[bundled with game) 
Come November this fearsome beast Gust take a look: sexy 
or what?) will appear with the long-awaited Time Crisis. It's 
so accurate you have to plug it into the the front and the 
back of the PlayStation. What, you can only use it with Time 
Crisis, you say? Not for long, we reckon. This is going to be 
the benchmark for guns to come. Sadly, the black colour 
shown is its import colour. We get a grey G-Con 45. Bah. 
liat It out for Time Crisis; scaring the life out of petrol 
station attendants. 

Predator £2!1.!l!I 
Immense, and very very accurate. A sliding bar lets you autoload on some 
games (but not Die Hard Trilogy), and you get three speeds of firing 
(including auto) for max mayhem, death and destruction. Leftside has 'Start' 
button, rightside 'Bomb'. 

Looks-wise this is the Kate Moss of lightguns with its Harrison Ford-in
Blade Runner feel guaranteed to have you dressing in a long coat and offing 
repl icants. Probably. And one more thing, it's got little lights that flash when 
you pull the trigger. Aah. 
liat It out for Die Hard Trilogy (if you can't get a Hyperblaster) 
llatad It's well accurate, but too heavy for a long bout of one-handed slaying. Buttons 

make life hard for lefthanders. ■D•/■ 

Hyperblaster £2!1.!15 

llabtd The best lightgun for probably the best game. Be afraid. Be very afraid. 87■/■ 
It may be a crap colour and looks like it wouldn't hurt a fly, 
but Konami's gun is sweet for left and right-handed killers everywhere. 
It's light, comfortable, the sight system works, and the bomb button is 
easy to reach. It makes it a cinch to pick off terrorists one by one, and on 
Die Hard Trilogy Mercy Kills are a picnic. 

NASCAR Racine 
■ c..,..,. sierra ■ Pllyon l 
M-,y urdv' Lillk-■p lC - ,c MultlbplC 
Crap Days of Thunder-style racing game, bad in e:very single way ... 

NBA m the Zone 
■ c..,..,. Konami ■ Pllyon 1-2 
M-,y unlv' l.illk-up lC - lC MultlbplC 
The large sprites are pretty agile, and it has more pace than Tolal NBA... ■B•t. 

NBA m the Zone 2 
■ c..,..,. Konami ■ Pllyon 1-2 
M-,y uni .,,, l.lak-ap lC - lC MultlbplC 
Beefed-up graphics make this slam-dunk sequel quile classy. 

NBA Jam Extreme 
■ c..,..,. Acclaim ■ Pllyon 1-4 
M-,y canlv' Li■k-■p lC - ,c M■ltlbpv' 

M!!!!i, 
91"/w 

Yet another basketball game: a couple of outrageous comic feat\Jres. ■O•t. 

NBA Jam Tournament 
■ c..,..,. Acclaim ■ Pllyon 1-4 
M-,y urdv' Li■k-up lC - ,c M■ltlbp lC 

Conversion of the coin-op with 2D charade~ going two-on-two. ■■•t. 

122 ~ 

NBA Live '96 
■ C..,..,. EA ■ Pllyon 1-2 

What's more, its featherlight weight means a lengthy sesh of terrorist 
wasting isn't going to make your arm feel like you've been pumping iron 
for four days. Definitely the dog's, and essential for Bruce Willis wannabes 
everywhere. That's until you get your hands on the GunCon, of course. 
liat It out for Die Hard Trilogy. 
llatad Spot-on, brain-splatteringly accurate tool, so you get more 
bonuses and cruise through tricky levels. Until GunCon, this was the 
best gun in the business, and still by far the best for any gun game not 
containing the words 'Time' and 'Crisis'. 8511/■ 

NFL Quarterback Club 
■ Compay Acclaim ■ Pllyon 1-8 

M-,y unlv' Ullk-uplC - ,c Maltlbp lC M-,y urdv' Uak-1p lC Mo■se lC M■ltlbp lC 

Competent sports ~m let down by blocl<y graphics ... Uses the FIFA '96 graphics engine, and it. shows all too dearly ... 

NBA Live '97 NHL '97 
■ Colllplay EA ■ Pllyon 1-8 ■ CoapayAcclaim ■ Playon 1-2 ~ 

M-,y unlv U■k-■p lC _ ,.. M■ltlbp lC ~ M-,y unlv' Uak•■p lC - lC Multlbp v' 
Brilliant multiplayer game with loads of options. 

Need for Speed 
■c.p.y EA ■ Plilffl 1-2 
M-,y urdv' U■k-upv' Mo■se lC MultlbplC 
A second rate bash at Ridge Racer. It definitely needs more speed ... 

Need for Speed 2 
■ Colllplay EA ■ Pllyon 1-2 
M-,y urdv' U■k-up lC - ,c MultlbplC 
Looks crap, and plays even wo~ than its prequel. 

NFL Gameplay 
■ C..,..,. SCEE ■ Playon l-2 
Metaory mdv' Li■k-up lC - ,c MultlbplC 
Pretty average in every department 

18"/w 

411"/w 

Polygon-based sprites make this a really good-looking sports sim... 91•t. 

-- ~ 

I 

NHL Face Off 
■ Cllllpl■y SCEE ■ l'llyln 1-2 
M-,y unlv' Uak-■p lC Mo■se lC MultitAplC 
Geared towards good gameplay, and the action is fast and furious. 

NHL Face Off '97 
■ C..,..,. SCEE ■ l'liylnl -8 
M-,y urdv' Ullk-■p lC Mo■se lC M■ltlbpv' 

Just another average sequel, in spit.e of extra features ... 

Nova Storm 
■ C..,..,. SCEE ■ Pllyon I 
M-,y unlv' Li■k-up lC MouselC MuHlbp lC 
Slart game. Fire continuously. Finish game e:ventually. That's it. .. 

·••t. 



Sany Pad IC17 .BB 
The best standard pad: sturdy, accurate. 
lillt It aut For everything and anything 
Rabid Unbeatable value. 9511/a • 

ASCII Pad £24.BB 
Deadly accurate. Not too comfortable. 
lillt It aut For Crash Bandicoot. 
Rabid Still a sound buy. BOIi/a 

AnalagN Pad 
£24.88 
Feels chunky, 
plays great. 
Analogue 
function is just 
dreamy. 
lillt It aut Analogue 
compatible games. 
Rabid The usual joypad, 
but better. 8811/a• 

Cyclane Pad £24.BB 
No good for accuracy or precision. 
lillt It out Don't, basically. 
Ralad Below average performer. 50•t. 

Sany ASCII stick EU.a■ 
Great for beat 'em ups, but not much else. 
lillt It out If beat 'em ups are the only 
games you ever play. 
llalBd Well made, but too exclusive. 70ll/a 

PS liam■Pad B £24.BB 
Too big, inaccurate. Superfast turbo button. 
lillt It out Virtual Olympics records only. 
Rabid An also ran. 7511/a 

Hypar Joypad £24.BB 
Poor design, and construction, crap control. 
lillt It out For someone you don't like. 
Rabid Sets new standards in toss. 1011/a 

Off World Interceptor 
■ CoollpMy BMG ■ Pllyln 1 ·2 
Memory canlol ll■k•■plC MollselC MultluplC 
4X4s bounce about on the moon in this dull race game. 

Olympic Games 
■ CoollpMy US Gold ■ Pllyln 1-4 

Memory canlol ll■k-uplC - IC M■ltlupol 

N■aCan £44.88 

t perfection 

ing action. 

Excellent Namco games control, but not so 
good for Formula 1 . 
lillt It out Rage Racer. 
Rabid Takes a while to get used to. Ba■/■ 

~•~_l 

/ 
Per4mer TUrba wheel £38.BB 
Control is non-existent, there's no pedal or 
gear shift. 
lillt It out For visiting toddlers. 
Ralad Better off with a joypad. 15•t. 

Sany Unk ICIB.BB 
Top quality means top gaming when you 
both have PlayStations and copies of the 
same game. 

lillt It Nt For any PlayStation. 
mul ·-player Ii e WipEout. 
Rablll Perfect. 9511/a • a 

•-=-
SCAR:'ca etha d 

qua . 
NI For be;a? p,ctur 

any .._., 
tares up to 15 Si!', e 
utomatically by i;,e d 
arks well. 
.. It out -

Dalal M■-"Y l:al'II + &24.88 • 
Slow to store a _ ~ da e, and it 
crashes a lot 
lillt It oat If a challenge. 

gs. -■I■ 

PGA Tour '97 

Dalal Action Replay £3■.BB 
Packed with stacks of cheats, it'll take you 
through to the end of most games. Weekly 
web updates. 
lillt It out If you' re stuck. 
Rabid BOIi/a 

Sany Maus■ £24.BB 
It's grey, you get a free mat, and it works 
very well. 
lillt It out Point and click adventures 
(Broken Sword etc). 
Ralad BOIi/a • 

SONY 

PlayStatlon. 

PAL Baaslar £24.88 • 
Should let you play NSTC games but 
we've found it interferes with your 
PlayStation. 
lillt It out No, don't. 
Ralad 2511/a 

■ CoapMy BMG ■ Pllyln 1 ,-==,. 
Memory canlol ll1k-1p)C MOIIHlC Maltlup)C ~ 

■C...-y EA ■ Pllyln l -4 

li■"lw Stunning effects instinctive gameplay puts other plartormers to shame. IIPlfl 
Mo...-y cardol llnk-uplC Mo-IC MultluplC 
Probably the best-looking golf sim, but gameplay is becoming too similar. 85°/a 

Pitball 
■ CoollpMy Wamer ■ Pllyln 1-4 
Memory caNlol ll■k-■p lC - IC Multlupol 

International Track and Field is the game to beat. This doesn't come close.7D"lw Speedball-type thing, but with pretty bog-standard looks and playability. 73"1,, 

Olympic Soccer 
■ c..,..., US Gold ■ Pllyln 1-4 
Memory caNlol ll■k-uplC Mo-IC Multlupol 
One of the most playa ble footie games on the PlayStation. 

OnSide 
■ C.....,. Telstar ■ Pllyln 1·2 
Memory caNlol ll■k-aplC Mo-IC MultluplC 
This ~ the most incredibly bland footie game. 

Overblood 
■ C.....-y EA ■ Pllyln l 
Memory caNlol ll■k·■plC Mo-IC MultluplC 
Quite annoying Resident Evil clone with little action. 

~ 
83"1,, 

li!r!,, 

711"1,, 

Panzer General 
■ CoollpMy Mindscape ■ Pllyln 1-2 
Memory caNlol llnk-uplC Mo-ol MaltluplC 
Full-blown strategy game is hard work thanks to historical acancy. 

Parappa the Rapper 
■ Con,pany Sony ■ Pllyln 1 
Momory <•rdol ll■k-uplC Mo-IC MultluplC 
Original, fun rapping version of Simon Says. Offbeat and amusing. 

Perfect Weapon 
■ C-..,.y EA ■ Pllyln l 
Memory caNlol ll■k-■plC M■■se lC M■ltluplC 
Beat 'em up-style adventure which is crap in both departments. 

PGA Tour '96 
■ Compony EA ■ Players 1-8 
Momory caNlol ll■k-uplC M•-lC MultlbplC 
A dodgy putting system lets this golf sim down badly. 

5 "I,, 

... ,. 
51"1,, 

li■•ta 

Player Manager 
■ COl!lpNJ Anco ■ Pllyln I 
Memory canlol llak-uplC Mo-IC MultluplC 
Predictable results spoil this footie management sim. 

Po 'Ed 
■ CoollpMy Warner ■ Pllyln 1 
Memory canlol ll■k-uplC MouselC MultluplC 

... ,. 
Interesting weapons, surprise monsters raise a laugh in this Doom-clone. 78°/a 

Porsche Challenge 
■ Con,pany SCEE ■ Playen 1-2 ■ Spedal NegConjWheel 
Memory cardol llnk-uplC Mo■se lC MultluplC 
Driving game let down by lack of variety, and lack of tracks. 

Powerplay Hockey '96 
■ COlllplny Virgin ■ Pllyln 1-4 
Memory cardol llnk-uplC MOIIHlC Multtt.pol 

■il•ta 

Good range of aggressive matches. Fast-paced, end-tO-<!nd stuff ■ll"lw 

Power Instinct 2 
■ t....,,y Atlus ■ Pllyln l -2 (im#(j 
Memory cadol ll■k-■plC Mo-IC M■ltlup lC 
One of the worst fighting games ever, featuring Kung Fu grannies... 411"1,, 

~123 



Primal Raee 
■ COfflPillY Warner ■ Pllyon 1-2 
Me-ry uNIY Llnk-up,c Mouse,c Multttap,c 
Combos don'I go together too well in this awkward 2D beat 'em up. 

Pro Pinball: The Web 
■ COlllpllly Empire ■ Pllyon I 
Memory urdY Llnk-up,c MouH,C Multttap,c 
Ball movement so fluid it handles like the real thing. 

Project Overkill 
■ C-..,y Konami ■ Pllyon I 
Memory urdV Llllk-up,C Mou..,,c Multttap,c 

71•1. 

High-tech, underachieving version of the old arcade stalwart Bezerk... 79"/a 

Psychic Detective 
■ C-,.y EA ■ Players 1-4 
Memory urdy Llnk-up,C MouH,C Multttap,c 
14 endings, multi views and 3 CDs make this interactive movie playable. 114"/a 

Psychic Force 
■ Compaay Acclaim ■ Players 1-2 
Memory urdY Llnk-up,c MouH,C Multltap,c 
An enjoyable enough 3D beat 'em up, but it lacks depth. 

Raee Racer 
■ COfflPillY Namco ■ Players ■ Special NegConjWheel 
Memory urdy Ll■k-up,C MouH,C Multltap,c 
The latest classic incarnation from Namco. Buy it! 

Raeme Skies 
■ C-,.y SCEE ■ Pllyon 1-2 
Memory unly Li■k-up,c MouH,C Multttap,c 

1&•t. 

Flight sim looks dated and gets repetitive after a while. Pretty average. 73"/a 

Raiden ProJect 
■ COfflPillY Ocean ■ Pllyon I 
Memory urdy Ll■k•■p,C Moust!,C Multltap,c 
Enjoyable, but limited. Animation and graphics are only mediocre ... 

Rally Cross 
■ C-,.y SCEE ■ Pllyon 1-4 ■ SpHi.11 Analogue pad 
Memory urdY Llok-up,c Mouse,c Multitapy 
Rolling cars aplenty in fun racer, plus 4 player mode ... 

72"/a 

·••t. 
Rapid Reload £39.99 
■ CompillJ SCEE ■ Players I 
Memory urdY Ll■k-up,c Moust!,c Multttap,c 
Entertaining. but limited platform shoot 'em up. 

Rayman 
■ C-,.,y UBI Solt ■ Pllyon I 
Memory urdy Ll■k-up,c MouH,c Multltap,c 
Repetitive platformer with a lack of flexibility. 

Ray Storm 
■ COlllpllly Taito ■ Pllyon 1-2 
Memory urdY Llnk-up,C MouH,c Multltap,c 
Vertical blasting shoot 'em up that's tough, demanding and fast 

[!jgwtltl 
■D"t. 

83"/a 

Ray Tracers £34.99 
■ COlllpllly SCEE ■ Players I 
Memory uni., Llnk-up,c Mou.., ,c Multltap,c (Birt7il 
Car chase game has some good action, but it's over far too quickly. 73"/a 

Rebel Assault 2 
■ C-,.y LucasArts ■ Pllyon I 
Memory urdY Ll■k-up,c MouH,C Multitap,C 
A Star Wars romp, but there's not enough variety and trickery. 

Reloaded 
■ COlllpllly Gremlin ■ Pllyon 1-2 
Memory uNIY Li■k-up ,C Mou..,,c Multttap,c 
Smidgin better than the original. But that wasn 't much fun either. 73"/a 

Resident EVIi 
■ C-,.y Gremlin ■ Pllyon 1-4 
Memory UNIY Ll■k-■p ,c Moust!,C Multttap,c 
This horror adventure is one of the P1ayStation's finest games. 

Return Fire 
■ c.....,., warner ■ Pllyon 1-2 ~ 
Memory urdY Unk-up,C MouH,C Multltap,c ~ 
You take out enemy bases with a selection of army vehicles. Good fun. 91"/a 

124 ~ 

Reverthion 
■ Compaay Tecno ■ Pllyon I limNM) 
Memory uNIY Llnk-up,C Mouse,C Multttap,c 
Bizarre battle game in 3D. Looks amazing. but way too easy to play ... 21"/a 

Revolution X 
■ C....,., Acclaim ■ Pllyon 1-2 
Memory uNIY Llnk-up,c Mouse,c Multtt,,p,c 
Aerosmith feature throughout... but this is one sad game really. 

R1dee Racer 
■ C-,.y Namco ■ Players I ■ SpHLII NegCon/Wheel 
Memory ,anly Llnk-up,C MouH,c MultitapY 
Excellent racing game, but lacking in tracks. ·••t. 
Ridee Racer Revolution £49.99 
■ Compaay Namco ■ Players 1-2 ■ Special Neg(on;wheel 
MetNry <1nl..-' Lhlk•■pv' Mene.r MuttitapX' 

Better than the original. with more cars and better controls. 

Rise 2 Resurrection 
■ Compaay Acclaim ■ Pllyon 1-2 
Memory urdY Ll■k-up ,C Mou..,,c Multttap,c 
Despite plenty of fighters, th~ is still only a mediocre beat 'em up ... 

Riot 
■ C....,,., Psygnosis ■ Players 1-16 
Memory uNIY Llnk-up,c Moust! ,C MultltapY 

78"/a 

Despite mega link-up possibility, this game offers you little for your cash. &7"/a 

Road Rash 
■ Comp.ny EA ■ Pllyon 1-2 
Memory urdY Llnk-up,c Mou.., ,c Multttap,c 
Straightforward, frustrating racing game. 

Robotron X 
■ Con,paay GT ■ Players 1-2 
Memory urdy Llnk-up,c Mou..,,c Multttap,c 

&4"/a 

Simple, mindless run and shoot shenanigans. Overpriced, underspecced. li&"/a 

Runabout 
■ Comp.ny Climax ■ Players I 
Memory u,d., Llnk-up,c Mou..,,c Multltap,c 
Pretty mad smash 'em up racing game with tons of vehicles. 

Sampras Extreme Tennis 
■ C-,.y Codemasters ■ Pllyon 1-4 
Memory unlY Li■ k-up,C M....., ,c Multitapy 
Real ease of play and lots of views raise it above unseeded rivals ... 

Sentient 
■ C■-pllly Psygnosis ■ Players I 
Memory uNIY Ll■k-up,c MOUst! ,c M■ltttap,c 

89"/a 

Set on a spaceship, this game is pretty ambitious, but too complicated. 71"/a 

Shells hock 
■ Com,.ny Core Design ■ Players I 
Mu,ory uNIY Llnk-up,c Mou.., ,c Multttap,c 
Pretty second rate: levels are dull and grey, and action is very limited. 758/a 

Shockwave 
■ Con,paay EA ■ Pllyon t 
Memory urdy Llak-up,C MouH,C Multtt,,p,c 
Empty shoot 'em up with tiny sprites against a dull background. &&•t. 

s,m c,ty 2000 
■~Maxis ■ Players 1-2 
Memory uNIY Llnk-up,c MOUst!Y Maltttap,c 
You build a city, and then you run it. Complex strategy. 

Skeleton Warriors 
■ CANnpuy Virgin ■ Players I 
Memory uNIY Ll■k-up ,c Mouse,c Multttap,c 
Looks, smells and feels like an old t6-bit game ... and it plays like one too. &■•t. 

Slam ·n· Jam '96 
■ C-..,,y BMG ■ Pllyon l -2 
Memory ...... ... Ll■k-up ,C MoaH,C Multitap,C 
Huge sprites, poor camera views and easy gameplay make this a dog. M"lo 

Smash Court Tennis 
■ COlllplny Namco ■ Pllyon 1-4 
Memory urdY Llak-up,c Moust!,c Multllapy 
Slow, unresponsive game. You buy kit. but the actual matches are grim. 117"1■ 

Soccer ·97 
■ Comp.ny Eidos ■ Players 1-4 
Manary ,ardy Llnk-up,C MouH,C MultitapY 
Olympic Soccer sequel suffers from a slow slow slow engine. 81"/a 

Soul Blade 
■ (om,.ny Namco ■ Players 1-2 ~ 
Memory <INIY Llok-up,c Moust!,C Multltap,C ~ 
This classic weapons-based beat 'em up has all the right ingredients. 94°/a 
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Soviet Strike 
■ C....-,y EA ■ Playws l c::t:::=. 
M-ry urdv llnk-upK MoaseK MultltapK ~ 
Good sound effects and graphics create a classy 30 chopper shoot 'em up. 92•1,, 

Space Hulk 
■ Clllllpltly EA ■ Playws 1 
Memory urdv ll•-•pK Mffse)C MuHltapK 
Drag mercenaries around. Slow but good strategy/action game. 114"/a 

Space Jam 
■ Coapay Acclaim ■ Playws 1-2 
Meaory urdv llnk-■pK MoaseK MuHltapK 
Dull movie-based cash-in basketball game. Why put your.;elf through it? &&•!,, 

Speed King 
■ Coapay Konami ■ Playws 1 
-ry urdv Ll■k-■pK Mffse)C M■HltapK 
Slow, boring and about as exciting as watching an egg boil. Maybe less so .. 45"/a 

Speedster 
■ C--,..y Psygnosis ■ Playws 1-2 
Meaory urdv llak-up)C Mo■se )C M■HltapK 

Top-down view racing game that's lacking in speed and playability. 64"1■ 

Spider 
■ COlllpNJ BMG ■ Playws 1 
Memory urdv llnk-upK MoaseK MuHltapK 
An innovative idea for a plattorm game, but fails to rise above average. 711"/a 

Spot goes to Hollywood 
■ C...-,y Vi rgin ■ Players 1 
Memory urdv ll■k-upK MouseK M■HltapK 

Too little, too late for this plattormer. Er, it's got good music though... 'Tri,, 

Stahlfeder 
■ C...-,y Sintos ■ Playws 1 
Memory urdv ll■k-upK MouseK MuHltapK 
A basic but fun shoot 'em up you can play for hour>. 

linp'f] 
'Tri■ 

Star Gladiator 
■ CoapayVirgin/Capcom ■ Pia,-. 1-2 c::t:::=. 
-ry urdv ll■k-upK MouseK MuHltapK ~ 
Capcom's first 30 beat 'em up. They don't make a bad job of it either. 91"/a 

Starf1ghter 3000 
■ C...-,y Telstar ■ Pia,-. 1 
Memory urdv llnk-upK MouseK MuHltapK 
Nice enough to have a gawp a~ but there 's not enough going on. ... ,. 
Starwmder 
■ C...-V Mindscape ■ Playws 1 
Meaory urdv ll■k-upK MouseK MuHltapK 
Simplistic racing game where every level plays the same. 59•1,, 

Steel Harbinger £44.95 
■ C-,..y Mindscape ■ Playws 1 
Meaory urdv Ll■k-■pv MouseK M■ltltapK 

Dull graphics, but 11 levels and variety of weapons can make this fun. 79°/w 

UK PlayStation software houses 
Acclaim: 0171 344 5000 
Activision: 01895 456700 

BMG: 0171 973 0011 
Codemasters: 01926 814132 

Electronic Arts: 01753 549442 

Eidos: 0181 636 3000 
Gremlin: 01142 753423 

GT Interactive: 0171 258 3791 

Interplay: 01628 423666 
JVC: 0171 240 3121 

Konami: 01895 853000 

126@ 

Maxis: 0171 505 1500 

Miuoprose: 01454 893893 

Mindscape: 01444 246333 

Namco: 0171 734 7737 

Ocean: 0161 832 6633 

Psygnosis: 0151 282 3000 

Sony: 0171 447 1600 
Telstar: 01932 222232 

THQ: 01372 745222 
UBI Soft: 0181 941 4004 

Virgin: 0171 368 2255 

Our 5 worst PlayStation eames 
The games we just can't stand ... 

Street F1gter Alpha 
■ CoapayVirgin ■ Playws 1-2 c::t:::=. 
Meaory cardv l11k-1p)C Mo■se K MultltapK ~ 
Update of Street fighter series with new moves and new character>. 91•1,, 

Street Fighter Alpha 2 
■ c..,..y Virgin ■ Playws 1-2 
Memory cardv Ll■k-upK Mo■seK MaHltapK 
Custom combos and counter-moves add up to an excellent sequel. . .... ,_ 

Street Fighter The Movie 
■ Coapay Acclaim ■ Playws 1-2 
Meaory cardv U•-upK Mo■se K M■HltapK 
Insult to the Street fighter name. Based on the movie. 

Street Fighter II (Interactive mov1e) 
■ Coapay Capcom ■ Playws 1 
Memory cardv U■k-■pK MouseK MaHltap)C 
Unplayable hash at making Street fighter into an interactive movie. 

Street Racer 
■ Coapay Ubi Soft ■ Playws 1 ·8 
Memory cardv Unk-■pK MouseK M•Hltapv 
Fair to middling racing game with plenty to do, except get excited ... 

Strikepomt: the Hex Missions 
■ CoapayElite ■ Playws 1-2 
Meaory cardv lluk-upK Mo■se K M■HltapK 
Poor helicopter game. Why not have a bash at Soviet Strike instead? 

Striker '96 
■ c..,..ywamer ■ Playws 1-4 
Meaory cardv Uu-ap)C Mo■se K M■HltapK 

Simplistic footie game. Binary soccer at its worst. 

&7•1,, 

liniarl) 
54"/a 

79"/a 

&D"la 

Su1koden £44.99 
■ C--,..y Konami ■ Playws 1 
Meaory cardv Ll■k-upv Mo■se K M■ltitap)C 

Solid role-playing game that isn't going to change your lije ... 

Super Big Brother 
■ c..,..y NCS ■ Playws 1 
Meaory cardv U■k-upK Mo■se K M■ltitap)C 

Very surreal shoot 'em up starring its very own underpant wearing hero ... 53°1,, 

Super Puzzle Fighter 2 
■ c..a,,y Virgin ■ Playors 1-2 
Meaory cardv Ll■k-upK MouseK M■HltapK 
Horribly addictive puule game featuring Ryu, Ken and friends. 

Supersonic Racers 
■ Colllpay Mindscape ■ Playws 1-2 
Meaory cardv u •. .,K Mo■se K MllltltapK 
Micro Machines-5tyle ram- doesn\ pull out eroogh stops to keep yoo hooked. 74"!,, 

Swagman 
■ C--,..y Eidos ■ Playws 1 
Meaory cardv U■k-upK Mo■se K M■ltltapK 
There's plenty of arcade-style fun on offer in this great~ooking 20 game. ■5•!,, 

Syndicate Wars 
■ Coapay EA ■ Playon 1-4 ~ 
Meaory ..,.., U--■,K Mo■sev Multltapv ~ 
llis is an utra-<ool and Wller1t strategy shoot 'em up l\ith amazing 30 graphics. 92•1,, 

Tekken 
■ Coapay Namco ■ Playws 1-2 c::t:::=. 
Meaory urdv Ll■k-■pK Mo■se K M■HltapK ~ 
Namco's fi rst beat 'em up. Interesting backgrounds, realistic character>. 93°/w 



Tekken 2 
■ COlllpl■yNamco ■ ,..,..1-2 ct:::::.. 
......, ur,1,; Llak-■p ll' -sell' Mllltlupll' ~ 

aves on a great original. One of the best fighting games around... B5"t. 

Tempest X3 £34.99 
■ COlllpl■y Interplay ■ ,..,.. 1-2 
......, uni,; LIH-■pll' Mousell' M■ltltap ll' 
A PlayStation update of a justifiably great retro shooter. 

~titl 
BD"t. 

Tenka 
■ COlllpl■y Psygnosis ■ ,..,.. 1 
......, ..... ,.,, Ll■k-■pll' Mo■sell' Multltapll' 

even polygon graphics can save this poor Doom done from oblivion. a•t. 

Ten Pm Alley 
■ COlllpl■y EA ■ ,..,.. 1-1i 
......, uni,; Llall-apll' -..K M■ltltap ll' 
Could have been good fun ... but sadly n isn't No more than a novelty. 

Test Drive: Off Road 
■ COlllpl■y Eidos ■ ,..,.. 1 ·2 
......, un1,; Ll■k-upll' -sell' M■ltltapll' 
Devoid of excitement and playability. Looks dreadful too. 

54•1,, 

4&•t,, 

The Lost World €44.99 
■ (Olllpl■JEA ■ ,..,..1 
......, uni,; Ll■k-upll' Mo■se ll' Multltapll' 
Platformer from Spielberg dinofesl Never really gets its teeth into you... 81"/a 

Theme Park 
■ COlllpl■y Bullfrog ■ ,..,.. 1 
......, uni,; Ll■k-upll' -sell' Multltapll' 
Explore your park in JD in this gentle sim. Quietly enjoyable. 85"/a 

Tiger Shark 
■ COlllpl■y GT ■ ,..,.. 1 
......, uni,; Ll■k-■p ll' -..K Maltltapll' 

possibly high difficulty level ruins this otherwise excellent shoot 'em up.72•t. 

Time Commando 
■ COlllpl■y EA ■ ,..,.. I 
Meaory uni,; Ll■k-ap ll' Mousell' M■ltltapK 
Unusual, but fun. Slightly unwieldy controls. 

Tobal No.I 
81"/a 

■ COlllpl■y Squaresoft ■ ,..,.. 1-2 ct:::::.. 
Meaory un1,; LIH•■pll' - K Maltltapll' ~ 
A fair beat 'em up improved greatly with the addition of a quest mode. B1"t. 

Tobal No.2 
■ Co■lpNy Squaresoft ■ ,..,.. 1-2 
Me--, un1,; Ll■k-■p ll' - K M■ltltap ll' 
Superb fighting game and a brilliant sequel. 

Tomb Raider 
■ COlllpl■y Core Design ■ ,..,.. 1 -~ 
Meaoryunl,; Llak-upll' - K M■ltltap ll' ~ 
Top tatty in Indiana Jones-style antics. One of the best games ever_ 92"/a 

Top Gun: Fire at Will 
■ Colllplny Microprose ■ ,..,.. 1 
Meaory uni,; Ll■k-upll' Mousell' Multltapll' 
Gung-ho movie spin-offnot worth your effort tracking down. 

Total NBA '96 
■ C-,..ySCEE ■ ,..,..1 -8 
Me-,y uni,; Ll■k-upll' Mousell' Multltap,; 
Pretty damn fine basketball game with some excellent attention to de!ai. a-,. 

Total NBA '97 
■ Colllpmy SCEE ■ ,..,.. 1 ·8 
Meaory ur,1,; Ll■k-apll' Mo■se lC Multltap,; 
Enough improved graphics and gameplay to make n a better game. 

Tokyo Highway Battle 
■ COlllpl■yTHQ ■ ,..,..1 
Meaory uni,; Ll■k•upll' -..,c Multltapll' 
Kind of a sub-Rage Racer game with average graphics. 

Toshmden 3 
■ COlllpl■yTakara ■ ,..,..1 -2 
Meaory uni,; Ll■k-up ll' Mo■se ll' M■ltltapll' 

as•t. 

11"1■ 

Derivative fighting game that would take a pasting from Namco any day ... 7&•t. 

Toshinden Kids 
■ COlllpl■yTakara ■ ,..,..1-2 
Meaory un1,; Ll■k-ap ll' MNMlC M■ltltap lC lim...-fJ 
Polished but simple version of Toshinden aimed at younger gamers. aa•t. 

Transport Tycoon 
■ COlllpl■y Ocean ■ ,..,.. 1-4 
Meaory ..... ,.,, Ll■k-ap ll' MNM,.,, Multltapll' 
Build roads, railways, docks and airports in this great God sim. ·••t. 
Trash It 
■ COlllpl■y GT ■ ,..,.. 1-4 
Meaory ..... ,.,, Ll■k-upll' MoaselC Maltltap,; 
Platformer that has good ideas, but just not enough immediate action. 117"!,, 

True Pinball 
■ COlllpl■y Ocean ■ ,..,.. 1 
Meaory uni,; Llak-upll' Mo■se lC M■ltltap lC 
It may have four tables, n may be a good game, but The Web is better. 11•1,, 

Tunnel BI 
■ COlllpl■y Ocean ■ ,..,.. 1 
Meaory un1,; ll■k-■p lC - ,c MaltltaplC 
WipEout breeds with Doom in this high speed shoot 'em up. ·••t. 
Twin Bee 
■ COlllpl■y Kooani ■ ,..,.. 1-2 
Meaory car,j ,; IJ■k--, ,c MNselC M■ltltap ll' 
Two~ styles sadly doni ma e this dated game any better to play ... &S•t. 

Twisted Metal 
■ C--,..y SCH ■ ,..,.. 1-2 
Meaory ...i,; U■k-up ll' Mousell' Multltapll' 
Oeslroy sulubs in this Mad Max-style car battle. a•t. 
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Twisted Metal 2 
■ Colnplny SCEE ■ Pllyws 1 ·2 
Memory cardV ll■k·■plC MouselC MultltaplC 
Good sequel even grander in thrills and spills than the original. .. .,. 
Two-Ten Kalw 
■ C--,.y Club Dep ■ Pllyws 1-4 
Memory cardV llllk-■p lC MollselC M■lt""p lC l!miEJ 
Run of the mill vertical shoot 'em up offers nothing new. 71i"la 

Vandal Hearts 
■ C.....-y Konami ■ Pllyws I 
M.-ry cardV ll■k-uplC MouselC M■ltltaplC 
Average graphics don't spoil playable and engrossing role-playing game. ■B"la 

Victory Boxme 
■ Conlpany JVC ■ Players 1·2 
Memory cardV llnk-uplC MouselC MultltaplC 
Deeper than a lot of fighting games and takes some getting into. 

Virtual Golf 
■ COlllpl■y Core Design ■ Players 1 ·4 
Melllory cardV llnk-uplC MouselC MultltaplC 
Nowhere near as good as the excellent Actua Golf. 

Virtual Pool 
■ C.....-y Interplay ■ Pllyws 1-2 
M-ry cardV llllk-ap lC MouselC Multltap lC 
This is a great pool game which is a pretty realistic simulation. 

V·Rally 
■ C...-,y Ocean ■ Pllyws 1-4 
M-,y cardV llllk-uplC MouselC MultltaplC 
Seat-of-the-pants racing. 40 separate stages to keep you busy! 

VR Baseball 
■ Conopany Interplay ■ Pllyws 1-2 
Memory cardV llnk-uplC MouselC MaltltaplC 
A fine conversion of the sport. but unlikely to attract too many Br~ . 
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V Tennis 
■ COlllpl■y Acdaim ■ Pllyws 1·2 
Mtaory cardV ll■k-aplC Moase lC M■ltltaplC 
Mediocre tennis sim that's hard to be bothered about at all. 7S"la 

Warcraft 2 
■ COlllpl■y EA ■ Pllyws I 
Memory cardV ll■k-up lC Mouse lC Multltap lC 
Excellent strategy game. No mouse/two-player link detract from gameplay. ■■•.la 

wareods 
■ COlllpl■y GT ■ Pllyws 1 • 2 
M.-ry cardV ll■k-■p lC Mo■se lC M■ltltap lC 
3D fighting game with mushy graphics and lousy gameplay. 59"1a 

War hammer 
■ COlllpl■y Mindscape ■ Pllyws I 
Mtaory cardV Ullll-■p lC Mo■se lC M■ltltap lC 
Not much too look at but depth of gameplay means~ has more to offer. ■&"la 

Warhawk 
■ C--,.y SCEE ■ Pllyws I 
Mtaory cardV U■k-uplC MNselC MultltaplC 
Instantly playable, though controls are tricky at first 

WCW vs The World 
■ Coollpllly THQ ■ Players 1-2 
Memory cardV U■k-aplC MOGSe lC Maltltap lC 

ll2"la 

Brilliant wrestling game with 60 characters. No handbags or milk stouts ... ■■"la 

WIid Arms 
■ Cao■paay SCEA ■ Players I 
Mtaory cardV ll■k-ap lC MNse lC M■ltltap lC 
Excellent RPG with nice graphics and huge amounts of addictive gameplay. 91"1a 

W1lllams Arcade Classics 
■ C--,.y GT ■ Pllyws 1 ·2 
Memory cardV U■k-■plC Mollse lC M■ltltap lC 
Retro compilation with five good games out of six, induding Defender... ■■"la 

wme Commander 111 
■ C--,.y EA ■ Pllyws I 
Mtaory card V U■k-uplC MNse lC MultltaplC 
Superb movie sequences mix ~ with poor gameplay in this space opera. 1111"/a 

wme Commander IV 
■ COlllpl■y EA ■ Pllyws I 
Mtaory cardV U■k-■plC MOGSe lC MultltaplC 
Better full motion video sequences ... but worse gameplay. 

WipEout 
■ C--,.y Psygnos~ ■ Players 1·2 ■Spedlll NegCon 
Memory cardV Ullk-upV MollselC Mul!HaplC 
Ultra-fast. ultra-stylish racer. A must for speed freaks ... 

W1pEout 2097 

511"1a 

~ 
91"1a 

■ COlllpl■y Psygnosis ■ Players 1 ·2 ■ Special NegCon/Wheel tWii■iii!, 
Memory cardV Ullk-■pV MollselC MultltaplC 
Bigger and better in every way than its great predecessor. M"la 

World Cup Golf 
■ Conlpaay US Gold ■ Pllyws I ·8 
Memory cardV U■k-ap lC MouselC Mull""'" 
Great graphics, but some of the courses can be imprecise. 

Worms 
■ Colnplny Ocean ■ Pllyws 1-4 
Memory cardV U■k-up lC Mo■se lC MaltltapK 
Multiplayer joy will be yours to savour in this fabulous battle game ... 

WWF in your House 
■ Company Acclaim ■ Pllyws 1-4 
Memory cardV ll■k-uplC MouselC MultlblpV 
Well below average wrestling game. 

WWF Wrestlemama 
■ C....-y Acclaim ■ Players 1-4 
Memory cardV U■k-uplC Mouse lC Mult""pV 
Entertaining fighting game with some pretty deadly special moves. 

■ Conopany Team 17/Ocean ■ Pllyws 1-2 
MeMo,:y canlV ll■k-up lC MOGSelC MaltltaplC 
A tedioffi shoot 'em up which is just way too difficult to master ... 

. ...,. 
l'iiiwiiiii, 
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X-Com: Enemy Unknown 
■ Conopany Miaoprose ■ Pllyws I 
M.-ry cardV llttk-■plC MollseV Multltap lC 
Enjoy strategy gaming at~ very best as you take on alien invaders .. .,. 
X-Com: Terror from the Deep 
■ C......,. Miaoprose ■ Pllyws I 
M.-ry cardV ll■k-upK MouselC Mult""p lC 
Pretty much X-Com: Enemy Unknown played underwater ... ■2"la 

Xev1ous 3D/G+ 
■ Colllpany Namco ■ Pllyws 1-2 (i, .... ·(j 
M-ry cardV llnk-uplC Mouse lC Mult""pK 
Xevious gets a dull and uninspiring 3D makeover in retro compilation. &D"la 

Ze1tee1st [Jupiter Strike] 
■ C......,,., Acclaim ■ Pllyws I 
Memory cardV ll■k-up lC Mouse .IC Multltap lC 
Slow, clumsy 3D shooting game which seriously lacks appeal. 

Zero D1v1de 
■ Colllpany Ocean ■ Pllyws 1 ·2 
Me-,y cardV llnk-uplC Mouse lC Mult""plC 
A sound enough fighting game, but nothing special. 

U"la 

7Z"la 

' 
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.29.99 
.3499 
18.99 

...... 2999 
..... 34.99 

94"{. ...... 17.99 
A CLUB EDITION ............ 27.99 
RONG ........................ 31 .99 
% (ANL) ..... . ............... 17.99 
94% .. 19.99 
EA ........................... 37.99 

.............................. 28.99 
ST HITS .......... 27.99 
NS ........................... 35.99 
............................. 24.99 
HEAD ... ... . .. 18.99 
090% •·· ....... 34.99 
90'l-o ..................... 17.99 
T ... ... ... .. . . .... 29.99 
MANAGER ALL STARS ... 33.99 
ST CHILDREN 90% ......... 34.99 
NOUEA 91°• ... . 35.99 

........................... 32.99 
S 91"\, ..................... 34.99 

OOT 94% ..................... 39.99 
REMORSE as•. . ........... 32.99 
PLG) ... . . .. . 34.99 

+ HYPEABLASTER GUN ... 49.99 
91 % ... ... . . .. .. ... .. .. . .. . 30.99 
S88% . . . ..... . ... ... 18.99 
NFLICT .. . 35.99 
DERBY 2 91% (ANL) ....... .. 36.99 

EABY 93% (ANL, LINK) ... 17.99 
Y 93% (PLG) ..... ...... . 35.99 

............... . 34.99 
. . . ... ... ... .... .. 33.99 

) .................... . ...... 32.99 
FIRE & STEEL ............ 24 .99 
ER . . ........ 34.99 
........................ ...... 29.99 

........................ 17.99 
...... 29.99 

.............................. 17.99 
.......... . 24.99 

........................... 36.99 

FORMULA 1 (PSYGNOSIS) (ANL, LINK) ...... 39.99 
FORMULA 1 97 (PSYGNOSIS) (ANL) • ... ... 39.99 
GRID AUN aoo,,_ ........................... 26.99 
GUNSHIP 2000 90°. . ..... 19.99 
HARDCORE 4 X 4 ....... 17.99 
HEXEN ........................ 22.99 
HI OCTANE SO°o .............................. 9.99 
IMPACT RACING . . .. ...... ... ... ... 19.99 
INCREDIBLE HULK · THE PANTHEON SAGA 24.99 
INDEPENDENCE DAY ... ... ... .•. ... . . .. 34.99 
INTI. SUPERSTAR SOCCER DELUXE 95% 27.99 
INrl SUPERSTAR SOCCER PAO 96% .... . 34.99 
INTI. TRACK AND FIELD 85% (TAP) ......... 17.99 
IRON & BLOOD 83% ...... 19.99 
IRON MAN I XO 84% ............. .. ..... . .. . 24.99 
JERSEY DEVIL • ... .......... .. .. . .. . ..... ... 35.99 
JOHN MADDEN NFL 97 (TAP) 81 % ... ... ... 26.99 
JOHN MADDEN NFL 98 (TAP) • ............... 35.99 
JONAH LOMU RUGBY .. ......... 32.99 
JURASSIC PARK • LOST WORLD • ......... 35.99 
LEGACY OF KAIN 93% . . .... 32.99 
LOADED 85% . . . . . . . ........ . 17 .99 
MATCHDAY 3 • .............................. 35.99 
MECHWAAAIOA 2 90'• ............ 31.99 
MICRO MACHINES 3 94°0 (TAP) .. ....... 27.99 
MOAT Al KOMBAT TRILOGY 92% ............ 28.99 
NAMCO MUSEUM VOLUME 1 •.............. 36.99 
NAMCO MUSEUM VOLUME 3 ........ . 29.99 
NEED FOR SPEED 2 ........................ 27.99 
NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB 97 (TAP) 80% ... 29.99 
NHL 97 (TAP) 90% ........................... 19.99 
NHL 98 (TAP) • ............................... 35.99 
ODOWOALOS: ABE'S OOOYSEE • ... . ... 31 .99 
OLYMPICSOCCEA84% (TAP) • .......... . 19.99 
ONSIDE SOCCER 85¾ ...... .. ... ............ 19.99 
OVERBLOOD ................................. 34.99 
PANDEMONIUM 92% ........................ 28.99 
PAAAPPA THE RAPPER • ....... 26.99 
PERFECT WEAPON .......... 35.99 
PGA 96 ....................................... 17.99 
PGA TOUR GOLF 98 • ... . .. . . . .. . . ...... .. 32.99 
PLAYER MANAGER .• , . . . ... . .... ... .. 32.99 
PO' ED 87% .................................... 19.99 
PORSCHE CHALLENGE 90°. . .............. 29.99 
PREMIER MANAGER 98 ........... . ......... 29.99 
RAGE RACER 94°'c. ......................... 34.99 
RALLY CROSS .............................. 30.99 
RAYMAN 87'lo ................................. 17.99 
RE·LOADED ..................... 17.99 
REBEL ASSAULT 2 ........................... 33.99 
RESIDENT EVIL 95°0 ........................ 29.99 

All PlayStations come complete with one 
official controller and "Demo r CO, featuring 
playable demos of Formula 1, Tekken 2, Crash 
Bandicoot, WipEout 2097 plus rolling demos of 

Monster Trucks and Destruction Derby 2. 

PLAYSTATION ............... ... Call 
PLAYSTATION + V-RALLY .. . 

YSTATION + FORMULA ONE 
YSTATION "FIRE" PACK .. . 

RIDGE RACER 93% (ANL) ..... .•. 17.99 
RIDGE RACER REVOLUTION (ANL, LINK) ... 17.99 
RIOT 90% ... 34.99 
ROAD RASH ...... 17.99 
SENTIENT ... ... . ........ 34.99 
SIM CITY 2000 91 % ........................... 34.99 
SOCCER 97 .................................... 35.99 
SOUL BLADE 94% ........................... 34.99 
SOVIET STRIKE 82% .................. 19.99 
SPACE HULK VOTBA ............ 19.99 
SPIDER ... , ... .. . ................. ... 33.99 
STREETFIGHTER ALPHA 2 94% ........... 19.99 
STAIKEPOINT · THE HEX MISSIONS • ... ... 24.99 
SUIKODEN ..................... 34 99 
SUPER MOTOCROSS ..................... ... 34.99 
SUPER PUZZLE FIGHTER 2 83% ......... ... 24.99 
SYNDICATE WARS 88% ..... . ............... 35.99 
TEKKEN 2 95% ... .. . ... ... ... .. .. . .. . . ...39.99 
TEKKEN 95% .. . .... ... 17.99 
TENKA 89% ................................... 36.99 
TOCA TOURING CARS • ... ... 32.99 
TOMB RAIDER 2 ... ... ... 36.99 
TOMB RAIDER 95°0 .•. . . ..... 35.99 
TOP GUN . . ....... 19.99 
TOT Al NBA 97 ... . . ... ... 29.99 
TRANSPORT TYCOON 
INCLUDES OFFICIAL SONY MOUSE & MAT 42.99 
TRASH IT 80"0 . . ........... 32.99 
TRUE PINBALL 90°,. (TAP) ................. 17.99 
TUNNEL B1 80~ .................. 19.99 

TWIN PACK 
· BUBBLE BOBBLE & RAINBOW ISLAND .. . 24.99 
• RIDGE RACER & WORMS ................. 36.99 

TWISTED METAL WORLD TOUR 90% ...... 34.99 
UEFA • ..... . ................................. 35.99 
V - RALLY 95% (ANL) .............. . .. . 34.99 
VANDAL HEARTS ..... . ...... ... ... ... ...... 34.99 
VIRTUAL GOLF 84% .. . . .. . ... 19.99 
VIRTUAL POOL ............... ... .... ...... 34.99 
WAACAAFT 2 AA8/97 ..................... ... 36.99 

WILLIAMS ARCADE GREATEST 80% 
Contains Defender, Aobotron, Bubbles, 
Jousl. Defender 2. Sinistar ..................... 19.99 

WING COMMANDER 4 . . ....... 35.99 
WIPEOUT 2097 (ANL. LINK) 93'lo ........... . 39.99 
WIPEOUT 94% (ANL. LINK) ................. 17.99 
WORMS 92'lo .. . ... .. . . .. 17.99 
X·COM: TERADA FROM THE DEEP ......... 19.99 
X2 (PROJECT X2) ................ 18.99 

Club News! 
1. Pre-Release N64 games at all our 
shops for you to try NOW, including the fabulous 
Star Fox 64, See base of ad for shop locations. 

2. New 2600 sqft Upminster Shop 
Grand Opening October 11th 9.30 am with free gifts, 
competitions, attractions and more. 209-213 St. Mary's 0 
Lane, Upminster, Essex • Opposite Somerfield. 

3. FREE Virtual Pet latest craze worth £14.99 
with every full Special Reserve Membership (£6.00) if you e 
buy any one item from our range. 17 other gifts available, some shown below. 

4. FREE Edge Magazine worth £3.50 to all full members joining for the 
first time. The future of interactive entertainment, sent to you a few weeks after joining. 

5. FREE Book of 1001 cheats to all full members. 

6. Total Satisfaction Guaranteed or ALL your money back. We'll 
even collect items over £60 from your door free of charge if you are not satisfied. 

FULL MEMBERSHIP JUST £6.00 INCLUDING 
Ten Special Reserve Colour Magazines per year, featuring our 
huge catalogue of discount products reviews, news and amazing competitions. 

To join - just phone 01279 600204 or post the order form below. 
Add £6.00 for FU LL EMBERSHIP {1 year) and state your choice of gift if you buy 

any item as you join. You will automatically receive your EDGE Magazine, 
CHEATS Book and CLUB Magazines. OR take a TRIAL MEMBERSHIP for just 

S0p. There is absolutely no obligation to buy anything. 

.. 
' • Q . 

CHOOSE YOUR FREE GIFT 
(other gifts are listed in the Club Magazine - or just ask) 

FREE Virtual Pet or FREE Personal 
~~a.:."eoeo ~ Stereo and Padded Case 
On, fle Dinosaur. You must kloK a.'ter. Personal stereo casette player with 
feed and nurture them. Owners headphones and padded case with 

lhea' pet grc:,N and maD.Jre.. space for tapes and accessories. 

or FREE Mini Boy or FREE 
Keyring Console Blockbusting Movie 

Fantasuc mmrture hand-hed consc»e Choose from The Running Man, 
variations of 4 cfasgc games. n::iJarlg ; Cliffhanger, Batman Returns, 

and Pole Posmon s:y,e ga.-nes The Guyver 1 or Four Weddings 
and a Funeral. 

OFFERS SUBJECT TO STOCK. 
OTHER OFFERS AVAILABLE. 

OVERSEAS MEMBERS ADD £2 POSTAGE 

Special Reserve 
LOGIC 3 CONTROL STATION FOR PLAYSTATION ... 11.99 
8 button controller with extra long cable 01279 600204 

OFFICIAL CONTROLLER FOR PLAYSTATION ... 

OFFICIAL ANALOGUE CONTROLLER . . 22.99 
Compatible with games marked (ANL) 

PREDATOR LIGHT GUN ... 17.99 
3 speed autolire , auto reload and LED display hghts. 

Compatible with games marked (PLG) 

GAMESTER STEERING WHEEL 
AND FOOTPEDALS ... 61 .99 

Analogue steering, brake and accelerator. ~ 
marked (ANL). Best quality steenng wheel. ve,y 

year guarantee 

OR FAX YOUR ORDER ON 01279 726842 · WE'LL FAX BACK TO CONF IRM 
OPEN 9.30AM TO 8PM (MON·SAT) 10AM TO 5PM (SUN & B ANK H OLIOAYS) 

We only supply members but you can order as you join 

Trial Membership only S0p 
Trial Members receive one Issue of the club magazine. Valid for one order. 

Annual Membership (UK) £6.00 
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP FEES UK £6,00 EC £9.00 WORLD £12.00 

Members receive !en issues of the colour club magazine per year, a free copy 
of EDGE, Book of 1001 Cheats and a choice FREE gift when you buy any ilem 

as you Join. There Is no obllgatlon to buy anything. 
Al poets n::lude VAT and ea~ !0 MOST UK rnall'lland addrtsses 

9t.CX:K CAPITALS plNM) PLAYSTAnoN POWER Name & Address, ________________ _ 

SONY memory card and extra Sony controller 
STATION+ M/MACHINES 3 & EXTRA PAD ... Call ~~----,.. g~~li ~~eL ~ ~~!s:~~rs!o~;e

2
~;~ Very high quality 

PLA YST A TION 0% FINANCE DEALS 
... Call 

of PlayStation, Demo CD, Micro Machines 3 (94%), 
al Superstar Soccer Pro (96%), Al ien Trilogy (94%), 

card and extra Blaze 8 button controller 

. ... Call 
o PlayStation, Demo CD, Syndicate Wars (88%), 

(95%), Alien Trilogy (94%), Fade to Black (90%), 
Move 2 (90%), Worms (92%), memory card and extra Blaze 

controller with LED 

0% FINANCE 
10% deposit plus nine further 
equal monthly re-payments 

APR W-o. All offers subject to status. 
To appty for O"o finance pk!ase ptace 

your order by telephone on 01279 
600204 or at one of our huge club 

11"1:0S n Bristol, Chelmsford, Nottingham, Sawbndgeworth and Upm1nster. 

Ideal for Syndicate Wars , X-Com, A-Train and other mouse 
r,r-:-r--c-::::-r---...... ---1 

MEMORY CARDS 
FIRE MEMORY CARD (15 SLOTS) FOR PLAYSTATION 
HIGH CAPACITY MEMORY CARD (120 SLon FOR PLAYSTATION 
SUPER HIGH CAPACITY MEMORY CARD (480 SLOT) FOR PLAYSTATIO 
OFFICIAL MEMORY CARO (15 SLOT) FOR PLAYSTATION 

OTHER ACCESSORIES 
ANTI-SURGE 4 WAY TRAILING MULTI PLUG Protect upto 4 deVIC8S from su,ges 
DUST COVER FOR PLAYSTATION ..... . ...... .. ................. . 
LINK CABLE FOR PLAYSTATION connecl two machines for head-Jo-head garrw,g 
SCART LEAD · PLAYSTATION RGB for best picture quality from SCART TV ••• 
SONY MULTI-TAP FOR PLAYSTATION connect up to 4 conttollers 10 one port 
X-TENOER CABLE FOR PLAYSTATION Exlends con!roller cable by 1 5 mettes 

SCARY LEADS FOR A PIXEL PERFECT PICTURE 
SCARY LEAD - PLAYSYAYION ... ... 9.49 SCARY LEAD - N64 

.24.99 
. ..... ... 7,99 

...... 8.99 
. .......... 9.49 

...... 27.99 
.. 9.99 

... 9,99 

NINTENDO 64 r139 99 
& CONTROLLER ' e 

UPMINSTER GRAND 
OPENING OCT 11TH 

NINTENDO 64 WITH CONTROLLER 
AND 256K MEMORY CARTRIDGE ... 142.99 

NINTENDO 64 WITH CONTROLLER 
AND SUPER MARIO 64 ...... 187.99 

► DO 64 WITH CONTROLLER AND MARIO KART 64 ... 187.99 
ANANCE AVAILABLE ON " BIG", "GREATEST" AND " FOUR PLAYER" DEALS 

209-213 St. Mary's Lane, Upminster 
Opposite Somerfield supermarket 

v Pre-re lease games to try v Free gifts 
v Competitions v Family entertainment 

CREDIT CARO SWITCM 
EXPIRY DATE SIGNATURE _____ _ (ISSUE NO_) 

O VERSEAS SURCHARGE £2.0Q PER ITEM · CREDIT CARD ONLY 
Cheques pCIJabte to 

Special Reserve at 
PO Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH 
We are malnly mall order but we also han 

Five Impressive 
Special Reserve Shops 

BRISTOL A VON 351 GLOUCESTER Ro (A38) CHELMSFORD, Essex 43 BAc::louAEu) RD 
1'/, MILES FROM TI-IE CENTRE, NEAR KWII( $ .AVE NEAR THE 8US STATIOft 

0117 924 5000 01245 348777 
S AWBRIDGEWOATH, H EATS THE MALTINGS STAPLEFORD, NoTTIHGMAY 16' 0E;ip 

STATION ROAD, NEAR THE TRAIN STATION 2 Mll.ES FROM J.25 OF M1 , ~ K F-
01279600399 01159491000 

UPMINSTER, Essex 209-213 Sr. MARY'S LANE All OURSHOf'S ..... ,t" FU..;. PC RE,-1. 
0 P90SITE SouERFJELO S UPERMARKET N(J ~ F 

OPENS OcToeeR 11nl WE m .uc,s- JJo't mi !!O.G-- ~ ~ 
S0ME: ITEJ.IS IOUGo4' IN THE St<ll"S CAAf'IV A £1 SJ~ Ofri'tl-lf: W..Cl'Df!"-CU 

Inevitably some products llsttd m•y not y•t be avail•~- PINN phorw 10 dWCk 
availabillty. Prices may change without prior notfflclltlon. SAVE= Sa-ring oft t,,.a 
recommended price. Sent to preu xx.x.97 Errors & Omml1iof'l1 Exduded. Inter· 

Mediates Ltd. T/A Speclal Reserve, The M11tlngs, Sawbridgeworth, Hefts CM21 9PO 
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